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No man is happy without a delusion
••• of some kind. Delusions are as neces••• sary to our happiness as realities.—Bo- •••
••• vee.
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NIX FOR NIXON
The Governor’s Council by a vote of
4 to 3 Thursday refused to confirm the
nomination of Harry E. Nixon as re
corder for the Municipal court of
Portland. It is understood that Coun
cillors, Baxter of Bath, Folsom of
Norridgewock and Owen of Milo, voteil
for confirmation and Peacock of
Lubec. Clement of Montvflle, Clark of
Hollis and Lombard of Bridgton,
against confirmation. No one seems
to know what the next move will be.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

SILSBY’S
Telephone 318-W.
390 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

REPUBLICAN

Wishes you to know that besides its regular supply of
Cut Flowers it has some fine Cineraria Plants. Those

who had a Cineraria of our growing last year will cer

CAUCUSES

tainly want one this year, and others who do not

WARD CAUCUSES

know the plant will want to make its acquaintance.

The Republicans of Rockland are hereby
notified to meet in Caucus in their severU
ward rooms
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 8. 1923.
At 7.30 o'clock p. m.
for the purpose of nominating in each ward a
full ticket of ward officers; to elect for each
I ward a member of the city committee for the
j ensuing year; and to transact such other bus
iness as may legally come before said Caucuses.

t

Come in—visiters are welcome.
3u* Flowers and Design Work for all occasions

H. M. SILSBY, Florist
13-15

MAYORALTY CAUCUS
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby noti
fied to meet in Caucus at City Council Room,
Spring St.
Friday. February 9, 1923, at 7.30 P. M.
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Mayor and to transact such other business as
may legally come before said Caucus.
l'er order
REPUBLICAN CITY COMMITTEE,
WALTER H BUTLER. Chairman,
MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Secretary.
Dated at Rockland. Jan. 30. 1923.

A BANK OF PROGRESS

AMERICAN HOUSE
Hanover Street
Boston

The Rockland National Bank is
well known as a bank of progress—
steadily growing in deposits, and
tver ready to make its service in
creasingly useful to the people.

The House of Good Cheer
Room Rates $2.00 per day and up
Two new fireproof Garages one
Block in the rear of the House

Rathskeller

Business
Men’s
Lunch
from
Noon to 2 30 P. M.
Dinner from 6 P. M. to 8 P. M.
Supper from 8 P. M to 1 A. M.
A la carte all day
Music from 6 P. M. t-o 1 A. M.
by Scotty Holmes Orchestra and
The Imperial Marimba Band
Banquet Rooms front 4 to 500
people
Telephone Haymarket 4740
S-Nov-25-23

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
T-S

The Rockland National Bank
111

examine styles. If you already have a plate
bring it in and let us print you cards In lateei
sire THE COURIER-GAZETTE

A World-Wide Preference
No less than half of all the Hupmobile sales
in America are being made to owners of
other cars.

That shows how far the fame of this car has
gone beyond its own immediate circle—
which is always growing and keeps on com
ing back for the Hupmobile.

This conversion of other owners means that
the Hupmobile has been singled out for par
ticular preference because of its reliability.
By that we mean the everlasting regularity
of performance and service, the consistent
economy and efficiency, which have always
stamped the Hupmobile an extraordinary
motor car value.
Touring, $1115; Roadster, $1115; Special Roadster and Tour
ing, $1215; New 2*passenger Coupe, $1385; 4 Passenger Coupe,
$1535; Roadster Coupe, $1285; Sedan, $1675. F. O. B. Detroit,
Mich. Revenue Tax Extra.

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
DISTRIBUTOR

TELEPHONE 4-W.

FOR KNOX AND

PROMOTER OF PEACE

LINCOLN

COUNTIES

ROCKLAND,

ed president of the Maine League of
Loan and Building Associations at a
meeting which was held Wednesday
evening at the Augusta House. This
was probaldy the largest meeting of
the League ever held, there being at
least 75 delegates present. H. O. Gurdy
of Rockland was re-elected a member
of the executive rommittee.
Herbert W. Pinkham of Wollaston,
Mass., formerly head of the Massachu
setts Co-operative Bank Association,
changes in the laws affecting buildness of the Co-operative Bank Associ
ation was conducted and this is sim
ply another name for l.oan and Build
ing Associations, his information was
of much benefit to the delegates. He
said that he felt that it would be bet
ter if they were to change the name of
the Maine League of l.oan and Build
ing Associations to Co-operative Bank
Association, but this will probably not
be done.
Bank Commissioner Fred F. Law
rence described in detail the suggested
changes in the laws affffecting build
ing associations incorporated in the
consolidated banking act reported by
the special recess committee on banks
and banking, to be introduced in the
Senate during the present week. The
most im;>ortant of these changes is the
provision for issuing shares on the socalled permanent plan. Under exist
ing law shares are issued in series ev
ery six months and mature when each
individual share amounts to $200, at
which time the share-holder is sup
posed to withdraw. Under the new
plan, which may be adopted either as
an alternative or as an addition to the
serial plan, shares may be taken out
at any time and have no maturity.
The commissioner called special at
tention to the duties of the directors in
attending meetings, examining earn
ings and expenses, declaring dividends
and being constantly alert to increase
the usefulness of their association. He
emphasized the fact that in most cases
the secretary should serve as a spur to
see that the directors properly perform
their duties. He called attention to the
unauthorized practice of some associa
tions in receiving, under a so-called
“advance payment” account, deposits
which were not strictly advance pay
ments, the practice encroaching in
some instances on the field of savings
banking. Emphasis was also placed
on the necessity for legal security for
every loan. The practice of issuing
share loans where the shares had been
pledged as additional collateral upon
mortgage loans being criticised.

SPEED AND SAFETY
A Matter Which Concerns the
General Public, Right Now.

Harding achieved Vio other success
during his incumbency of the Presi
dency, his leadership in bringing about
the righting of the wrong imposed up
on China by Japan would entitle him
to go down in history as one of the
great world benefactors," declares the
Republican
Publicity
Assoctation,
through its President, Hon. Jonathan
Bourna, Jr. “His calling of the Wash
ington conference accomplished that
end and removed a cause of contention
which would certainly have resulted in
the utmost bad feeling until some
future war had wrested from Japan
the former Chinese province of Shan
tung.
“Shantung comprises an area of
56,000 square miles in which reside
some 38,000,000 Chinese. Not only
that, but we are informed that ‘Shan
tung is known as the cradle of Chinese
civilization. Confucius and Mencius
were born here, and here is the sacred
mountain of Tai-Shan.’ Not primarily
because of long possession and un
questioned
title, nor because of
Chinese population, But because of its
associations with the Chinese religion,
China would never have ceased her ef
forts to regain Shantung.
“On the flimsiest sort of pretext
Germany acquired consessiofis in
Shantung in 1897 which gave her prac
tical control through her economic
dominance.
Upon
declaring
war
against Germany in 1914. Japan seized
the German rights and possessions in
Shantung and proceeded upon the
theory that she had acquired practi
cally an indefeasible title and right of
complete control. This right was dis
puted by Chinh with a vehemence that
foretold an endless controversy. It
was apparent to all students of the
situation that the almost countless
millions of the people of China would
press their claims regardless of the
amount of ultimate bloodshed. Tem
porary weakness might delay her suc
cess but there would have been no
yielding of the purpose until it had
been attained.
....
“When President Harding oalled the
Washington conference on limitation
of armaments he displayed farseeing
statesmanship by mentioning among
the subjects for discussion the settling
of controversies on the Pacific which
carried threats of future wars. Large
ly through the tactfulness of Presi
dent Harding and Secretary Hughes
the representatives of China and Japan
were induced to continue discussion of
the subject when at frequent times it
seemed as though a final break must
come. The ultimate result was that
Japan agreed to yield and has yielded
the rights she claimed in Shantung
upon the payment of a reasonable
amount representing the value of the
German railroads she had seized. It
may be fairly said that having become
convinced of the error of her claim.
Japan acknowledged that error frank
ly and fulfilled her promise of with
drawal in letter and in spirit. Japan
can stand before the world with a
clear conscience; China has the satis
faction of seeing a wrong righted; the
Chinese people are free from the con
stant irritation that would be felt by
alien possession of her most sacred
shrines.
“President Harding has not only
rendered a good service to <he Orient
but has retrieved the good name of the
United States. President Wilson gave
approval to the treaty under which
Japan attempted to retain Shantung.
His act, so far as he was able to make
It so, became the act of the United
States.
Our government, however,
was prevented from becoming a party
to such an atrocious agreement by re
fusal of the Senate to ratify. Had that
treaty been ratified the controversy
would have been continuous until one
of the bloodiest wars in history,would
have been fought on the Eastern
shores of Asia.
“As a promoter of peace, President
Harding is entitled to high rank in The
history of peace accomplishments.”

There is a place and a time when
speed is justified.
Vehicles for which exceptions are
made in our traffic ordinances must
travel at high speed even in congested
districts and at all hours of the day
and night; life, limb and property de
pend upon their reaching their desti
nations at the earliest possible moment.
But where is the urgent need for
speed on the part of the motorist who
“beats the other fellow” just to get
ahead of him?
The speedy driver causes accidents
—even though his machine may not
come into actual contact with another
car. person or object. Because of a
dexterity divorced of all courtesy, he
maneuvers about and stays clear of
trouble. Under this category might
be classed many commercial drivers
whose driving is spectacular simply
because they are on the streets at all
hours and under all conditions, and
have become expert
in dodging
through heavy traffic without slack
ening speed.
Other persons less able to .manipu
late brake and gear levers subcon
sciously are forced to bring into in
stant play a combination of good judg
ment and simultaneous action—a co
ordination of mind and muscle—that
the average driver possesses in a far
lesser degree than the expert. The re
sult is inevitable. The more flashy,
speedy, yet expert driver escapes while
the unfortunate average driver suffers
an accident into which he was actually
foreed.
If any real purpose were served by
this undue haste, there might be some
justification, but most often it isI
prompted by selfishness and an utter
disregard for the convenience, safety
and existence of anyone else. So long
as this were the only evil attached to
fast or reckless driving there probably
would be little done about it. But the
number of persons killed and crippled
each day through the abuse of the
automobile is found to increase steadily,
and it is high time that communities
throughout the land exercise something
more than the "interesting if true" at
titude.
Fines are inadequate in extirpating
the reckless driver.
Jail sentences
without alternative and without dis
crimination are undoubtedly creating
a more wholesome respect for law and
order. When the license to drive a car
is denied an irresponsible individual;
when it is taken away from a reck
less driver for just cause; and When
insurance companies universally place
a premium on carefulness by determin
ing rates according to the average ac
cident experience of each individual
motorist, then automobile accidents
like preventable accidents in industry
will steadily decrease.

ME.

Telephone 664-W

l.

Hupmobile

THE GOVERNORSHIP

RICHMOND’S BID

Should Be Given For Every President Harding’s Efforts In Speculation As To Who Will Does Not Appeal To Bangor
Loan Com’r Lawrence Told
1 his Capacity Will Keep His
SucceetJ Baxter—Five Re
Editor In the Kennebec
Loan and Building Men.
Memory Green.
publicans and a Democrat
Bridge Matter.
Named.
O. W. Ta,pley of Ellsworth was elect
Washington, Jan. 31.—"If President

By request this paper is gladly re
publishing the following timely edi
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and torial from the National Safety News:

Rockland, Maine
ty!|i MEMBER FEDERAL ‘RESERVE SYSTEM l!'

LEGAL SECURITY

Volume 78............. Number 13.

ST. PETER'S CHURCH
White Street, near Llmerock
Rev A. K. Scott, Rector
34 High Street. Telephone 271 J
If thia telephone le not enewered cell M-M

Scxsfesima Sunday. Feb 4th, llely Com
munion with music and sermon at lO.IIfl '
Church Schoo! at 12 15. No early serv
ice
At Thomaston Sunday. Holy Communion at
7.45 a. nt.; Church School at 6 p m '
Evening Prayer with music and sermon
at 7.
Picnic Supper (free; r.ot a “public supper”)
for all the parish, in the parish rooms,
next Thursday, Felt. 8th. at 6 p. m, ;
followed by an entertainment and nodal
hour. All come, with ali the family,
mu Council: the following additional
Parish
members have been elected: Mrs Itrowne,
Mrs Dinsmore.
embers of the different "departmen'.s"
(under the Parish Council) hate been
eltcted as follows: Church Extension, Mr
Livingston. Miss Clark, Mrs. Lothrop, Mrs.
Browne, Clayton William ; Religious Edu
cation, Miss Parmalee, Miss Margaret Buttoiner, Mrs. Decrow, Mrs Xlles, Miss
Buttomer; Social Service. Mrs
Ellen _
McAlary, Mis A. E Scott, Mrs Pecrow,
Mrs. Alden, Miss Dodge; Publicity, Mr.
McAlarv, Mr. fecrow, Mrs DeerdW. Mrs
A L. 'Bahbidge, Miss Staples; Finance,
Mr. Livingston. Mr MttAlary, Mr. Rankin,
Mr. Pecrow, Mr ,1. P. Scott.
Lent begins Ash Wednesday, Feb. 14th, and
continues until Easter Day, April 1st.
Special additional services for the week
days in Lent will be announced next
. .week.
The Rector lakes this opportunity to ex
press his appreciation of the many per
sonal kindnesses which have been shown
him recently, especially of the good wish
es in connection with his tilth anniver
sary.

CAMDEN FANS ALIVE
Wadsworth’s Wonders Will Again Be
Turned Loose In Baseball Arena
Thanks to Camden, Knox county
was able last season to see some high
class amateur baseball, and while the
climax of that season was disappoint
ing to the supporters of that team, no
body got cold feet, even in the severe
winter through which the fans have
kept interest alive. That Camden will
be there with both feet (both warm)
is evident from the following item,
culled from the Herald’s sporting col
umn:
“Determined to give Camden her
biggest and best summer of sport for
1923, the club elected their manager
and assistant for the coming season.
W. A. Wadsworth was the choice for
manager and Harold (Mickey) Dough
erty for assistant. Two better and
ha“der working men are not under
contract. The fans can be assured of
a way of spending their Saturdays for
the 1923 season.
The management
plans on drawing up a schedule for the
season at the earliest possible time and
on making arrangements for July 4
and Labor Day as big days at home."

Plumbing and Heating

Tbs Famoua Sheet Matle you sss sSvaftlaad In ill the leading mtfailnoa. Ovsr
2200 aelertlons—lend tor catftofuo.

ROCKLAND, ME.

MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, Ms.

S-tf

PENSION BILL GAIN

Bursum Measure Favorably Reported
After Modifications Are Made
The Bursum pension bill as modi
fied after ihe recent veto of President
Harding, wag reported favorably Wed
nesday by the Senate pensions com
mittee, after elimination of some of the
provisions objected to by the Presi
dent.
The committee retained the provision
of the original bill increasing the pen
sions of Civil and Mexican war veter
ans from $50 to $72 it month but modi
fied il by limiting such increaseg to
veterans of 78 years or over. Widows
of Civil and Mexican war veterans 68
years old or more would have their
pensions increased to $50 under the
bill.
The revised bill, according to an es
timate from the interior department,
would cost $78,000,000 during the first
year of Its operation.

MILEAGE BOOKS AGAIN
Railroads were ordered Wednesday
by the Interstate Commerce Commis
sion to resume the practice of selling
interchangeable mileage books good
for 2,500 miles of travel at reductions
of 20 per cent from the regular pas
senger rates. Sale of the 'hooks must
begin March 15, the commission de
cided. A number of small railroads
were excluded from the requirements
of the order because of their financial
inability to meet the reduction. Prac
tically all of the Class One roads how
ever, must establish the reductions.

MAINE AT THE HELM
Built in Maine and owned in Maine,
the six-masted schooner, Edward J.
Lawrence, sailed Thursday command
ed by a South Portland captain and
manned by a South Portland crew of 12.
for Norfolk, Va., to be loaded with a
cargo of coal to help relieve the Maine
coal shortage.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fall «to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your inner life with a til
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.

THE TWO ANGELS
Two angels, one of Life and one of Death,
Passed o’er our village as the moraine broke:
An Amherst despatch to the Boston The dawn was on their faces, and beneath.
The sombre houses hearsed with plumes of
Globe says that Harold D. Stevenson.
smoke.
'24, of Camden has been elected presi
dent of the Massachusetts Agricultural Their attitude and aspect were the same.
Alike the.ir features and their robes of white:
College Christian Association, to fill
was crowned with amaranth, as with
the vacancy caused by the resignation But one
flame,
of Fred B. Cook. He Is a member of
And one with asphodels, like flakes of light.

the Honor Council and has excelled in
them pause on their celestial wny;
track athletics. He is a member of I saw
Then said I, with deep tear and doubt
Alpha Gamma Rho.
oppressed,

"Beat not so loud, my heart, lest thou betray
The place where thy beloved are at rest!”

DONSON

And he who wore the crown of asphodels.
Descending, at my door began to knock,
And my soul sank within me, as in wells
The vwiter sinks before an earthquake’s shock.

The Reliable and Satisfactory

I recognized the nameless agony.
The terror and the tremor and the pain,
That oft before had filled or haunted me,
And now returned with threefold ilteng U
again.

Psychic and Spiritual

MEDIUM

Thn Hrynr j
to niy heavenly guest.
And listened, for I thought I heard Gods

voice;
Can be consulted every Tuesday and And knowing
whatsoe’er he sent was best,
Wednesday from 10 A, M. to 8 P. M.
Dared neither to lament nor to rejoice.
29 PARK STREET
Then with a smile, that Ailed the house wi»h
light,
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
“My errand is not Death, but Life.’’ he said;
lS6»tf
And ere I answered, passing out of sigh ,
On his celestial embassy he sped

To have your films promptly

developed and printed

CARVER’S

CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION

SANITARY ENGINEER

This is how Editor Hall of the Banfor Commercial views Richmond's pro
position in connection with the Ken
nebec Bridge;
“The Richmond Chamber of Com
merce is sending out letters presenting
reasons why the proposed bridge across
the Kennebec should be constructed at
Richmond instead of at Bath and al
leges that the cost of construction
would be greatly less at the narrower
span of the Kennebec at Richmond
than it would be at Bath. So far as
the cost is concerned this argument
is very doubtless correct, but a bridge
ut Richmond would not serve the de
sired purpose as ut Bulb. It would en
tail railroad building from Wiscasset
to Richmond and would place Bath
upon a sidetrack.
It would entail
larger mileage for any persons who
are traveling front the west to Lin
coln or Knox counties nr from those
counties to the west. The item of a
reduced first cost would very quickly
be oil set by the continued greater cost
of travel and by the rail construction
made necessary.
"A bridge at Richmond rather than
at Bath would mean less mileage for
travelers from eastern Maine to Knox
and Lincoln counties, but it would be
unfair to approach this matter from
the sectional standpoint of the east
ern Maine people for they would be
much less vitally affected than the
people of Knox and Lincoln counties
and of Bath and its vicinity. It is by
no means certain that the Maine legis
lature will endorse the proposal to con
struct an expensive bridge across the
Kennebec, but if it does take such ac
tion it may be written down as certain
that the location will be at Bath. But
efforts to impel another location will
make more difficult the obtaining of a
favorable decision from the legislature.”

CAMDEN BOY ELECTED

send or bring them to

SHEET MUSIC 15c

w. McCartney

‘Under an Augusta date line the
Portland Express-Advertiser publishes
the following interesting gossip rela
tive to the governorship.
....
One of the visitors to the State capi
tal this week has been Mayor A. R.
Day of Bangor, who has been in Au
gusta in the interests of the University
of Maine, of which institution the
mayor is a very loyal supporter. Peo
ple about the State House, were inter
ested in seeing Mayor Day, for the
reason that it has been common gos
sip for several months that the Ban
gor executive would lie a candidate for
the Republican nomination for Gov
ernor next year.
When asked by the Express whether
he intended becoming a candidate for
the governorship, the mayor replied
that he was not ready to discuss the
subject for publication. One of the
mayor's friends who was standing near
by when the question was asked re
marked that it could be said the mayor
has been "mentioned” for the nomi
nation.
It has been commonly known for a
long time that President Frank G.
Farrington would be a candidate for
the Republican gubernatorial nomi
nation.
President Farrington
has
made no public announcement of his
intentions, but those who are in his
confidence assume that it is accepted
as true that the Augusta man will
seek the nomination.
At present the Bangor situation is
complicated somewhat by the com
monly conceded fact that Hon. Taber
D. Bailey of the present Senate and a
former president of that body will
seek the gubernatorial nomination.
Friends of Leon F. Higgins of Brewer,
who was one of the candidates against
Gov. Baxter last summer, say that the
Brewer man will try for the nomi
nation again another year.
There has been some speculation as
to whether Hon. John P. Deering of
Saco, who has been twice a candidate
for nomination for Governor might not
want to make another try. Some of
the Saco man’s friends say, however,
that he has no such intention.
The question has been raised about
the State House as to whether Gov.
Baxter might not become a candidate
for a third term. To these specu
lations a positive negative may be en
tered. It is a fact that the Governor
has no intention of being a candidate
for any public office at the expiration
of his term of office.
And, by the way, one political ob
server made the prediction that the
Democratic nominep for Governor will
be Hon. James B. Perkins, formerly of
Lincoln county but now of Augusta.
Mr. Perkins has lately come to Au
gusta to become associated with Hon.
William It. Pattangall in the practice
of law. The guess may have been a
wild one, but it doesn’t sound un
reasonable

BOOK STORE

Twas at thy door, O friend! and not at ntlna,
The angel with the amaranthine wreath,
Pausing, descended, and with mice divine,
Whispered a word that lutd a sound Uk<
Death.

Then feH upon the house a sudden gloom,
A shadow on t-lwee features fair and thin;
And softly, from that hushed and darkened
room,
Two angels issued, where but one went in.
All is of God! If he »Mit wave his hand.
The mists collect, the rain falls thick and
loud.
Till, with a a-nWe of light on sea and land,
Lo. he looks back from the departing cloud.
Angela of Life and Death xllka are his;
Without hla leave they pass no threshold o'er:
Who. then, would wish or dare, ballering this,
Against his messengers to shut the door?
—Henry W. Longfellow.

Every-Qther-Da/
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TWENTY-THREE

DIVORCES

KENNEBEC BRIDGE

Lin

BILL

THBEE-TIMEB-A-WEEK

Rocitiana, Maine. Feii.

na

Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he Is pressman In the offlee
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue ot The Courier-Gitzeite of Feb t
1923, there was printed a total cf 6,027 copies
Before ine,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Were Granted At the January Term of Court—Thirteen Makes Its Appearance In the Maine Senate—Provided
»r* • l
III* I
$3,000,000 Bond Issue—Other Legislative Matters.
Jury I rials Without Disagreement

Mark Down Sale
OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

The Jannary term of Knox county George F. Bell of Providence, B. I., for
Ap ad providing f.ntthe building of ^jinistice day. f^ov. 11, a school holi
Supreme Court which finally adjourn cruel and abusive treatment. Name of a bridge across tfie Kennebec river be day.
• • • •
libellant changed to Hildred Barlow
ed Thursday noon, cost approximately
tween the city of Bath and the town
Mattison Tinker of Portland, presi
Littlefield fpr libellanl.
$2000. About 80 cases were disposed
James W. Sanderson of Vinalhaven of Woolwich was, introduced in the dent of the Maine Jewelers' Associa
BIBLE THOUGHT!
of. There were two civil trials and 13 from Margaret B. Sanderson of Burl Senate Thursday hy Senator F. W. tion appeared before the Legal Affairs
—FOR TODAY—
criminal trials, without a single dis ington. Vt., for statutory cause
arleton of Sagadahoc. The act is ac- committee Tuesday, in favor of an ad
providing for a Jewelers’ lien. He
I Bible Thoughts memorised, will prove a
agreement on the part of the jury. Gttstody of Myra F. Sanderson and eotnpanied by a resolve to amend the said ihat a large amount of work was
priceless heritage in after years.
Janies F. Sanderson minor children,
Another important feature of the term granted to libellant, Payson for li- constitution to provide that the legis done rn small jobs, like cheap watches
lature may authorize the issuance of or lhe less expensive kind, and the
was the granting of 23 divorces. The bellant.
WISDOM FOR THE ASKING: If any
fo„(,ws.
Emma Bishop from Edward Bishop bonds not exceeding $3,000,000 in owners did not call for them. There
of you lack wisdom, let him ask oi God.
of Rockland, for desertion. Tirrell for amount at any one time payable with- was no way of getting back a return
it 41 years with Interest not lo exceed on material used or labor unless by
that glveih to all men liber-ilv. a,: 1
L Davis of Thomaston from libellant.
Simon L. Alperin of Rockland from i per cent. The bonds or proceeds means of a public auction amt there
i Hartwell I.. Davis of Friendship for
hlm.--.la'.nes 1:5.
desertion. Custody of Carleen A. Fannie Alperin of Everett, Mass., fot shall be devoted solely to tbe building was not enough in it to pay the costa,
and most jewelers objected to the
Davis, minor child, grants*! to libellant, cruel and abusive treatment. G. B of this highway and railroad bridge.
The act provides for ilie creation of auction idea.
Mr. Tinker said that
Butler for libellant.
i
Johnson
for libellant.
Colonel Owsley, National Com
Alma C. LaMont of Union from a board of directors to include one per since he had been in business he had
Ida )•’. Small from Howard D. Small
mander of lhe American Legion, has
of Camden, for statutory
cause. Leonard LaMont of parts unknown ron front Sagadahoc county and one accumulated many watches of the
no illusions with respect to the con Smalley for libellant.
for desertion.
Custody of Everett person either from Knox or Lnicoln cheaper kind which in the aggregate
John Foster Heald from Helen Aline William LaMont, minor child, granted county, together with the State High represented quite a toss.
ditions existing between Germany and
O. E. Davies of Rockland also spoke
way Commission. The directors are
France. France, he says has "ihe en Heald of Camden, for cruel and lo libellant. Payson for libellant.
Lucy I. Johnston of Vinalhaven from to be appointed by the Governor and in favor of the act. Mr. Davies, a
abusive treatment. Dwinal for li
tire support of the American Legion
Robert Johnston of Waldoboro, for eceive an annual salary of $300 while former president ot tlie Maine Jew
bellant.
in her efforts to make Germany pay
Grace 1!. Daggett of Washington cruel and abusive treatment. Name the bridge in under construction and elers' Association said he had been in
her just debts.” Declaring that Ger from Elmer \V. Daggett of Worcester. of libellant ehaged to Lucy I. Elwell. an annual salary of $25 after its com business 25 years and had at present
some 20 watches In which he had put
pletion.
many must be made to live up to her Mass., for intoxicat.on. Custody of Gould for liliellant.
Section 2 of the act locates the bridge work and material and which repre
Thomas Cotter of Quincy, Mass,
Alice E. Daggett, minor child, granted
obligation to make reparalion to
to libellant. Danton £ Morse for li front Beulah May Cotter of Vinalhaven, on Ute Woolwich side of the Kennebec sented a loss. Tlie accumulation is
for statutory cause. Charlotte Cotter, within 1300 feet of tbe present railroad steadily if slowly going on. There are
France, Colonel Owsley went on to say bellant.
that "she has sulked and has blocked
Lillian G. Ashline of Rockland from Raymond Cotter and Maxine Cotter, landing. Ihe bridge to crons the river 211 jewelers In the stale all of whom
minor children, granted to libellee. to tbe Bath shore at a point between have small stock, their principal work
the way.” He added: "I believe she William P. Ashline of Athol. Mass., for
The total amount
Tirrell for libellant. C. S. Roberts for Oak^streel and the present railroad being in repairs.
desertion. Miller for libellant.
did not intend to pay on tlie day site
tied up in this manner was in the ag
wharf.
Mary B. Pickering of Rockland from libellee.
Ruth E. Haupt from Leon I.. Haupt
Flans shall he made for a bridge to gregate very large. He said that New
signed the treaty, and do not believe it Timothy G. Pickering of parts un
is in her mind new to pay if she can known. for neglect to provide suitable of Thomaston, for cruel and abusive accommodate all travel across tbe river York and a few other states bad this
treatment. Custody of Evelyn Haupt, between Bath und Woolwich, including kind of a law nnd it had proved very
keep from doing so.” The Worcester maintenance. Johnson for libellant.
Marlon B. Perry from Lawrence C. minor child, granted to libellant. In passage of railroad Irakis and shall successful.
. • « .»
Telegram says in the connection,
contain a draw satisfactory to tlie War
Perry of Rocktend. for cruel and graham for libellant.
A. S. Littlefield of Rockland ap
Phyllis Black from‘Leroy A. Black Department.
quoting a recent utterance of Senator abusive treatment. Pike for libellant.
Section 4 provides thut from the pro peared in favor of an act to exempt
Fannie L. Hunt of Vinalhaven from of Rockland, for the cause of failure
Borah, that "we declared officially
certain properly construction and used
to support. Libellant is permitted to
and many times that with the German Fitz Herbert L. Hunt of Boston, for assume her maiden name, Phyllis ceeds of the bonds Issued by the State for charitable purposes Ironi taxation.
the State treasurer shall pay all dam
cruel anti abusive treatment. Withee
people, as a people, we had no quarrel,
Moran. Johnson for libellajit.
ages to property sustained by any tier- Attorney Littlelteld slated that Sam
for libellant.
Ethel C. Davis of Thomaston from son. firm or corporation that the taking uel A. Miles, a wealthy summer resi
but a feeling of sympathy and friend
Edna C. Wheeler from Walter C.
Wheeler of Camden, for cruel and Harold W. Davis of Friendship for the of any land or any right or easment dent of South Bristol owns a properi.v
ship:”
abusive
treatment. Montgomery for cause of utter desertion. Littlefield therein in manner provided by law in in that town main which he wilt build
“Yet the people who stuck the bayo
for libellant.
the case of land taken for the laying a number of structures of various
libellant/
nets into our boys in khaki, filled their
kinds, hts intention being lo gather In
Morris B. Perry of Rockland from out of highway.
Hilma
Nieminen
from
Karlo
Emil
lungs with gas. drenched them witii
the poor children of Portland, Rock
Lillias A. Perry of ROckland for the
The
directors
are
given
power
to
Nieminen
of
South
Thomaston,
for
liquid flame, beat and starved them in
cause of cruel and abusive treatment lease for not more than 40 yeats to the land amt Bath, bring them at his ex
cruel
and
abusive
treatment.
Libellant
the prison camps, the people who
Smalley for libellant. Frank Wilson Maine Central Railroad Co., or to any pense and entertain them for certain
ravaged Belgium, shot Edith Cavell, allowed to resume her maiden name of of Boston for libellee.
The work
other Public Utility under such terms periods of the summer.
Hilma
Mannlnen.
Bird
for
libellant.
butchered the babies of the Lusitania,
will be under the direction of the Sal
Maynard
C.
Ingraham
of
Rockport
Laura
Lillian
Orcutt
of
Vinalhaven
and
conditions
as
they
may
prescribe,
were the German people. Not tbe
vation Army but all bills will be paid
kaiser or the crown prince or the other from Lawrence Wane Orcutt of Whit- from Helen P Ingraham of Lewiston a right- to use a portion of the bridge by Mr Miles. The improvements will
befeathered madmen of the Hohenzol- in -vllle, Mass., for cruel and abusive for cruel and abusive treatment and and its approaches.
Custody
of Lawrence extreme cruelty. Custody of William
Section 7 provides that Ihe directors cost between $30,000 and $40,000 and
iern royalty, but the sweet, simple treatment.
he expeels to entertain between 700
German people, with helmets on their Wane Orcutt, minor child, granted to E. Ingraham and Arline T. Ingraham ntay apply to Congress tor an appropri and 800 children at an annual expense
minor children, granted to libellant ation to assist In the construction of
heads, dripping steel in their hands. libellant. Roberts for libellant.
of about $10,000. Mr. Miles did not
Hildred Bell of Rockland from LJUlefield for libellant.
the bridge.
Gott on their lips and malignancy in
wish any reduction of taxes now paid
• • * »
their hearts. Even so, nations of loftier
but wished an exemption of taxes paid
Knox County Measure
soul will not visit upon them cruel and
Elliot of Knox—Act to incorporate on improvements on property to be
unusual punishment. They may, how
AN OLD WAR SONG
| WORD FROM DONOHUE
the Knox Bar itnd Library Association. used for the charitable purpose of
ever, remember that the German peo
giving children an annual vacation of
Tae corporation may hold property,
ple lie with singular fluency and satis
10 days to two weeks.
Many
Readers
Find
Interest
Ex-Postmaster
Touring
Southover
all
the
property
of
the
Knox
faction, that the French have met
. • • «
County
Bar
and
Library
Association
them more intimately and know them
Chairman Brewster of the commit
ern
Tier
of
States
—
Helps
Awakened
and
Hasten
To
and
to
hold
it
in
peri»-lual
succession.
better than anybody else and that it
tee outlined a plan whereby a corpor
The corporation may hold property,
seems as yet scarcely appropriate for
Select Mardi-Gras Queen.
Supply
the
Proper
Word.
ation could lip organized to take over
real
and
personal,
to
an
amount
not
William E. Borah, or any other nonproperty with mortgage hack so tiiat
exceeding $100,000 in value.
Teutonic spirit, to become particu
absolute control could tie taken from
Hattiesburg. Miss., Jan. 31.
There is no quest more interesting
larly distressed about their commercial
owner, intimating that such an ar
than the pursuit bf an old-time song. Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
Cloee Time On Rabbits
alarm."
rangement would provide relief from
There appeared in The Courier-Ga
This letter I hope will prove to be
Senator Kirschner of Androscoggin
If we at all understand the American zette of several issues ago, in an the result of my combined efforts to
taxes.
has introduced in the Senate an act
George Webber of Webber £ Web
people we do not believe they enter article contributed by Mrs. Veazie. a give your paper a review of the won
providing an annual closed season on ber of Augusta, appeared before the
tain hatred for the Germans—hut we quotation from a song that was popu- derful trip I am enjoying through the wild hares or rabbits during the months
committee, asking for an amendment
| lar in the far-off days of the Civil Southland. In this way I can get in
from March to September of each year. to the act for a jewelers lien to in
do not lose sight of the fact that after
, i War. Writing from memory, the touch with my many Rockland friends
The
act
further
provides
thut
no
per

the Kaiser "had got done with France writer doubted if she had quoted with who I understand are living down one
clude work done on automobile and
son shall use any snares, traps or other electrical equipment. It was suggest
il was in effect his announced purpose, exactness, which elicited from other of our old fashioned winters.
devices, or hunt to kilt these animals ed that such a matter could not pro
We have been very busy on the sur except by ahopt^ng with guns in the
to make America pay the cost of the contributors a number of slight vari
perly be taken up under the notice of
alions in the verse and chorus as they vey for the New State Pier at St. Pe
usual manner, but it shall be luwfui to a hearing for a jeweler's lien und a
war. Tho heroic sacrifices of France
remembered it. All doubt tls to the tersburg and the reclaimed lands pro
catch
wild
hares
or
rabbits
in
common
helped render this threat futile. As exact version is now set at rest .toy ject and at this writing I am dictating
bill covering the matter, similar to
box traps during the open season.
the jeweler’s lien will be presented to
between the two peoples our duty is Mrs. Margaret (Sullivan) Pnladino, of this letter ineone of the largest cotton
lhe Legislature very soon.
first to stand by the French. The out this city, who has in her possession a brokerage offices in the south. Mr
Shorter Deer Hunting Season
number of bound volumes of old-time Taylor and I have just taken an auto
Representative Hayes of Chelsea has
spoken utterances of the head of the songs that belonged to her mother, the ride through the cotton fields ot En
Knox Academy of Science
American Legion lielp to clear the air. laie Mary (Hanrahan) Sullivan, who bright £ Sons, Inc., and I can assure introduced an act-providing for an an
J. H. Brubaker and Representative
was a well-known singer in local you it was some sigh;, acres and acres nual closed season on deer in the coun Rogers nf Rockland. Representative
ties of Androscoggin. Cumberland, Ken Wing of Auburn and Mrs. Sarah Ride
The voters of Rockland are faced musical circles of an earlier gen of waving cotton.
nebec. Knox, Lincoln, Waldo, Sagada out Abbott of Saco appeared before a
eration.
After
the
rain
lets
up
we
are
to
look
with the responsibility of naming next
Among the sheet music bound into over the levees amd gaze upon the old hoc and York front Dec. t of each year committee in favor of the resolve to
week the candidates who will be voted the volume is the song of this quest, Mississippi for a few hours on our to the 14th day of the following Novem grant $13,000 to the Knox-Academy of
ber. both days inclusive. The penalty Science and Fine Arts. It was ex
for at the March election, a month entitled “Grafted Into the Army," with way to New Orleans.
It is our endeavor to interest the peo for killing a deer out of season is fixed plained Ihat this corporation was or
hence. The Democrats have two can a picture of the fond mother. In ample
skirts, white cap and glasses, holding ple here in the growing value of real at a fine of not less than $50 nor more ganized in 1914 and owned 60 acres ot
didates for the mayoralty nomination,
up to view a pair of Juvenile trousers estate on the Florida coaet. The mi than $100 and costs for each offense.
land in Warren on which every kind
• • • «
atid may be depended upon to put up markeif by a prominent “tear.” Be gration of the Northern people to the
of tree, plant and scrub grown in
Sanitary Bakeries
a vigorous fight to the end that they low, in an embellishment of the artist’s warm sands and balmy breezes of the
Maine could be raised. It was also a
An act to regulate bakeries and game preserve. A number of valuable
shall control the city offices. That this fancy, “Jimmy" of the song is seen Florida beaches is growing by leaps
doing disconsolate duty “on picket.” and bounds and after you have en- bakery products was introduced in the animals were kept there and it is
wifi not be an easy matter they full
“Words and music by Henry C. Work, joy?d a few-weeks of rest at one of House Thursday by Representative Ed planned to erect a museum on the
well know, for in the death of Mayor author of Kingdom Come, etc. Pub these wonderful beaches you will see gar E. Rounds of Portland. The act grounds. Representative Wing spoke
Thorndike the party lost a highly val lished hy Root & Cady, 95 Clark street, that I have not overrated the advan provides thal every bakery shall be highly of the monthly magazine which
tages of spending your winter vaca constructed, drained, lighted, ventilated was being issued by the Institute and
uable asset. It is exceedingly doubt Chicago;” and the date of copyright is
tion in the South.
1862.
and maintained in a clean and sanitary said that he felt the organization was
ful if the Democrats cau name a man
« « « •
The words of the song are printed
eomlition anil when and where neces doing a valuable work in Maine.
who would receive within a hundred below, and the music is admirably
After the Mardi Gras festivities are sary screened against flies, shall have
. . • •
over
I
will
be
with
you
again
in
the
plumbing and drainage facilities to
as many votes as were cast for Mr. joined to their quaint humor. It is
Ovcrlock of Washington—Act to
spring and introduce the people of
Thorndike on the average. The Re easy to understand why the song en Rockland to the beautiful new theatre gether with suitable wash basins, wash amend paragraph 9 section 6 of chap
joyed a great vogue and is happily
sinks and toilets or water closets, which ter 10 of the Revised Statutes as
publicans, with what is perhaps their i remembered by the older generation now building to be known as the
shall be kept in a clean and sanitary amended by Chapter 105 of the pub
"Strand.
”
I
am
most
highly
pleased
best opportunity in recent years, have; now surviving:
condition.
lic laws of 1919 and by Chapter 119 of
to
announce
that
I
have
been
chosen
• • • .
no mayoralty candidate at present in ; Our Jimmy has gone for to lire in a tent,
the Public Laws of 1921. The act would
as
one
of
the
committee
to
select
the
......
-d. .
. I They hare grafted his into the army;
An act to amend the revised statutes change the present law which limits
view. But we may confidently count jj(1 gnauy pucker’d up outrage and went,
queen from many hundred aspirants to relating to the setting aside of verdicts the amount of exemptions of estates
upon a candidate being found, one who
"hen they grafted hint into the ami;.
be known as "Miss Florida” to attend by single justices was introduced in the
i I tolJ them the child was loo young, alas!
of widows and war veterans to thc
kvill measure up to the responsibility and i At the captain's forequarters they said he the Mardi Gras at New Orleans this House Thursday by Representative amount of $5000 lo a complete exemp
i
,
......
would pass—
spring.
Molten of Augusta. This amendment tion, unless said widow or veteran re
be a good vote getter. Tills is the ear They
- ’d train him up well in the infqntry da»3—
Two weeks ago I had the pleasure of provides that a motion must be tiled at
So they grafted him into the army.
quests permission to pay said tax.
DP»t wish of every man and woman
attending a tournament of golf at the
the same term at which the verdict is Also it does away with the penalty for
Chorus
Ponce de Leon links, Jacksonville, and
who stands ready on March 5 to sup
rendered, and shall be heard by the pre violation of the law by fraudulently
Oh .Timmy, farewell! Your brothers fell
shaking hands with ex-Gov. Adelbert
port the Republican ticket. And with
Way down in Ah barmy;
siding justice either in term time or transferring title of property to any
Ames of Massachusetts, who was play
I
thought
they
would
spare
a
lone
widder
’
s
heir,
that sort of a candidate should be as
But they grafted him into the array.
ing eight holes with the grand old man. iu vacation, at ills discretion. A report such widow or veteran.
sociated ward tickets whose election
John D. Rockefeller, Sr., with Bill Case ot so much of lhe verdict as- the pre
Brest up in Ills unicorn—dear little chap;
siding Justice deems necessary shall he
referee.
shall be a guarantee of the successful
They have grafted him into the army.
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
tiled with hint and copieR thereof fur
It
seems
but
a
day
since
he
sot
in
m.v
lap,
Especial
mention
is
due
the
wonder

management of the city’s affairs.
nished
to
counsel
by
the
court
steno

Hut they have grafted him into the army.
ful surf at Daytona Beach which at
And these are the trousies he used to wear—
grapher without expense to the parlies
STATE OF MAINE
Them very' same buttons—the patch and Ihe times rolls in twelve feet high and I prior to the hearing.
In the Senate, January 18, 19C3.
The hoisting of the large sign into
soon found I was not as young as I
tear—
• « « •
Ordered, the House concurring, that the Line
Uncle Sam gave him a bran new pair
used to be when we camped at Cooper’s
place over the entrance of the new ButWhen
the reception of bills tor private aud special
they grafted him into the a nny.
Phillips of Hancock—Act vesting for
Beach in our boyhood days.
legislation be limited to
Postal Telegraph ofllce on Main street ...
. ,
Clifford
N.
Robbins,
his
associates
and
THURSDAY, February 8, 1823. at four o'clock
Was much surprised to hear that
Now in my provisions I see htm revealed—
P. M.
Wednesday brought forcibly to many
They have grafted him into the army;
"Judge of the Night Court.” Col. Hur assigns with the right to ply a ferry
And that all such petitions and bills pre
„......
i .
.1
A picket beside tbe contented field,
boat
or
boats
across
Somes
’
Sound
be

ley, has thrown his hat in the ring
sented after that date be referred to the next
persons the gtave danger that swingThey have grafted him into the army,
again and will oppose Brown in the tween Southwest Harbor and North Legislature; that the Secret-ary of the Senate
ing signs may come back into vogue ! He looks kinder slckish—begins to cry—
cause copies of this order to be published in
east
Harbor
in
the
county
ot
Hancock.
i A big volunteer standing right iu his eye!
mayoralty contest in March. Democ
all the daily and weekly papers of the State
alter the long, hard light that was I Oh what If the ducky should up and die
Clark of Lincoln—Resolve appro until and including Wednesday, February 7.
racy see/ns to be coming into its own
made to keep them from destroying
No’ they've znifted him Into th. amty.
priating the sum ot $89,800 for the fis 1923.
again.
Presented by Sargent of Hancock.
the appearance of the street and the
J’olu,me
°,d SO"5S whlCh
Wishing you all the best of luck and cal period finding June 30, 1924, and
In Senate Chamber, Jan. 16. 1923 Dead and
The Courier-Gazette has been per- hoping to meet all my old friends when the same sum tor the fisoal period Passed.
Sent down for concurrence.
elTectiveness of the new white "'ay. i n,jtted to look through arouses mingled the robins nest again, I am,
ending June 30, 1925 in favor ot the
L ERNEST THORNTON. Sec.
Bouse.
Jan. 16. 1923. Read and Passed. In
With reference to Ibis particular sign ' memories—happy, sorrowful and tenMaine State Prison for maintenance
John L. Donohue
concurrence.
CLYDE R. <'HAPMAN, Clerk.
and current expenses.
it should be said that it has been - der. Some of the titles include "PtniA true copy—Attest
gan’a Wake," which Dan Bryant the
Clark
of
Lincoln
—
Resolve
appro

L. ERNEST THORNTON,
placed high above Ilie street, that it is
HURLEY'S IN IT
11 16
Secretary of the Senate.
famous negro minstrel used to sing
priating $86,008 for the completion ot
an illuminated .sign, which puts the 'with enthusiastic applause.” the title
Ihe new cell block of the Maine State
LEGAL AFFAIRS
office on an equality with tlie Western page declares; "Old Folks at Home," Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Prison, authorized by the Legislature
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
Will you kindly give me a little of 1921.
Union, which also has an illuminated “os sung by Christy's Minstrels; writ
public hearing In its rooms at the State House,
ten and composed by E. P. Christy;" space in your impartial newspaper, so
Clark of tdncoln—Resolve appro in’ Augusta, on
sign. But a halt should be called now
"Darling Nelly Gray:’’ “Tapioca;” that I may state to the voters of priating $5,000 in favor of the Maine
TUESDAY, February 6, at 2 p. m., on ‘he
on the issuing of permits. It is due "Sherman's March To the Sea," "writ Rockland that I am a candidate for State Prison for the repair ot outside following:
An Act to amend section 22 of chftpter 52
the citizens at large to have an unob ten and composed in prison at Colum the mayoralty nomination on the buildings.
of the Revised Statutes relating to Corporate
Democratic
ticket,
and
shall
be
on
the
bia,
S.
C.,
and
dedicated
to
the
Union
Records
and Stock Lists
Wadsworth
nf
Kennebec
—
Resolve
structed Main street, and it is certain
An Act to amend section !» of chapter 40
Arm)’”—this is not “Marching Through job at the Democrat!: caucus next appropriating $7,000 in favor of Oak
of the Revised Statutes relatlw to Ureauihorly d-ue those business men, who from a Georgia." but a song of higher merit. Tuesday night. To all'Democrats who
Grove Seminary at Vassalboro fer ized Advertisements as Certified Public Ac
Hugh sense of patriotism removed their Then there is "Ole Shady," “Tramp. care to support me in the caucus I maintenance.
countants.
14-15
THURSDAY, February 8, at 2 p. m.. on lhe
signs, to see that no others are tol Tramp. Trump," "Tenting Tonight,” wish to say that I shall deeply ap
Oakes of Portland—An act to amend
"Pat Malloy.” "Gentle Annie," with preciate their support and to assure the laws ot 1921 providing tiiat no following:
erated.
H-25. An Act to amend section pi of chap
others i f Stephen C. Foster's immortal them If elected I shall devote my en truck, tractor on wheels or other com ter 5 cf the Revised Statutes as amended by
compositions and a long list besides of tire time to the job of mayor. This 1 mercial vehicle having a gross weight chapter 69 of the Public La<ws of 1917 and
Those who repudiate in toto all the songs some few of which are here and am in a position to do, having no other of over 26,000 pounds shall be opera- chapter 171 cf the Public Laws of l:r21 relating
to the Duties of Boards cf Registration of
groundhog bunk that for centuries has there sung today, hut the more part duties to divide my attention.
toil over any way or bridge. This Voters.
15-1C
William
P.
Hurley.
of
(hem
are
reposing
in
the
quiet
BURLEIGH .MARTIN. Sec
amendment
increases
the
gross
weight
had New England in subservience are
chambers of memory.
from 18.000 to 26,000 pounds.
not in the least disturbed because tbe
JUDICIARY
The Courier-Gazette would like to Mrs. Hrmirxi Hawes of Thomaston
Winslow
of
Raymond—Act
to
sun shone yesterday all day. We see a public concert program pre sends in a printed copy of the sheet amend the public laws of 1919 relating
The Committee on Judiciary will give a nub
hearing in Its rooms at the Sute House, in
know some very good people who de sented, fashioned entirely of these music ns above described with the re to state and county aid in the coni ile
Augusta, ou
clare that the groundhog's seeing or ancient songs, with a chorus in which quest that the editor retain it for his struction of highway bridges pro
TUESDAY, February 6, at 2 P. M , on the
should be gathered all the singers who musical library—which he is very viding that the town, county and the following:
not seeing his shadow can have no out of iheir youth can recall ever hav happy to do.
An Act to amend paragraph numbered one
state highway commission shall each
Section 1, Chapter 76 of the Revised
possible effect upon winter conditions. ing sung them.
Mrs. G. K. Hatch ot 48 Gay street have one vote in determining the ne under
Statutes of Maine, relative to granting of
Since the foregoing was put into ■also sends in the complete words, "as cessity of building or rebuilding a licenses for the sale of real estate by Probate
Thus do the daring cast off the
Courts.
shackles cf superstition. We can’t type there has come lo the desk a 1 learned them from a book of old war bridge, and tlie form of Its construc
An Act to amend Section 41 of Chapter 51
version of Ihe song as recalled hy Mrs. songs.” her- copy agreeing exactly with tion.
__
,
.
of the Revised Statutes as amended hy 0hat>r
help admiring them.
James A. French of this city; and tlie printed lines above.
Weeks of Fairfield—Act to make ter 28 of the Public Laws of 1921, providing

’

£o.'. n;.
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MEN’S AND BOYS’
SUITS, OVERCOATS and MACKINAWS
UNTIL FEBRUARY

12

We Shall Sell

Men’s $40. Overcoats and Suits,
Men’s $38. Overcoats and Suits, $^Q.4O
Men’s $35. Overcoats and Suits, $2^-00
Men’s $30. Overcoats and Suits, $24’^

Men’s $28. Overcoats and Suits, $22*^
All our ROYS’ OVERCOATS AND SUITS AND

MEN'S AND BOYS' MACKINAWS
We Shall Sell At

20 PER CENT BELOW REGULAR PRICES

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHJNG/HOUSL

t/At the
rv
(North National BanKi

$843,000
WERE recently stolen from a messenger—
fortunately the entire sum was represented
by checks. Payment was promptly stopped
and the thief was none the richer, nor the
owner of this large sum the poorer.

HAPPENINGS such as these are of such fre
quent occurrence, that the immense advant
age of transmitting money by check is
brought home to the most thoughtless.
Tu-S

LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY
MAiN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©
When you give your two dollars for
a ticket to the Food Fair, you arc
contributing lo lhe physical anil moral
good not only of thc present gener
ation of Rockland's school pupils, hut
to those who for years ahead ot us aro
to make up the directing portion of
the city's population.
Should you
take more than one ticket—several,
perhaps— you would by that much
more help forward a movement that
deserves the warmest support.
for tlie payment of fees on Amendment of Pur
poses.
An Act to amend Section 89 of Chapter 51 of
the Revised Statutes, relative to Dissoution of
Corporat Lons.
13-15
WEDNESDAY, February 7. at 2 P. M. on
the following:
•
Resolve amending thc Constitution of the
State of Maine so as to limit appropriations
for private institutions and purposes until Dec
31, 1930, and so as to prohibit such appropria
tions after December 31, 1930.
THl'KJiDAV, Fctiruarj 8, at 2 I’. M , oil Hip
following:
An Aot to amend Section 62 of Chapter 211
of the Public Laws ot' 1921, relative to motor
vehicles and law of tho road i.nd the speed of
vehicles.
An Act to amend Section 5 of Chapter 184
of the Public Laws of 1921 relating to the
Jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission
over certain motor vehicles
13-16
THURSDAY, February 8lh, at 2 P. M., on
the lollowing:
An Act to regulate the right of way of vehl-,
cles at intersecting public ways.
An Act to amend Section 77 of Chapter 211
of tiie Public Laws of Nineteen Hundred
Twenty-one, relating to the publication of
monthly motor vehicle registration lists.
12-16
TUESDAY, February 6, at 2 P. M, on the
following:
An Act to amend Chapter 9.5 of the Public
Laws cf 1917. relative to giving cheeks or
drafts on l»anks where maker has not sufficieut funds.
An Act. to amend Section 11 of Chapter 127
of the Revised Statutes relative to search
warrants for implements of gambling.
An Aict to amend Sections 59 and 60, Chap
ter 18, Revised Statutes relating to registra
tion of veterinary surgeons.
14-16
THURSDAY, February 8, at 2 I’. M , on lhe
follow ing :
An Act to amend Section 72 of Chapter 211
cf tlie Public Laws of 1921, relative to penalty
for reckless driving, going away without stop
ping after an accident, using motor vehicles
without authority.„
14-16
W. T GARDINER, Sec.
TUESDAY, Febntarv 13. at 2 P. M., on the
foEowing:
Resolve, proposing an amendment to the Con
stitution ci ihe State of Maine providing for
the election on the Tuesday next after the first
Monday in November biennially of Governors.
Senators. Representatives and other officers
now required to be elected on the second Mon
day of September bienninily.
15-18
TUESDAY, February 13, at 2 P. M , on the
following:
An Act to unite the Preachers’ Aid Society
of 'he Maine Conference of tiie Methodist
Episcopal (hurch and the Preachers’ Aid So-**
ciety of the Eastern .Maine Annual Conference
of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
15-18

APPROPRIATIONS A FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
The Committee on Appropriations & Financial
Affairs will give a public hearing at thc State
Hi use, in Augusta, on Friday, Febiuary 9,
192;., tit 2 p m, oil the following resolve:
Resolve in favor of Hi'.mc for Aged Women,
Roj kland.

15 17

THOMAS A. SANDERS. Sec
INLANO FISHERIES

The Committee on Inland Fltheriea & Game
wiil give a public hearing in its rooms at the
State House, in Augusta, on
THURSDAY. February 15. 1923, at 2 P. M .
on
No. 5. An Act providing for a yearly limit
of one deer in all counties of the Stale
15-19
ARTHUR A CRAFTS, Sec.

DOINGS IN CONGRESS
No Extra Session
Unless lltere is a complete upset in
the legislative plans of Congress, there
will be no extra session next summer.
President Harding hus let it he known
that only a real emergency will bring
Congress together again before next
December. It is hoped that the ship
aid bill will still become law before
March 4th. in spite ot the delays to
which it has been subjected but, even
if it fails, it is probable that a second
attempt to enact it will not be made
before another year. The additional
millions that the delay will cost the
taxpayers will have to be laid at fhe
door of the radical bloc who have
threatened the defeat of the shipping
bill at alb hazards
• • • •

New York Bond Market
■ In the week ending Jan. 13 more new
bonds were floated in the New York
bond market than ever before in its
history, with the exception of same of
the issues of government securities.
The total was $241,021,000. The sales
were accompanied by keen competi
tion among the buyers, and the bor
rowers itave been able to realiz° higher
net | roceeds from their loans.- The fig
ures are a sure sign of public prosper
ity and confidence in the future
• * * •

Refute By Tacts
The Democratic statement that Re
publican control of the national goverinment works against national pros
perity is completely refuted hy the
facts- Everybody with eyes to see and
with ears to hear is aware of the tre
mendous industrial boom that is upon
us. and that will increase still more
with the coming of the warm months.
Permanent employment at good wrfges
is available to every man who wishes
work. The Democrats have a disap
pointing prospect when they seek to
disturb the contentment that those
conditions bring.

STOCKS AND
BONDS
BOUGHT AND SOLD
,

—fN—

New York and Boston
Markets
For Cash or carried on
Margin over
OUR PRIVATE WIRES
To New York and Boiton

Kenney & Greenwood
Inc.
E. A. Rogers, Manager
ROCKLAND—PHONE 822
LIVERMORE FALLS
AUGUSTA
\
LEWISTON
BATH
PORTLAND
BERLIN, N. H.
Send for free copy of January
issue of The Investors’ Pocket
Manual.
1
14-15

WAYS AND BRIDGES
The Committee on Ways and Bridges will give
a public hearing in i.s rooms at the Stale
House, in Augusta, >n
WEDNESDAY, February 7, at 2 P M.
No. 36. Resolve in favor of a roadway in
Ihe Town of Cushing, Knox Co
Those small ads iu- The CourierNo 37. A Resolve: Appropriating $750 for Gazette are rpad by every body. That
a State Aid Road in the town of Cushing, Knox
i.s why they are so popular nnd
County.
15-16
OWEN K. STORY, Sec.
effective.
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Calk tf tbe town
1

■
.
T"
Trawler Medric put to sea yesterday,
and is due to deliver a fare of fish in

Feb 3—Kno$ Pomona Grango meets witb
Pidneer Grange. East Union.
F«b. 5-6 (Polo)—Nock bind vs. Portland, at
F«b. 6—Democratic mayoralty caucus in City'
Council Rooms.
Feb. 7—Democratic ward caucuses.
Feb 7—Annual masquerade gift ball of the
Assistant Engineers of the Fire Department, at
thi Arcade.
Feb.8—Republican ward caucuses.
F«b 9-r-Republiean mayoralty caucus in tit)
Coumil Rooms.
F6b. 9—Banquet and Open Forum of tha
Chamber of Commerce at the Thorndike Hotel
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday
• Feb. 12—Open meeting of the Shakespeare
Society with Mrs G. W. Smith, Summer street.
Fbb. 14—Ash Wednesday.
Fsb. 14—>St. Valentine’s day.
Feb. 12-17—The Community Food Fair at

IM Arcade
Feb. lfc—Boekland Lodge of Perfection meets
In Temple hall.

Feb. 18—Lent begins
Feb. 19—Community Ball at the Arcade
Fob. 21—Monthly mooting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb. 22—JWasl»initon’s Birthday.
March 4—Observance of State Sunday School
Bay.
March 2—Partial eclipse of tho moon, begin
ning 8 13 p m
March 18—Bockland Lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meet
iq Temple hall.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Da.v.
March 25—Palm Sunday.
March 30—Good Friday.
April 1—Easter Bunday.
April 19—'patriots’ Day.
Abril 26—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
meets in Temple hall.

Lent begins one week
WodnesUay.

from

The auction party to be held on the
fourth floor of the W. O. Hewett store
will take place next Wednesday, Ifeb.
7, instead of Thursday. Tickets can
be obtained at W. O. Hewett’s. Game
begins at 2 o'clock sharp.

Spring Hats
• > i'■■

New Spring Hats have arrived and are on display.
, I.

|> 1

'

V

•

All the new colorings and materials shown.

We

cordially invite your inspection.

Also what is left of our Winter Hats are to be sold
at once regardless of cost.

next

' The Consolidated Baking Co.’s auto
delivery trucks are on their rounds
again.

Strawberries have taken quite a
slutnp. Yesterday they were retailing
at only 65 cents a box.
l^jivana, Cuba, postcards were re
ceived yesterday from Lieut. Tyler W.
Spear, who was with the fleet in South

ern waters.

lW

Tlie Central Maine Power Co. has
been Installing prtdre power in the
Camden Woolen Mill and at the marine
railway in Camden.

James A. French, section man for |
tlie Street Railway has weathered
severe cold, mid is again looking after |
thc broomstick rails.
Bird Branch of the Sunshine Society
will meet with Mrs. Georgia Aylward I
Monday afternoon from 2 to 5 instead
of Wednesday. There will be no tackif»SMiss Maurculi Burns will resume her
duties in the North National Bank ]
pext week, liavpig very nearly recov
ered from an operation for appendi
citis, which was performed several |
weeks ago.

At the Congregational church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, "Opening the
Windows of the Soul." Church school
at noon. The Fellowship League will
meet at 5.30 at the home of Dr. Wasgait.
« o • »
The music at thc Universalist church
Sunday will be: anthem. "Awake Up
My Glory,” Lansing; anthem. “Come
Unto Me Ye Weary," Lansing; and
trio, "The Lofd Is My Salvation,” Bar
rett, by Mrs. Veazie. Miss Jones and
Mr. Robinson.

The fire denartirtent was called to
Rankin block last night by a small
blaze in a closet over the Havener ice
cream parlor. Small damage was done.

CODING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

TWO-POLO GAMES—TWO
MONDAY & TUESDAY NIGHTS, FEB. 5 & 6
AT THE

ROCKLAND

ARCADE

vs.

PORTLAND

Troop No. 3, Boy Scouts, of the Unjvorsalist church, having defeated Troop
No. 1 of thc Baptist church, is seeking
more worlds to conquer, and will jour
ney to Cainden this afternoon to en
gage the Spout team there in a battle
royal.

• » » «

First Church of Christ, Scientist.
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at H o’clock. Subject
of lesson sermon, ‘Love." Sunday
school at 12 o'clock. The reading room
is located in the new Bicknell block
Although not yet a full fledged at and is open every week day from 2.3b
torney, as his examination does not to 4.30 p. m.
« « • •
take place until next week, Ensign Otis,
law student in bittlefield’s office, con
At St. Pater’s church (Episcopal) the
ducted one of the divorce cases at thc Sundaj services for Sexagesima will
January term of Supreme Court, and he at 10.30 and 12.15. The early morn
had the satisfaction of winning a de ing service and the evening service
cree for the firm’s client. His manner will be in Thomaston. Special parish
of handling the case was commented gathering with picnic supper and en
most favorably upon by the other at tertainment Thursday evening. The
torneys present.
usual weekly notices will be found on
the first page qf this issue.
• • • •
The steamer Westport, under com
mand of Capt. David L. Haskell, left
Sppdaj' rporninS at the Pratt Memo
this morning for Dark Harbor, Ston rial M. E. church "'ill be observed as
ington and South Biuehiil. This steam communion Sundaj- with reception of
er has becn tied up at Rockland, on members. There will be a short ad
account of ice conditions, since last dress by tlie pastor on "The Meaning
Tuesday. The steamer Belfast, Capt. of Church Membership." ln the even
Rawley, arrived from Boston early this ing the servipe at 7.13 will begin with
morning and proceeded up river on a spi.g service led hy Otho I.. Hatch,
scheduled time. Capt. Charles- Croek- after which Rev. J. J. Hull will preach.
fett, of Winterport, relieves Capt. Raw- The Sunday Schqol at 12 is showing a
ley today, and will have charge of the marked increase from the contest now
on. The Epworth League at 0 will be
steamer until the 13th.
led by Mrs. Bertha Staples.
» • • •
S. Nile Spear has returned home af
A prominent feature at the Univer
ter a brief sojourn in Florida, during
which he saw quite a number of mem salist church Sunday will he the Negrp
bers of the Rockland colony. Sucking Education Day program .n the Sun
pink lemonade through a straw and day school. Sjegru songs, poems, pa
being fanned by a negro servant is all pers on the history of negro education,
right for some persons, but after a facts about negro life, and descriptions
few glimpses at thut leisurely career, qf negro schools will be given. The
‘ Nemo” hit tiie northern trail where he annual offering for the Suffolk Negro
can do a ski stunt over thankyou- Training School, a Universalis't insti
liutnns in un uutomobilc. Mr. Spear tution, will be taken. The young peo
otters no fancy excuses for liis brief ple meet for a social hour at 3.30 and
sojourn ill the South. He tells every have tlieir devotional meeting qt G p.
body that he was just plain homesick. m. The Sunday evening picture serv
ice at 7.30 presents "The X^ittle Min
Manugcr Frank C. Pratt received ister.”
• • • •
many callers yesterday at the new

In fhe Portland lineup will be Bouchard of the National League,
one of the fastest rushers of the day. All of the home
favorites will be in the Rockland lino.

TELEPHONE 85S

Mrs. L. B. Smith of Wessaweskeag
The February iw-cting of the City I Inn, who has been very ill for a numGovcmmcnt, incidentally tlie last regu- ber of weeks, is again able to attend to
lar session of the municipal year, takes I her duties. The Inn is admirably lo-'
place next Monday night. The report leafed for sleigh rides and winter parof the committee on charter revision | ties.
will be made
Israel Snow, Capt. E. A. Butler. S.
L. W. Benner received word Monday I A. Burpee and H. O. Gurdy represented j
that his younger sister. Mrs. E. A. Hie Rockland Loan & Building Associ- '
Smith had fallen on an icy sidewalk in ation at the annual meeting of the
Medford Mass., and broken one of her Maine State League of Loan & Build
ings above the ankle- She was taken | ing Associations in Augusta Tuesday
to a Doston hospital.
The Central Maine Power Co. is
Secretary MacDonald, in common I erecting nine new chestnut lwles—33
with other Chamber of Commerce sec- footers—on Park street between Main
reiarjes iq. Maine, has becn invited to and Union. They will replace poles
attenu a meeting which will be held in whicli were planted there 30 years ago.
•Augusta Feb. T6, during the Wintci These poles carry lighting, railway and1
Sports Cargival. He has also been | telephone poles
asked to be one of thc speakers.
Rockland L. Jones and daughter.
Painters have been oiling the outer I Miss Gladys Jones, have bought the
wails of thc new Strand theatre this Peter Htubbs place on the Old County
week, while masons and other painters! road which the family has occupied
have bee.i at work un the interior. The I the past three years. That property
new scats have been tested out to the includes a story and one-half house,
entire satisfaction of prospective pat-1 stable and 13 acres of land,
rons.
Ex-Mayor Farnham, efllcicpcy ex
Barber shop patrons have been tol-jpert of the Central Maine Power Co.,
crably patient with proprietors who I with headquarters iu Augusta, has been
close their shops on holidays, but when devoting the present week to an inEpec
one knight of the razor undertook to I tion of the Knox county plant, and has
claim a half holiday yesterday because been accompanied on his rounds by
It was Candlemas day. it was felt that Supt. H. P. Blodgett. Another well
the limit had been reached.
known electrical man who has been in
I the city this week, is Supt. Weymouth
The Murray restaurant across the I of the intcrurban line, between Lewisstreet has passed into the possession | ton and Portland,
of Leon A. Chase, who is now in
charge. Mr. Murray has conducted the I ■•The Brook crowd needn't think it is
establishment for thc past three years, the whole cheese." said a Southend
hut is cqippelled to retire by ill health, business man yesterday. ‘‘Our section
Mr. Chase, the new proprietor, lias tlie lof tl»e city is going to have something
well wishes of a host of friends in his I m cay iu tlie handsomest man contest,
venture.
laud our votes will not he cast for WiiI lis Ayer. Down this way everybody
Burpee & Lamb have been running I jg B„j|,g to vote for Jimmy Carver, golf
close to the wind this week with h lank jfan all<j ex-AIderbush League magnate,
p. Unili, one of Ihe proprietors; and An(| you can p„,
j,, ti„, paper that
Charlie Robinson one of tile clerks. I .fttrisiiv is going to give Ilie playground
keeled up in tlie house on account of | pru,Ilu|er a big run fvr hin money,
illness. Mr. Robinson ventured on deck
a little while yesterday, bill Mr. Lamb | -yi,,. co|u„,pia phonograph, donated
concluded to remain in drydock a while
Winslow-Holbrook Post. American
longer.
I Legion, has arrived, and thc ex-service
men an# enjoying it immensely, al
If. the ground hog followed tradi- though at present they have only a
tion yesterday he dug hack into his ijniitcdi number of records. The rnuhole for another prolonged session, I cRjnc jg a very handsome and valuable
and If he. didn’t he must have felt one, and the recipients are extremely
obliged to use colored glasses, for Can grateful to Mr. Stevens for his kind
dlemas day certainly dawned “fair and and thoughtful act. On its own hook
bright.”
If winter takes another The Courier-Gazette suggests that per
flight lay it onto Old Sol; if spring sons having Columbia records to spare
comes early no further dependence
bear the American Legion Post in
ncjd he piacod on the ground hog’s I
prophetic powers.
‘
1,1 n '
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PICTURES

Universalist Church
Sunday, 7:30

“The Little Minister”
All Welcome

office of the Postal Telegraph Co., on#
door north of the Thorndike Hotel.
The new office hus handsome oak fur
nishings. tjip walls and ceiling are
deeurated in the standard colors qf the
Postal Telegraph Co.—cocoawut brown,
yellow and white, and the office is
brilliantly illuminated with six 10Q watt
brascolites. The electric sign over the
front of thc office contains 15 4(1 watt
lights. The quad tnble provides for
four operators. The Postal Telegraph
Co. has had an office in this city 34
years, located uptjl last week ip the
Y. M. C. A. building, now owned by
Winslow-Holbrook Post.
Frank C.
Pratt, who has been manager there
the past 18 years hus a remarkable
record—never having taken a vaca
tion, and having missed only part of
one day. on account of illness. He has
devoted himself unceasingly to the in
terests of thc corporation and has
shown a most courteous and accom
modating spirit in all hls dealings with
the patrons.

Cecil II. Whitman, who has been
The mark t)own sale at the C. M.
employed as driver for the American
Railway Express, has been transferred Blake Wail Paper Store is giving great
bargains.—adv.
15-tf.
to the office in Dover, Me.
Miss Editli Stanley, who has been in
THOMASTON
charge of the Blue Bird tea room since
it was opened by Mont P. Trainer, has
'Officers of Fales Circle will be ip •
bought that establishment.
stalled Tuesday evening by Lena Al
dus Strong at the home of treasurer
The regular meeting of Local Union, Sara T. Bramhall, Georges street.
carpenters and joiners, will be held
next Tuesday and all members will
please attend. Business of importance
to be transacted. Refreshments.
.. .
Capt. John I. Snow, who has been
missing from his familiar haunts the
past two weeks, has been housed up
with a severe cold, hut will soon be
back on thc job.

A bit of routine duty was turned
into a real privilege at the High School
assembly yesterday morning when the
students reported on the sale of Food
Fair tickets. A group of the exec
utive committee was up to discuss the
fair and was immensely pleased wifii
the orchestral work and mass singing.
The youngsters on their part received
some sound advice and were given a
rollicking example of the fine art of
public speaking. Progress was re
ported and great results will surely
come when the student body gets un
der lull headway. The speakers were
F. S. Rhodes. A. W. Gregory, E. W.
MacDonald. G. H. Blethen, W. O.
Fuller and J. M. Richardson.

C. M. Wheeler, D. C. Ph. C„ of Ten
ant’s Harbor, has bought through Gil
ford B. Butler’s office the business and
equipment of the late Mrs. Georgia
Davis, chiropractor.
A new scheme is to be tried out by
the Water Company next spring which
has been used effectively in several
cities. Larger service pipes than those
in use wil, be installed and the pipes
lined with cement. This will not only
prevent rust hut greatly lengthen the
life of the pipe.
The opening session of the Bum
Faggct District School was held at thc
First Baptist church last evening. The
new teacher, Ichahod Hackinburmun,
proved to be an antiquated pedagogue
of the p|-e-dinosaurian period. Dis
cipline was sadly lax except thc music
period in which true musical genius
■was evident. Tlie pedagogue’s name was
changed by vote to I. Hackencrackpm.

Yesterday was fairly warm but that
didn’t account for the young river of {
rushing water which filled the Union ;
street hill sidewalk from bank to hank |
last evening. Investigation showed the
Water Company crew’ pumping out
excavations at the Sprague residence
where a broken pipe had created
troul !e. The jovial superintendent was |
ip charge of the qperatiops and took a
characteristic view: "Lucky to have a
warm night for this kind of a job and
mightj’ lucky to have a crew that will
work like these hoys."
Polo fans must lay in a good stock '

of flip sport next week, us the Com
munity Food Fair will monopolize the
Arcade with its long list of attractions
the following week. For Monday and
Tuesday nights Manager I’ackard of
fers Billy Yale’s Portland team, which
will have a brand new lineup, including
Bouchard, the sensational rusher who
has been doing such good work for the
Portland National League team. For
Thursday and Friday of next week
there will be a Massachusetts team,
which has not appeared here before
this season. The Rocklnnd lineup will
remain unchanged contrary to the ab
surd reports which have been spread
by propagandists .who are seeking to
injure the sport. "The team will stick 1
tpgether to the end of the season," said
L'apt. St. Aubin last night, und it’s a
mighty good team, if it has lost three
games out of 21.

Dr. E. C. Whittepiorc, Director of thc
Board of Education of the Northern
Baptist Convention for the State of
Maine, will speak at the First Baptist
Church, Sunday, Feb. 4, morning and
evening. At the morning service the
choir will sing “Praise Ye the Father,"
Gounod, and "Lord Is Exaltpd,’’ West.
At the evening service "Lead, Kindly
Light,” McAfee, will he sung by the
choir. The male quqrtet will sing “In
the Cross of Christ 1 Glory,” Conkey,
and John Mclnnes will sing "The An
gel’s Bell," Vandewater. The ordinance
of the Lord's Supper will he observed
at the close of lhe morning service
after which the Sunday school meets
with classes for all. Children’s Happy
Hour at 3.30. Charlotte Browne will
lead the Christian jindeavpr at 6.15.
The subject is “The Value of Christian
Endeavor.” Prayer meeting on Tuesdaj- evening at 7.30.
• • • •
Rev. O. W. Stuart will use as his
subject "The War of the Ages," at Lit
tlofield Memorial church Sundaj’ morn
ing at 10.30. Bible school meets at
noon and consecration service of Chris
tian Etideavqr at 6.13, led by Girls’
Group, of which Celeste Bridges is
captain, subjecl “What is the Chief
Value of a- Young People’s Society?"
Evening service at 7.15, opened hy stir
ring service of song.
Thc pastor
speukk'each Sdnddy evening this month
pi} some text whjch will be placed
upon the desk at opening of the serv

The American Legion Auxiliary will
hold its regular business meeting Mon
day night at 7.30. There is important
business to be transacted. All who
have not paid tlieir 1323 dues will
kindly send or take them in.

*
a—j if’*
I A

BORN
Ro-barls—Rockfwrt, Jan. 31, to Mr. and Mrs
Chester Robarts, a t»ou—Millon Ernest, 8 Vi
pounds.
Scott—<iardlner, I’et 1, to Mr and Mrs.
Melrose Scott, a son—Robert Tromely.

DIED
Ka.iser—Winthrofk, Mas*.. Jan —, Mary (Os
good) Kaiser, daughter- of Thomas K. and
Frances M. (Snow) Ot»good, late of Roeklaud,
aged about 69 years.

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our• heartfelt
lies
thunks to

scnt to
Mrs. William H linear. Mrs. Everett Sautoor.i. Mrs. Ralph VlarJc
.Rockport, Me.
*

•t ;>

OR years we have been asked why we did not build a small Apperson—a

car which would embody the same engineering, the same dependability,

and the same fineness as the big Apperson. To build a small car that would
meet all these requirements fully, a new, smaller car worthy of bearing the Apper
son Crest, was no easy task—but Apperson engineers have done if.
.

5-

Sporting Editor Oliver of tiie Bail1 I Undisturbed hy tlie altitude of bis
Kg
Times, who had lots ot nice things to Party organ which declares for another
say about the Rockland High School candidate before the voters have had a
girls’ basketball team last season, pub- chance to pass on the matter. Col. Willished thc following after Tuesday liapi P. Hurley declares that he is in
night’s game: “Rockland Higii girls the light for the Democratic mayoralty
continued their winning streak last nomination, and shall be in the caucus
night by amazing Ihe Maine School of I next Tuesday night. Col. Hurley has
5
Commerce girls by their brilliant at- already received much voluntary suptack and Winnim? 43 to 2. We’d like to port, and will extend tlie gratitude lie
'
A free picnic supper for all members
sec ttie game when Rockland plays feels toward other Denipcruts who will
l’ollaud. Rill O'Connell’j charges are lielp nominate him. Ill return lie offers of the Episcopal parish will be served
sure to give a tine account of them- Ito devote liis entire time to tlie mayor- in tlie parish rooms next Thursday at
p. m., followed by an entertainment
selves and the controversy which is the alty if lie is nominated and elected
championship team will lie settled.”
The only other candidate who will be and social hour.—Mrs. Brown and Mrs.
I before thc caucus, so far as this paper Dinsmore have been elected additional
g|
If Sporting Editor Oliver of tlie Bath I knows. Is Edwin L. Brow n, a former members of the parish coirncil. Mem
Times should stand on a railroad truck I alderman from Ward ], who is spend- bers of the different “departments" H
funder the Parish Council) have been
and look ahead as far as Ilie eye would | lug the winter in Florida
elected as follows: Church Extension, b
carry, he would notice that the rails
seem to meet. And being a keen oh- , tUeorge w Bachelder’s brown mare Mr. Livingston, Miss Clark. Mrs. Loth|
server and an astute thinker, it would Mcrlvn ha8 ,(een shlppbd to noshen, N. rop, Mrs. Browxe, Clayton Witham
eventually occur to him why
I Y-i wjK.re
wj„ recelvc cariy at(.cn. Religious Education, Miss Parmalee. g
appears to he a continuous
<> ttun at the haD(ls ()f
faraoiis tralmi. Miss Margaret Buttumer; Mrs. pecrow,
buildings.
the background of that WaUw
|f ,.oll(liUon8 are favor. Mrs. Niles, Miss Ellen Buttomer; So
Kennebec Bridge sticker used by the abR, M
w|1,
stal.te„ jn the cial Service, Mrs. McAlary, Airs. A. E.
Scott, Mrs. Deerow, Mrs. Alden, Miss P
Rockland Chamber of Commerce. And)..
Grand, Circuit races.—Some of the local Dodge; Publicity, Mr. McAlary, Mr.
now that Senator Carleton has intro speedsters were iu a lively brusli at
Decrow, Mrs. Decrow, Mrs. A. L. Bqbduced the bridge bill, fixing Hie loca
Georges River recently. The honors bidge. Miss Staples: Finance, Mr. Liv
tion between Batli and Woolwich, Ar
were lugged off hy the bay mare lardy ingston, Mr. McAlary, Mr. Rankin, Mr.
thur should no longer worry lest Bath’s.
, n,<
skyline look like the dash that he used |
Decow, J. P. Scott.
aston,
amj
which
has
a
trqtting
mark
iu Thursday's issue.
of 2.15. There will be another race al
One of tlie fair committees of the
Mrs. Jennie Harvey Percival an Georges River tn Ihe near future.
Congregational’ Cliruch will hold a
Horsemen's
da.v.
a
big
annual
event
for
nounees thc second half time ot her
cooked food sale at Burpee's Furniture
classes in social aud (esthetic dancing the turf fans around Boston, was ob
store, at 2 o'clock Saturday afternoon.
served
Tuesday
at
the
Copley
Plaza
beginning Thursday, Feb. Sill, in Tern—adv.
Among
tliuse
present
was
Rockland's
pie Hall, Rockland, 4 p. m. and 5 p. m.
All pupils wishing to take part in the I l'opular starter and trainer. Frqpz M
annual spring recital rpust enter onl®*mmon8- Readvllle is in the Bay
The mark down sale at the C. M.
above date. An unusually attractive I State Circuit this year, with its meet Blake Wall Paper Store is giving great
program is planned.
15-17 Scheduled for Aug. 27-31.
bargains.—adv,
15-tf.
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Our answer to this ques)iqp is—fhe new Apperson Six.
•
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The New Apperson Six
£

Season Ticket

The mark down sale at the C. M.
Blake Wall Paper Store is giving great
bargains.—adv.
15-tf.
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It seems tiiat Fred Ingraham's bid
dies are not to be allowed to carry off
the honors after all. Enter Rockland
L. Jones of Rockland Highlands with a
certified statement that his 17 pullets
laid 372 eggs ill December and 373 in
January. The pullets were shipped to
him May 26, 1322 by the Kerr Chickcry Co. of Springfield. Mass. They are
of the White Wyandotte variety; large,
active, healthy biddies. Possibly tiyne
are some other poultry- raisers vho
have smart flocks. If so, trot ’em out

ice. This is not daring but only an j
honest way of dealing with a conges- i
tion ot things. Violin duct, George'
Condon and Alvah Mears with piano ‘
accompaniment by Dudley Mears and
vocal solo by Miss Linq Sawyer. Bi- j
ble Conference at this church Feb.
12-23 each evening except Wednesdajhnd Saturday at 7.30. There will be
eight studies in Revelation: Feb. 12. An
Introductory lecture; Feb. 13. The
spven churches; Feb. 13, The seven
spais; Feb. 16, The seven trum
pets; Feb. 19, The seven personages;
Feb. 20, The seven vials; Feb. 22, The
seven dooms; Feb. 23. The seven new
things. Cottage prayer meeting Fri
day evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Mrs. Chas. L. Chase, 168 Camden
street.

In the new Apperson Six, Apperson engineers have built a remarkable ear;
Apperson designers have designated a beautiful car; and the Apperson Bros. Automobile Company has added still another engineering success to its long line of
achievements—beginning back in 1893 with the building of the first practical
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automobile.

This car is remarkable because it embodies advanced principles of engineering
and design found in no other car. The leverless gear-shift, which is mechanically T;
controlled; the specially designed frame;the six-cylinder motor; thc permanent top
with side curtains stored ip back of thc front seat; the emergency brake on the
propeller shaft flange; and a driver’s compartment that has no gear-shift or brake

levers.
j-

T.IA,------- ——

----------- —

This car is remarkable because it is capable of doing many things on the road,
in the mud and on the hills that can not be done by many cars costing three tjmes
as much. Finally, it is a remarkable car because—it is an Apperson.
See it at thjpt. Boston Automobile Show, March 10-17.

Sehd fpr catalogue.
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Every-Other-Day

you. I am Inspector Panke."
1 ones either. We can't use the Sphinx. nil. Lord Scroepe's arrival would be
PARK THEATRE
But. If we want to shift you quick an’ worse than the burglary.
The door closed behind him.
"It Is a pleasure,” said I.ady Ery lively, you've the call on those two
"It absolutely tears everything!'*
William Russ&l plays u tidal role
thea grimly, “to reduce the self- I cars."
said Aimee desperately. “What am I
in “.Mixed Faces," which is being
"I never thought of that! You're to do? If only Pd told Billy! But
esteem of that very fatuous person."
shown at the Park Theatre today. He
is seen as a live-wire saleSRpan. for a
She turned to Billy with Increased In rlght, Billy.”
even he wouldn't he able to do any
. lire extinguisher company and as the
"Of course there’s danger still, Il thing here.”
terest. "You are, It seems, a motor
, igotlstical candidate for mayor of a
mechanic. And out of employment. wasn’t any good my giving n false
She paced the floor of the cave.
Would you care for a situation as name. That would have been fatal In The bottom had dropped out of the Mrs. Lodic Tells How Lydia small American town. A comedy and
travelogue complete a well balanced
chauffeur? I can offer you.” said the end. But there’s the trouble that entire scheme of things. Then her
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
program.
u
Lady Erythea, "four pounds a week, they knew me as Spencer, in Stanhoe. face lit up with a gleam of hope, anil
Coming Monday, a new Paramount
Compound Helped Her
I'm going off right now to try an' put she stopped short, thinking swiftly.
and all found.”
picture. “Missing Millions,” based on
Billy was submerged by two waves that straight,” said Billy. "I can see
two of Jack Boyle’s Boston. Itlackie
“There might be time. It’s fright
Tyrone, Pa. — "A friend told my hus stories, will be the feature af» the.
of emotion. The first was a strangled a light. Yes, I believe I can get away fully risky. But If I don't try it I'm
band how Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegeta
Park.
Alio- Brady is the star and
desire for laughter. The second, an with it. That Inspector will be a nui done for."
ble Compound had David Powell is her leading man.
instant determination to clutch at the sance. I’m afraid. But he's a fool,
She buttoned up the dust-cloak with
helped his wife, so
The spectacle of two sets of high
offer, with Its amazing possibilities anyway.”
my husband bought
nimble fingers.
class crooks striving for the same
and advantages that opened before
me a bottle because
Aimee looked at him admiringly.
"As well be hung for a sheep as a
I was so run-down, prize—a shipment of gold in the
him. Thought was a very fluid thing
“What a lot of whoppers you must lamb," said Aimee.
had
a nervous weak strong room of a ship nt soa—is pre
have
told.
Billy.
Did
you
mind?"
with Billy.
She left the cave, ran up to the '
ness,
no strength in sented in "Missing Millions." Miss
“Done!" he exclaimed.
Billy put a twig between his white crest of the crag-pit, and looked round,
Dawson rind David
my body and pains Brady as Mary ^«»»uo
Mr. Alexander Lambe coughed.
teeth and bit It In half thoughtfully.
in my left side so 1 P°we!1 as Boston Blackie attempt to
cautiously. Then she picked up the
bad that I could «eal the gold ai a matter of ven“Say. ‘yes. my lady,’ ” he murmureA
"Where I come from, we hate a skirts of the dust-cloak and scudded
hardly do my work. ' geance on Jim Cantwell (Frank Ixisee),
"Yes, my lady!” announced Billy, i liar,” he said. "But there’s Just one across the common like a hare.
i
Before I was mar- !a treacherous Wall Street broker, who
time
when
a
man
can
He,
an'
it's
up
little
was
known
about
them.
SYNOPSIS
Into tlie ear-trumpet.
ried I used to work I "railroaded" Mary's father to Sing
“Very good," said Lady Erythea with to him to do It. Mind ? I—I enjoyed It,
"And now, Mr. Spencer, I have some
The Panhard luggage-car from Jerthe factory and I ' Sing prison. There Is shown also a
'But I don't see how you can do It vaulx wound its way througli tlie had pains just the same then as I have ; daing orbbery of a famous diamond
CHAPTER I.—Disliking the prospect of questions to put to you—for the in satisfaction, "I engage you. I must
a month's visit to her austere aunt, Lady formation of the police. This hap
so well, if you’ve had no practice.”
warn you," she added with sudden ca
lanes, with Mr. William Spencer at had since I have done my housework. I nt a fashionable party, and the-specErythea Lambe, at Jervaulx abbey, and
“It's wonderful how you fall into the steering-wheel, clad
her cousin. Alexander Lambe. Aimee, vi pened between one and two o’clock, j tj0ni -that I had to discharge my last
In a dark would not be without a bottle in the I tacle of an innocent man sent to imvacious daughter of the Very Reverend
It, when there's something worth doin' grecn uniform overcoat
with brass house now. It has stopped the pains all | prisonment and death.
The cast Is
Viscount Scroope, Is in a rebellious mood. It is now seven. What became of you chauffeur fur dishonesty—an offense
right and I have found out that it is a ] particularly strong.
In the meantime?"
| that in your case is obviously luipos- It for,” said Billy simply. “Well, I must buttons. The time was 5:15 p. m.
CHAPTER II.—She wanders into the
The Panhard was runnin" badlv In wonderful body builder, as it has made ' Tuesday another Paramount gem
Bllly turned to the light and al- . sjble and also for one still more re get busy. Pve got till the evening, j
park, there encountering a strange youth
„ ,,
'
,
. ...
me well and strong. It is going to be with Jack Holt. Marking the third of
In trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh lowed Panke to inspect the wound on , rotting; I found him philandering when I fetch a hired girl from the spite of Billy s overhaul, two of the
<oH rcliaWe >Bwith m*hpr*af,
'
,
..
.. the ‘old reliable’ with me hereafter, his widely read novels and stories that
ingly introduces himself as "Billy,” Amer the side of his head, only partial!)
station. She’s •from down your way. : cylinders misfired;
most
indecorously
with
one
of
my
presently
the
car
and j am"alwayS willing to tell other have been adapted to the screen, Peican. The two cement tlie acquaintance
by a ride on the motorcycle, the, "Flying concealed by his hair.
maid-servants.” She fixed Billy with Name," he added, grinning, “of Snooks. stopped witli a cough and splutter, women how it has helped me. You can j ter B. Kyne's “Humanizing Mr. WinsSphinx.” and part. With Georgina Ber
“If you'd had that." said Billy. “I her eye. “I trust you have no such What d'you think of that, partner?"
Bllly, using blood-curdling language use this letter as you wish as I can hon- by." has been produced by Paramount
ners, her cousin, Aimee sets out for Jer
“What?" cried Aimee. "It must be nnent the profligate Mr. Boxnll. lute estly say that my words are true.”— under the title of “Making a Man,”
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor guess you'd be lyin’ on the grass yon propensity as that.”
gina shall Impersonate her at Jervaulx,
“I should,” said Billy indignantly, Amy Snooks—daughter of Dad's sec chauffeur of Jervaulx abbey, got down JjJrs. M. I.0DIC, R.F.D. No. 4, Box 40, with Jack Holt as the star. The story
while she goes on a holiday. Georgina’s der now.”
and opened the bonnet. It took him Tyrone, Pa.
.
.is that of a tyrannical, snobbish young
horrified protest Is unavailing.
"A severe cut," said the inspector, "as soon think of drinking a gallon ond keeper, who was killed In the war.
, i8 “png out the merit man who goes to New York and
I know her as well as I know—myself. several minutes to start the l'anhurd » i
impressed.
of
petrol."
CHAPTER III.—Happy in her new free
nn.t wbon fln.iiiv i,.. <irriv..,l iii of Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Com- through a chain of circumstances loses
dom, Aimee again meets "Billy.” He tells
„d. They
that wotfld
“Precisely," said Lady Erythea with 1 gave you her name when you asked again and when final he arrival
'And you lay unconscious there till
pound.
They tell
tell of
of the
the relief
relief from
from such
such hls
hls money,
money, and
and everything
everythl
her his name Is Spencer, and she gives
me
mine
—
it
was
the
first
I
could
Stanhoe
railway station, **'
“ train rpains and. ailments
.r
■” —adv <
•
tne
after taking Lydia E. identify him
hers aa Amy Snooks, at presest "out of a daybreak?" exclaimed Lady Erythea, approval. “Then I should like you to think of. You say Aunt has engaged :
from Burnt Ash was alon;
ngside the pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
'
Job.” Billy offers to lake her Into part with intense sympathy.
enter upon your duties today. Say
her!”
nership in selling the Sphinx. In a si Irit
platform.
“It might have been a week, for all this afternoon. There are quarters
of madcap adventure, she accepts. The
EMPIRE
THEATRE
"Yes. On your father's recommen
A painfully obvious policeman In no time to get here except hy car—
two proceed to the town of Stanhoe, ta.k- I knew when I woke up. When I'd for you over the garage, and the uni- 1
dation."
Ing separate lodgings in Ivy cottage.
plain
clothes
was
lounging
in
the
stagot my senses back, an' made up my forms of the man I discharged. You
I know he 1ms to catch the ten o'clock
Life, that grim jester who loves to
“How beastly awkward! Directly tion approach. He did not waste a
CHAPTER IV -That night Aimee visits mind what to do,” said Billy calmly, will only be required to go out once
mail train from Seabridge.' He’ll have turn the laugh oil us, strips many of
she sees Georgie the game's up!”
Georgina and learns that the deception
second glance on Billy; tlie driver of to take the carriage there—and start us just the moment when we reach
“
I
came
along
here.
”
this
evening.
At
flve-thlrty
—
"
Lady
has not been discovered. By her dominant
“That's rotten,” said Billy seriously; tlie Jervaulx abbey ear had no inter
for great success or great happiness.
pojfconality she compels Georgina to con
"Didn't It occur to you.” said Panke, Erythea checked herself. “But I forearly, too.”
“we’ve got enough on our hands as est for him. Billy, anxious to pick up
tinue the subterfuge.
It played with Marie. Lamopte, the
“that the right thing to do was to go got. You will require a day or two's
Billy emitted a sjifled noise.
it
Is.
If
she
wasn't
a
woman.
I'd
spill
Ills passenger, the disastrous parlor
CHAPTER V.-On a trial spin next day to the police?”
rest. You have had a strenuous night,
"It’s all to save Dad pain and Broadway actress who was the play
the car and put her out of action for maid, hurried onto the platform.
on the Sphinx, with Billy. Aimee almost
thing of "Million-Dollar" Martin, and
worry," said Aimee complacently.
“No. It occurred to me the first your head is Injured—”
collides with a carriage in which are her
quite awhile, so she couldn't give you
He sighted his quarry at once. A "One must consider one's parents. then Jested with the millionaire him
aunt, Georgina and Alexander. The pair tiling to do was to gel the stuff
“That doesn't amount to a skeeterself, turning the one real love of hls
away. As It is, seems to me the only young woman In a cheap black tightescape unrecognized.
bite, my lady," said Billy quickly. "My
straight back to Its owner.”
thing Is for me to get hold of your fitting coat was standing by the lug Never do to have him coining here just life into bitterness and ashes. The
CHAPTER VI.-Georgina learns that
head
’
s
all
right.
I
can
be
ready
by
now.’!
“And perfectly right, too!” said
engrossing story Is unfolded In Goldcousin Georgina an’ show her how to gage-van. Baggage checks are un- i
Lord Scroope is coming to visit Lady Ery
this afternoon."
“Great Christopher!” said Billy. wyn’s production of Rita Weiman’s
thea and. realizing what will happen on Lady Erythea sharply.
keep the Snooks girl quiet. I think known In England. A tin trunk was
"Very well. If you are sure. It will
photoplay. “The Grim Comedian.” at
his arrival, is In hopeless bewilderment
"But that doesn't explain how—”
"How did you know," persisted
the Empire today.
The companion
be convenient. My coachman Is away It can be done, if Georgina has any hurled out of tlie van by a blind, in
“
I'm
coming
to
that.
I
made
a
FirCHAPTER VII.—While Aimee Is secretly Panke, “that the necklace belonged
sense."
visible force, and Billy, approaching
for the day. I believe the two motors
▼Utting Georgina at Jervaulx, the place is here?”
cult ’through the Home wood to the feature is "Living Lies.” a comedy and
"Yes, that might do. I don’t think the passenger, raised his peaked cap
"Tarzan” complete the program.—
burglarized. Aimee escapes.
cottage where Amy Snooks lives with adv.
Billy turned over the necklace and are in order. Take the smaller one.
CHAPTER VIII.—Georgina learns, with pointed to the little gold-enamel pend- the Panhard luggage-car, and meet the we need worry much about Amy politely.
her old grandmother. I tacked up and
much relief, that Aimee has got away.
“Are you for Jervaulx abbeyT' he
5:30 train at Stanhoe. There will be Snooks, after all. I wish I could get
down in tlie offing till I saw grand
a
word
with
Amy
myself.
She
’
d
do
SOUTH SOMERVILLE
asked.
CHAPTER IX.—Police Inspector Panke
a young woman on the train. She is
mamma toddle away on her usual af
any blessed thing I told her—even if
decides that the robbery is the work of
The young woman turned round.
coming
here
ns
parlor
maid.
Bring
ter-dinner visit to the woodcutter’s
"Jack the Climber" and "Calamity Kate,”
Mrs. Sarah Clifford called on Mrs.
“I'm the new parlor maid,” she said
her and her boxes. You understand?" it was to throw herself into n furnace.
noted thieves, who travel on a motorcy
wife, and I nipped indoors to have it Edith Hewett recently.
I
can
manage
Amy.
You'll
Just
have
cle.
primly
in
broad
Kastsliire
dialect.
"Sure—very good, my lady,” said
out
witli
my
dear
old
Snooks.
1
found
Mrs. Ella Braun spent last Sunday
to do your best, though. But look "You might carry my box for me. It
CHAPTER X-Billy, aware of his
Billy. “What's her name?"
her packing for Jervaulx, anil I told with her mother. Mrs. D. E. Bartlett.
here, Billy," said Aimee earnestly, that ain't too heavy.”
••partner’s" nocturnal Jaunts, Is troubled
"The
name
is
immaterial.
She
Is
her what I wanted her to do.
W. B. Hewett has been reappointed
Me follows her, on the Sphinx, to Jer
Billy's head swam.
His fingers
for Jervaulx. It is curious," added “you haven’t told me yet how you're
vaulx. He hears the commotion, at once
"Amy Snooks Is what you call stolid, Health Officer for a terln of three
going
to
pull
me
out
of
It
all.
It
’
s
•uspects burglary, and follows two figures
opened,
and
feebly
closed
again.
His
Lady Erythea Impatiently, "how my
and I've broken her in very well—but years.
on a motorcycle w’ho are apparently in a
S. L. Bartlett was the . guest of
memory falls me. I forget the wom getting a worse tangle every hour. eyes bulged.
dosperate hurry. Cornering the pair, Eilly
I'm hound to say she was absolutely
It was Aimee. Aimee in a black
knocks out a man who attempts to shoot
an's name. Alexander, you remember What's the plan?”
paralyzed this time. But she surren Charles Bowman of West Washington
him, picking up a package the fellow had
“I'll be back here about seven this coat over a print dress, and sensible
last Saturday evening. The time was
I spoke to you of this matter? The
dropped. He discoters the other fugitive
dered, before I'd done with her. She
to be a woman. Stopping to aid her. she
girl from Scroope, that I engaged on evening,” said. Billy seriously, “and boots. Her bronze hair was drawn just came to heel. It may surprise pleasantly passed in playing checkers.
•trikes him with a stone, rendering him
Mr. and Mrs. Cieo Bartlett and Mrs.
the recommendation of your uncle—, by then I’ll bring you good news—you straight back and plaited into a re-i you, Billy, but she simply adores me.
unconscious, and the pair escape.
Annie Hibbert of West Washington
she was in his service. The daughter j trust me. Gee! why didn't you remind speetable knob, her eyes were preter- Amy never refused me anything in were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
CHAPTER Xl.-Recovering. Billy dis
of one of his keepers—Lord Scroope me?” he exclaimed with self-reproach, naturally solemn.
covers the package he had picked up is a
hFr life.
Lloyd Hewett.
They passed out. Billy took hls
jewel case, containing emeralds. Reoliz
gave her an exemplary character, she dragging a paper parcel from hls
A. A. Bartlett recently purchased a
“Having melted tier into flexible con
ln< they must be part of the loot from
place at the wheel, Aimee seated her
pocket; “you must be starving.”
i Is coming on a fortnight's trial."
Jervaulx, he starts for the abbey On thi
dition. I borrowed one of her print cow from the Togas herd of thorough
"I had some chocolate from the self beside him.
way he meets Aimee, with the police in
i
“Snooks was the name you told me.”
dresses (she hadn't another black bred Holstelns. He now has quite a
pursuit. In a secure hiding place, a cave
“I'll sit here," she said serenely,
Sphinx's panqier."
i said Mr. Lambe.
one) and her second-best coat, and (lid herd of registered Holsteins, beside
among the crag pita, Aimee tells him the
“Well, try this." Billy exposed “and you can tell me about the place my hair like hers. I’m jolly good at several high grade cows and heifers.
whole story. He urges that she make a
“To be sure. The young person’s
frank confession to her father, but on re
name Is Snooks," said Lady Erythea some rashers of bacon between slices as we go. What's it like? They say doing hair.
flection both realize Almee's gpod name
SOMERVILLE
has been compromised by her two nights'
to Billy. "That will preclude all pos of bread, aniFw lukewarm sausage. “I her ladyship is something chronic.”
“To cut it short, I cleared out and
stay at Ivy cottage.
Billy glanced at her dazedly, and lei i
sibility of mistake. I regret, Spencer, wish it wasdfcmethlng better. They
tramped across country to Pitbrook
Mr. and Mrs. A. It. Colby were Sun
CHAPTER XII.—Assuring Aimee he
that you would not allow me to rec- gave me a meal at the abbey, and I In the clutch. The transit of Stanhoe station and took the afternoon train.
has a plan to save her. Billy leaves her In
1 ompense you, but I have no doubt that pinched these for you. And here's was made at something over the Amy joined it with her two tin boxes day Visitors at F. A. Turner's.
the cave and. proceeding to Jervaulx. re
Mr. and Mrs. .1. J. Colby with their
I have acquired an excellent chauf your blue dust-cloak from Ivy cottage. speed limit. When clear of the town, at Burnt Ash, and I got into her car
stores the emeralds to the astounded
children, Ida and Charlotte, visited
Lady Erythea.
feur. And now—you will be glad of a Put that on. It’ll cover the tear In Billy gave the coughing Panhard a full riage at the next stop. I gave her all their parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. C. N.
your dress. In case anyone came across throttle and roared along the Jervaulx the money I had, and made her go on Colby, at Cooper's Mills, Sunday.
CHAPTER XIII.—Rejecting any re
| bath and a meal.”
ward. after explaining how the emeralds
you. I’ll try an’ raise a new skirt for road. He did not logk at Aimee, who to Seabridge with one of the boxes.
She
rang
for
the
butler,
and
gave
Sunday callers at the Turner home
came Into his possession, Billy accepts the
him an order. Mr. Tarbeaux and Billy you. An’ now I’ve got to slide out was staring straight in front of her. She’ll get herself lodgings there end were: .1. S- Hayden. Hiram Braun, II.
position of chauffeur to Lady Erythea,
Billy
switched
the
car
down
a
narrow
seeing In the situation a prom.se of a wayand get to wprk.”
departed in each other’s company.
have a good time till further orders— C. Brown. D. E. Hisler, Fred Bruce,
out of the embroglio.
week, anyhow. I took | Kr"neth “orri11 an!‘ I’erey Bryant.
He rose quickly, and was gone be lane, covered by overarching trees, she can last
Alexander Lambe breathed heavily.
fore she could say a word. Aimee and stopped tlie engine. He turned to the other box and came on here. And I George Grotton. Joseph Kenney and
"My
dear
aunt,
”
he
said,
"you
are
Begun in January 25th issue, Back
John Grotton are digging knees for
a law unto yourself, and I have known went to the cave's mouth and watched face Aimee.
now, partner—what about it? Wasn't vessels on the John Wing lot which
numbers can be supplied.
"Partner," lie said, "what in thun
you do some remarkable things. But ] him out of sight.
It a brain-wave?"
they bought of Cofby Brothers.
“A Severe Cut,” Said the inspector,
Is It wise to engage as servant a man
“I wonder what he’ll do," she said der does this mean?”
Billy took off Ids cap and made dis
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. *Turner and
CHAPTER 13—Continued
Impressed.
Aimee
looked
at
him,
and
dissolved
of whom you know nothing, without to herself. She reflected on the situa
daughter Marie were recent evening
order of his honey-colored hair.
"I b^g your pardon," she said, with
into
spasms
of
laughter.
character or references?"
tion. The difficulty concerning Amy
“You mean to tell me,," lie said diz visitors at A. It. Colby's.
some embarrassment, mingled with re ant that bore the Lambe arms In a
“What do you think of ft. Billy?”
“Alexander,” said hls aunt, “you Snooks, the new parlor maid, was
lozenge.
zily,
“that girl fell for it—just because
lief and a touch almost of annoyance.
she said. “Aren't I the complete Amy
“Those three sheepskins—" he be almost betray imbecility. What better uppermost In her mind.
you told her to?”
Explaining the “Matchmaker.**
“It was the least I could do. You will
Snooks?"
references could I have than the resto
A flash came into Almee's eyes: it
gan.
“Ah, you don’t understand the
It is the natural Instinct that makes
accept no recompense?"
“
It
don't
go!
”
said
Billy,
almost
“Fleeces — fleeces, argent,” mur ration of the Lambe emeralds and the announced the birth of a brilliant
feudal spirit.” said Aimee complacent- every woman a matchmaker. She
“None, madam. Anyway not In
refusal of a reward, when the man Idea. She laughed impishly, and then fiercely. "Let me In on this. What ly. “There have been Snooks in the works blindly toward the baby. If she
mured
Mr. Lambe.
Ujpoey."
have
you
been
doing?
”
Home wood ever since there were1 cannot have one directly, she will
**•—nre the same brand a9 those on could have made a fortune for himself sighed.
■ "You are not English, are you?"
“When you left me this morning, I
without any risk of detection?"
“Can't be worked, I’m afraid,” she
“American. And a Westerner, at the shields over the lodge gates here,
remembered something positively aw- : Scroopes in Scroope Towers. They: have It vicariously. Tin sourest of
Mr. Lambe was dumb.
murmured.
“Too far away, and
which I noticed as I came by. And
that."
ful. Dad was coining here this after- 1 help each other. When Amy and I, old maids Is thus doomed to have a
"That
abominable
creature
Boxall,"
were kids and went blrds-nestlng, she hand in the perpetuation of the race,
"Ah! You have done me a great the thieves were coming from tills di said Lady Erythea. “had unexception
noon—at five o’clock.”
was always underneath when I fell —William J. Locke.
service. Is there nothing I can do rection when I struck them."
Billy
whistled
with
dismay.
"Mr. Spencer, not being a police able references, and was chauffeur
for you?"
“The police business had driven It out of the tree. She has irregular
eighteen months to the bishop of LatBefore Billy could reply, Mr. Tar- man, uses hls common sense," Inter Chester. You know what his record
right out of my head. And I couldn’t features, but a heart of gold. And, by
posed Lady Erythea with extreme
beaux opened the door.
consult you. I thought the only the way, of course Aunt Erythea has
aridity. "Are you suggesting that he was here.” She turned upon Alexan
“M'lady, Inspector Panke—”
thing was to get to Scroope Towers never seen Amy—she engaged her on
der. “Do you, a shepherd of men,
Send at once for a phy
Mr. Tarbeatix's gaze fell on the em stole emeralds worth a fortune, for pretend to say that you think that
and try to put it right. I knew there, Dad’s recommendation."
sician, but begin imme
the
pleasure
of
returning
them
with
"But
she
’
s
seen
youI"
exclaimed
eralds. He was very human for a
was a train about ten at Stanhoe. anil ;
young man anything but absolutely
diately “emergency”
hutler, and It took him a fraction of thanks—besides wounding himself on honest?”
I started for the station. But I never Billy, “when you crashed the Sphinx
treatment with Vickg. Thia
into her carriage."
the head?"
a second to recover himself.
got there.”
"I observed him, and I am certain
docs not interfere with any
Mr. I’anke heaved a heavy sigh.
‘Only for half a second. She’s blind
“Inspector Panke urgently desires
“Thank the powers you didn't!” said
he is honest,” said Alexander after a
internal medication thedoctor
“No, my lady, I am endeavoring to
to see your ladyship nt once.”
Billy fervently. "All the stations are ns a lint. She’ll never know me. Isn't
may prescribe.
pause. “But—er—hls manner Is very
“Show him in here,” said Lady Ery collect facts that may help in the peculiar.”
watched. You'd never have passed It great, Killy?”
tracing of the thieves.” The inspector
He looked at her thouglnfully.
thea grimly.
through alone without getting pulled
“We must make allowances,” pro
Billy did not move an eyelid. It ran through ids notes, detailing the claimed Lady Erythea, "for the Inde
by the cops."
(To Be Continued)
seemed to him that Mr. I.amhe's sol Information Billy bad given him dur pendence of the American. In theory
"Well, the train wasn't necessary.
emn eyes were watching him rather ing the first part of tlie story. "Full I have always believed it detestable.
A car overtook me on the road—
Intently. Inspector I’anke appeared, name, William Spencer, on your way Actually I find it not unattractive.”
driven by a young man. He pulled
Oner 17 Million Jan Uted Yearly
ft was a great day in the Lambe em from Beecliwell to Stanhoe railway
up and offered me a lift."
eralds’ history.
Tlie inspector was station, intending to catch the 2:15
"Oh!
”
said
Billy.
CHAPTER XIV
the fifth person in whom they caused a. m. mail train to London, when you
“He was quite a good sort. Inclined
encountered
the
thieves
about
1:30
intense emotion.
to be a bit sentimental; but it was a
The New Parlor Maid.
“Well, have you caught the thieves?" a. m. Is that correct?"
fast ear, and lie was rather uew to
Aimee. sitting in the morning sun
"Precisely," said Billy, annealing light near the mouth of her burrow,
inquired Lady Erythea, acidly.
driving. What's the matter with you?"
“No-no, my lady," stammered In tlie statements into Ills memory. It heard a rustling among the bushes
There was an expression on Billy's
spector Panke, gazing nt the necklace. would not do to forget any of them. and at once dived back into shelter.
face that she had not seen there be
"Perhaps you had better enlist the The thought of the work he was giv Presently there was a spft whistle,
fore. He was looking sour.
IEGULATION SIZE WITH NAMi
services of Mr. Spencer,” said her ing the Recording Angel caused him which she answered. Mr. William
“Get on with the song and dance.”
AND ADDRESS IF MAKER AND
ladyship, with a wave of her hand not a tremor, lie was thinking only Spencer parted the brabbles very qui
he said shortly.
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
toward Billy. “This young man has of Aimee, hiding in her cave behind etly and entered the cave.
“Well, I was dropped near Scroope.
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
already found the emeralds and re tlie bramble bush. “Do you want me
and
I
got
across
to
the
Towers;
creep

“Billy I"
to come to tlie station house?"
stored them to me."
$4-50 per 1000 Sheets
He clicked his heels together and Aimee Started to Her Feet in Sheer ing about like a Red Indian, so no
“Not necessary,’' said the inspector, touched his cap.
“Then,” said Panke. with a search
body saw me. I had a look in through
Panic.
For Pound else
the morning room window and saw
ing glance at Billy, “I should like a after a moment's hesitation, "but I
“Anything I can do for you, miss?”
Postage 15 oents aridities*!
full account, at once, of how you came want to know where you can he found he said grinning. "Got a new Job. there Isn’t time. But what n pity! Dad reading Ids letters. I had a mind
immediately in case anything further Chauffeur to her ladyship. Four a I—”
by the jewels.”
to go in and kiss him, but, of course,
$2.75 per 500 Sheoto
transpires—and your testimony will week and all found.”
Suddenly Aimee started to her feet that wouldn't do. He was looking
“Sure.” sab^ Billy genially.
in
sheer
panic.
Mr. Lambe set chairs for them both. lie wanted if we apprehend the
pleased
—
I
think
he
was
reading
Aunt
Postage 10 cents additional
“What!"
"Oh, great heavens, what an Idiot Erythea's letter approving of me. Of
All four scaled themselves; Lady Ery thieves." He avoided Lady Erythea’s . Billy sat down beside her and made
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
thea. with an avid determination to eye.
ered at same time, add to the prioe
course he hadn't heard about the bur
his report. Aimee heard it, at first,] I am! Dad! I quite forgot—!”
"Overseas club, London, will find with the air of Desdemona listening]
or first 1900,14.00 and !« cents post
The stress of the past ten hours glary. There's no telephone nt Scroope
keep abreast of affairs, held her earage for e«cb 1000.
i»i«, t>r
trumpet close to Billy and the police me. I’ve quarters there.”
to Othello. Then she rolled on the had utterly driven from her tnlnJ one —Dad won’t have one.
MAIut. SvwatMXf S/ndtralaJ
The inspector made a note.
vital fact that now came back poign
man.
“Then I stalked the garage, where
sand in helrfless spasms of laughter.
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
“What Is your occupation?”
Billy repeated his tale with fuller
"How absolutely gorgeous,” she antly. Lord Scroope was coming to old Grundle, our shover, had got the
"Motor engineer.”
Jervaulx
at
5
p.
m.
Georgina
had
detail this time, and described, not
head
off
one
of
tlie
cylinders,
and
I
For Half Pound also
panted, sitting up and wiping her
“Engineer?” queried the Inspector, eyes. “You've done splendidly.
Postage 10 cents additional
without a twinge of embarrassment,
1 said so. The burglary, intervening, heard him grumbling to the gardener
hls downfall at the hands of Calamity glancing at hls hands.
wish I’d been there to hear you bluff swamped all memory o." It. Put. after about having to drive Dad to Jervaulx
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
“Well, say motor mechanic,” said the fat policeman. But—what’s the
Kate. Lady Erythea's lips tightened
and back the same evening. I hid in
grimly, the description did not sur Billy grinning, "and proud of it.”
Postage 10 cents additioaal
the laurels till Grundle went to bis
good of tlie chauffeur’s Job, Billy?
SOLD EVERYWHERE
“Are you employed with any firm?” That will hamper you."
prise her. The inspector had his book
dinner, and then I attended to Hip car
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
“I am on my own at present."
before him and made careful notes.
—especially the magneto. I did It ar
“Not a bit! It's great. I just
ered at same time, add to the prtot
Inspector Panke closed hls note Jumped at It. You see. I've got a sure
At the conclusion he regarded Billy
tistically. You can take It from me,
of first 1000,$3.50 and 10 cents post
book with a snap.
pensively, and with a touch of envy.
age for each 1000.
the old 'bus will never leave Scroope
berth now, right close here, where I
BAKING POWDER
"I must return to my duties, your want to be. I’m your aunt’s man.
"" “It’s a pity you didn’t hang on to
today. Dad's visit is a washout. He's
THE
them, when you'd got them in hand." ladyship. I congratulate you on recov And she's some old girl, too—she
you use /ess
COURIERsaid Panke. "But, of course, we know ering tlie emeralds." He bowed gloom Isn't taking anything from anyone.
A. C. MOORE
ily to Mr. Lambe and darted at Billy a You should have heard her handing It
what Calamity Kate is."
GAZETTE. ;
Those small ads in The Courierparting glance that said: “Young man, to the policeman. I'm solid—so far.
“Who?" echoed Billy.
Piano Tuner
Gazette are read by every body. That
Panke described briefly the popular however little you desire to'see me And,” added Billy, gleefully, “I’ve two is why they are so popular and
Rockland Maine <*
With the Main# Music Company
namea of Ute two thieves, and what again, I shall find you when I want automobiles iu my charge. Not bad effective.
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The spot at the Crow Indian agency
in Montana, where Marshal Foch was
initiated into the Crow Indian tribe
during his tour of this country in 1921
under the auspices of the American
Legion has been named Foch Park by
the Crow Indians in general council. A
letter was written to General Foch ask
ing that Ah-Ba-Kp-Ta Ba-Tsa-Chish,
or "chief of all warriors.” as the In
dians call him. send them some fitting
memorial to place in the park in his
honor. The Indians prefer a captured
German cannon as a memorial, it was
said. The letter to Foch was signed by
Plenty Coos, chief of the Crow tribe.
It calls attention to the fact that the
only all-Indian American Legion post
is located at the Crow agency.
• * * .
The American Red Cross has in
formed American Legion national head
quarters that it has arranged to ren
der service to the men of the Army
returning from duty on the Rhine and
the dependent families who follow
them. Special attention will be given
to the wives and children, who have
become dependents of soldiers during
their service abroad. Gen. H. T. Allen
has advised the War Depatment that
there are 77 such dependents of whom
57 are women and 20 children. Any
special care needed in the matter of
housing and feeding will be attended
to by the Red Cross and special atten
tion will be paid to the care and feed
ing of children.
• • • •
Principles of the I. W. W. and their
alleged efforts, to-arganixp oil field
workers in this section, where they are
saict to have about 600 members, were
condemned in resolutions adopted re
cently by the local American Legion
post. Charging that the I. W. W.s "are
masquerading under the guise of help
ing the working man by organization,
but their aims and purposes are con
trary to all we fought for.” the post
pledged its assistance to city and coun
ty officials in stamping out radicalism.
The real purpose of the organization
was said by the Legion to be "to set
up in place of our democratic institu
tions a tyrannous, bolshevistic govern
ment similar to that of Russia.”
• • . •
Detroit, Mich.. Jan.—The Michigan
department of the American legion
which opened the celebrated Roosevelt
Memorial Hospital last year, has again
attracted favorable mention by exservice men for a new venture. The
department is about to establish on a
six-acre tract about 20 miles northeast
of Flint a home for World War or
phans.
• • • •
Joe Sparks, chairman of the Amer
ican Legion’s national rehabilitation
committee, has announced that the
Knights of Columbus has set aside a
fund of $50,000, to be administered by
the American Legion in the relief of
thousands of tubercular ex-service
men. who have migrated to the South
West and who are at present in desti
tute circumstances.

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

VINALHAVEN
The "Dumb Belles" were entertained
by Miss Virginia Black Wednesday
Evening. After the ceremonies luncheon
was served.
Mrs. Abbie Thorpe is the guest of
her son. Richard Young.
Marguerite Chapter. O. E. 8.. will
hold its annual installation Monday
evening at Masonic Hall. A program
of readings and orchestra selections
will be interspersed during the installa
tion ceremonies. This will be private
to members only and luncheon will be
served in the banquet hall.
J~n. 22 was the date of the party
given by Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Glidden
in honor of Mrs. Glidden's mother,
Mrs. Lucy Ann Vinal. The occasion
was her 93d birthday. Mrs. Vinal Is
the oldest woman in town and so far
as known the oldest person. She con
tinues her interest In the improvements
and changes of Vinalhaven, her native
town. She has remarkable health for
one of her years and enjoys assisting
with some of the household duties.
She is surrounded by all the comforts
of life, with the companionship of her
daughter and her husband, Mr. and
Mrs. E. L. Glidden. She also has the
pleasure of having her son, Hiram
Vinal of Lisbon Falls, with her for the
winter months. On her birthday din
ner, was served to the family party
and the evening devoted to music,
which she and her guests enjoyed.
Mrs. Vinal was the recipient of many
nice gifts and large shower of post
cards.
Mr. and Mrs. Allston Huntress of
Boston are at their country home for a
few months.
Miss Una Greenlaw returned Mon
day to her home in Belfast.
Elder Wilson was in Rockland
Thursday and conducted a service at
the Gospel Mission.
Schooner Charles Lister, loaded with
coal for Charles Robinson, which was
unable to dock owing to the ice in the
harbor, Is nearing the wharf. Appre
ciating the efforts of Mr. Robinson to
procure the coal, a large crew of men
volunteered assistance and cleared a
waterway through the Ice.
The
schooner was expected to dock Thurs
day and discharge at once.
Mrs. Alex. Smith, who has been quite
ill with pneumonia, is now convalesc
ing.
Frederick Jones is in Belfast for a
few weeks.
The subject of the lesson sermon at
the Christian Science service Sunday,
Feb. 4, will be "Love.”
W. J. Billings returned Wednesday
from Rockland.
Fernald Ames was in Rockland Mon
day.
Charles Chilles returned Wednesday
from Waldoboro.
A. JJ. Patterson returned Wednesday
from Rockland.

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON ANO SWAN'S ISLAND

d^kndly WltMagc
tor Otvt, CuSfonwib

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
Leaves Swan’s Island daily except Sunday*
at 5 30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M., for
Vinalhaven. Nonh Haven, Stonington, and
Swan's Island.
W. S WHITE,
General Manager.
Rockland, Maine, Jan’y 6, 1923.

[ MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
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You believe in our

methods.

lieve in our merchandise.

in our service.
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You believe

You have faith in our

desire to give you the utmost value for

the dollar invested.

EQUIP
THIS
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TIRES!

Take our advice—

CAR

ALL

WITH

ROUND

Eastern Standard Tln-«

j

Twains Leave Rockland for

’

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

DIAMOND

Of the 241 different tire makes

on the market, Diamond is the tire to buy
for good old thrifty service and depend

V'”..

<g

f Augusta. AU 00 a. ni. 17.30 a.m.. 11.10p.m.
’ Bingor. A J7 00 a. m. 17.30a.m., rl.10p.m.
Bath A>7.00a.m.. 17.30 am.. fl.lOp m..
t5 30 p. m.
Boston. A|7.00a.m., 17.30 a. in.. 11.10p.m.
Brunswick A UAH) a. ra., 17.30 u. rn.. tl-10
p. m.. t5.30 p. in..
Lewiston. AU-00 a. m.. t".30a.m., 11.10 p in.
New York. 11.10 p. ra.
Portland. AJ7.00a.rn . 17.30 a.m., 11.10 p.tn.,
15 30 p ir..
Waterville A|7.00a m.. +7.30am. 11.10p.m.
Woolwich. |7.00a.in.. 17.30 a.m.. tl.10p.ru..
t5.30p.ra.
1 Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
9-24-22 V. P. & Gen 1 Mgr. GenT Passenger Aftt.

ability.

8ANG0R LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
6.00 p M for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Frida v«
at 5 00 P M Leave Rockland Wednesdays end
Saturdays at 5 00 A. M.; Camden 5 45 A. M.;
Belfast 7 15 A M.; Bucksport 9 00 A. M ;
due Winterport 9.30 A M
Return—-Leave Winterport Mondays and
Thursdays at 10 00 A M. for Boston and way
landings, due the following morning about
7.00 A. M.

MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
CAMDEN AUTO SALES CO.

CAMDEN, MAINE
TvL 333

Ford Sale* A Service

BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M for
North Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor.
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
bor 11 A. M.
Return—Leave Bar narhor Thuradaya al 8 0#
. M for Rockland and way landings.
BLUE HILL LINE
Leave RockLvnd Saturdays at 5 A. M for
Dark narhor, Eggcruoggin, South Brooksville
Sargentrtlle. Deer Isle, Brookiin, South Bhiehlll. due Bluehill 11.45 A M
Return—Leave Bluehill Mondays at 8.00 A.
M. for Rockland and way landings
At Boston connection is made via the Met
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York and points South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Frolont Sorvlco
Blracl Freight Service between Portland and
New York Is reiunted from the New Stato
I’ier, Portland. Me.
Through rales and direct track connections
with Maine Central and brand Trunk Rail
roads
. .. .
F 8 SHBR.MAN, Supt , Rorklsnd, Maine.
K S SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine

FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS

STONINGTON

• • « •

Army Receipts—No. 4
One of the great pleasures that lie in
eating Army hash is the delightful
little surprises that one continually
finds says the American Legion Week
ly, Put contents of two dozen cans of
corned beef (inclusive of solder)
through a food grinder and add finely
chopped beets and baked potatoes.
Mix in several horse-radishes and
baste with dishwater. Sprinkle crumbs
of misfortune over it and allow it to
cook slowly. After an hour, a few calves
brains may be added, making it a more
clever dish.
Garnish with O. D.
dressing drawn from the supply ser
geant and smother with onions. If the
cooks are too render-hearted to smoth
er the hash, they may turn their head’
and force the K. P.’s to do the rough
work.

SUNSET
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Stinson spent
Sunday at George M. Dodges.
George Edmund Sylvester, one of
our youthful trappers, secured a weasel
a few days ago.
The local school begins tomorrow,
with Miss Alta Smith as teacher.
Miss Annabel M. Colby entertained
several of her friends on Monday even
ing with games, music and refresh
ments.
On Wednesday evening the Church
Aid Society entertained its honorary
members with a calico party. Each
lady appeared in a cotton gown and
each gentleman with a calico tie. An
amusing feature of the evening pro
gram was a carpet rag sewing contest
by the men of the party. The judges
were Mrs. Abbie Eaton and Mrs.
Ariadna Raynes and the first prize was
taken by Thomas Cole with George C
Hardy as a close second. Photographs
w;erc taken of each one present and
were on display. The prizes for the
handsomest man was a pocket mirror
and was given to Alphonso Stinson;
while the prize for the handsomest lady
a powder box. was given to Mrs. Elsie
Cole. Other contests were solved, all
of them very amnstng,’after which de
licious refreshments were passed by
Mildred Colby and • SJargaret Gray.
Much credit is due the entertainment
committee, Susie M. llardy and Cecile
V. Lufkin, for their paJnstaking efforts
which made the party-the grand suc
cess which it was.
Miss Muriel Hardy very pleasantly
entertained several of her friends on
Saturday evening.
The Margaret Obdyke S. S. class
held a pic supper at the library on
Friday evening.

Easier to Prevent
It is human to neglect'
[ health, but it is very unwise.
I It is far easier to prevent
than it is to correct weakness
I of body and strength.
I

Scoffs Emulsion
1 is a fruitful source of true J
1 vitamine nourishment
I to help keep the body JkA
| strong to resist dis* vm
ease. Protect your TO
powers of resistance,
take Scott’s Emubionl
j Scott (k Bowtie B.oomCe.g, N. 1
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Every-Other-Day

The John L. Goss Co. have not oper
ated since the new’ year and owing to
the bad weather feel that it was a good
thing for them to shut down.
F. C. Page and his crew of elec
tricians passed last week at their
homes in Bangor, as the w’eather has
hindered outsidp work on the new light
plant. He has installed a radio set
at his office over the drug store and is
giving demonstrations to interested
parties.
In spite of bad weather the Fuller
Co. is operating night and day crews
on the big New York Court House Job
and the management are at their wits
ends to progress as they do In the face
of such winter weather as we have so
far had.
Dr. D. J. Noyes and son Reginald
have been housebound for several days
with colds and sickness.
Schools are again in session after a
short embargo on public gatherings.
The Senior class S. H. S. gave the
two-act drama “Mr. Bob” at the
opera house Tuesday evening.
In
spite of the extra cold a good crowd
witnessed the play, well performed by
the amateur actors.
The harbor is ice bound between ail
the islands clear out of sight.
The
steamers have a hard time to make
landings and keep up any kind of
schedule.
A. Levy, who bought the Webb build
ing. has taken his son in company with
him. They are fitting up living quar
ters on the second floor. Stonington
is a good town to get next to for busi
ness with a $12,000 weekly payroll on
one stone job In town, besides as much
more in regular Industry.

UNION
The Ladies’ Auxiliary of Storer-Col
lins Post will hold -a special meeting
Feb. 5 at 7.30. It is hoped all members
will be present as there is important
business to come before the meeting.
Charles Lormond is working al Rock
land for a few weeks.
Blanche Hilt of Augusta is at home
caring for her mother, Mrs. Lizzie Hilt
who is quite 111.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Andrews of
Thomaston are guests of Mrs. Bertha
SimmonV
The rural schools are closed.
Clarence Hilt, Arthur Wincapaw and
Arthur Ferris are working at Brooks.
Mrs. Everett Prescott is 111 with the
grippe.
Mrs. Lydia-Christofcrson is visiting
relatives at Clark's Island.
Carl Heath of South Hope spent the
weekend with friends here.
Mrs. George Baehelder of Rockland
was the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. H. Burkett, Monday and Tucs
day.
Dr. John Tibbetts of Rockland was
in town Wednesday.
Dr. II. H. Plumer was at Dover
Foxcroft Tuesday.
Mrs. William Esancy was the Sun
day guest of Mrs. Sarah Pinkham.
Mrs. Zena Nelson has completed her
work at the Sanitarium.
The Senior class of U. H. S. will pre
sent their play "Safety First' at the
Town hall Friday evening. Dance af
ter the play with Sheridens orchestra.
Mrs. Wilbur Abbott Is spending the
winter at Brooks.
Mrs. Electa Robbins and daughter.
Mrs. Myrtle Judkins returned Tues
day night from Massachusetts, where
they have been spending several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lermond of Rock
land, who are spending the winter at
Miami. Fla., recently sent his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles l>erntond. a box
of grape fruit and oranges. The Cou
rler-Gazett? correspondent was given
a sample of each and pronounced them
the sweetest and best she ever tasted.
The Extension School in Orchard
Management will be held in the Union

Diamond ©res
CORDS S- FABRICS

22-32 ]

Z

75c

$1.00
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS
313-3.15 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

15tf

SHEET MUSIC
Grange hall. Feb. G-8. The sessions
FARM BUREAU EVENTS
begin promptly and will be of vital im
portance to every man in the town.
Farmers in Knox and Lincoln coun
They will be taken up with lectures and ties are interested in the following
'events,
which arc scheduled for the
demonstrations on:
Varieties to set.
location of young orchard, setting trees, I balance of the month;
Feb. 6-7-8—Union, 9.30, thfee-day
how to prune, grafting, fertilization,
orchard school.
diseases, spraying, etc.
' Feb. 9—Rockland. 1.30, planning
meeting.
Feb. 12-13-14—AVarren, 9.30, three
ROCKPORT
day poultry’ school.
Feb. 15-16-17—Jefferson, 9.30, three
Miss Doris Butterfield, who has been
employed in Rockland, left Tuesday j day poultry school.
Feb. 20—Bremen, 1.00. poultry man
morning for Portland, where she has
agement meeting.
a position as stenographer.
Feb. 21—Nobleboro, 10.30, poultry
Josiah Parsons, who lost a valuable |
horse last week, has purchased an I nrinagement meeting.
Feb. 22—North Edgecomb. 10.30,
other of William Carleton.
Harry Robinson returned Tuesday • poultry management meeting.
Feb. 23—Dresden, 10.30, poultry man
to Portland after a brief visit with his
agement meeting.
family.
Feb. 24—West Alnn, 10.30, poultry
Mrs. -Nancy J. Tribou and Mrs. An
nie Deane were guests of Mr. and Mrs. management meeting.
Feb. 27—Hope. 10.30. poultry man
J. AV. Ingraham in Camden Thursday.
agement meeting.
Fred F. Shibles is quite ill.
II. L. Withee has been in Bangor and
Searsport this week on business.
ST. GEORGE
Mrs. Charles Stanley is confined t<
her home by illness.
Mr. anil Mrs. Alfred Hocking arrived
Oliver Ingraham is at home from
Bowdoin college to spend the weekend hottie Saturday night.
Mrs. Elsie Thninus and Mrs. Della
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Enos
Ewell entertained friends Monday. Re
E. Ingraham.
freshments were served.
Mrs. 8. H. Wentworth is quite ill.
Mrs. William Davis called on friends
C. E. Grotton left Tuesday for Sears
’Sunday.
port on business.
1). W. Mann is cutting Ice for J. A.
Mrs. Cora Austin, who has been quite
ill at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Gilchrest.
Mrs. Aila Jenkins and Sarah Demp
Alonzo Leadbetter. is at the Silsby Hos
ster entertained a number of their
pital, Rockland, for treatment.
Mrs. Marion Grey, who has been friends Monday evening.
Mrs. Lena Main is visiting her sister,
quite seriously ill is somewhat im
Mrs. J. A. Gilcfirest.
proved.

TENANT’S HARBOR
^he selectmen, Fred II. Smalley,
James A. Wheeler, and Frank II.
Pierson are putting in some busy days
at the town office getting the business
of the town in readiness for the com
ing town meeting which will be held
March 5.
Ice cutting has started at the Marsh,
Ripley Creek. John Morris has his ice
house filled. The local grocers and
marketmen, C. E. Wheeler and H. F.
Kalloeh & Co., expect to fill their’s
this week.
Orman Hopkins, Willis Wilson, E.
I. Pease, Alfred Morris, W. H. Wiley,
Icelander Wiley, Charles Taylor. Eu
gene Crouse, “Doc Watts,” Errold Wi
ley, Allison Morris, Claude Wiley ami
Syd Dow are harvesting ice for C. E.
Wheeler and II. F. Kalloeh & Co.
Wm. Hastings has charge of the op
eration, several teams being used to
haul.
C. M. Wheeler. D. C. Ph. C., who,
with Mrs. Wheeler is at the Glidden,
is about to open offices in Rockland,
having purchased through Gilford B.
Butler the offices of the late Dr. Geor
gia Davis.
Announcement of tlie
opening date will be ma.de through
The Courier-Gazette.
F. L. S. Morse of Rockland, super
intendent of the St. George schools.
w*as in town Tuesday and Wednesday.
He attended school committee meeting
Tuesday evening and met with the se
lectmen Wednesday to settle up mat
ters regarding the schools for the
year. Mr. Morse seems to be full of
enthusiasm for improvement and bet
terment of the schools, giving the pu
pils a better chance to improve their
education and make the cost as light
as possible. One thing to be done for
improvement is the frequent visiting
of school by the parents.

EAST WALDOBORO

AVE yen ever wondered why quick forttir.es are
never made by funeral directors and why you
never hear of millionaire undertakers?

H

•

Public need for broader service and improved facilities
have resulted in large investments in motor cars, scientif
ic equipment, funeral homes and chapels. These bring
about a heavy and continuous operating expense.

Another reason is that the funeral director has taken
over all the tasks formerly looked alter by neighbors
and friends. He also performs scores of additional
services which modern conditions and modern sensi
bilities demand.
In the funeral director’s bill, the cost of this service and
overhead (often a large proportion of the total cost)
usually is included in the charge for better under
stood items. Such charges should be judged
with this fact in mind.
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin < nmfnnylre.m a copyrighted messase which appeared ta The
Saturday Ever.ir.s i'ustcf May 6, 1922.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers Since 1849
Niflit Telephone 781-W ROCKLAND. Day Telophon. 450.

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette’
ads.

59c

Frtntb Rmai'i.if; Sorfrr Symbol of Finality laktu from Omar Kbay.om—“Tun
Down tr.e Empty Gloss." Message number nine. Copyrighted 1922 C. C. Co.

Mrs. Ed’.vin Mank is ill with pneu
monia with a trained nurse from Port
land.
Mrs. M. A. Bowers is at M. P. Mears’,
Winslow Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mank were Sun
day guests at Stephen Burrows’, South
Waldoboro.
Gordon Mann returned to Massachu
setts Monday; he was accompanied by
Ivan Scott for a few days’ visit.
The Farm Bureau meeting was held
with Mrs. N. S. Ileever. Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Flanders of
Bangor were called home by the illness
of his grandmother. Mrs. E. A. Mank
Capt. A. Stahl and Frank Ewell re
cently purchased three eows and calves
of W. H. Keene and L. L. Mank.
Joseph Stickney of Warren was in
this place Sunday,
The Moses B. Mank farm has been
sold to Clarence Tolman ot Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Miller had as
guests last Wednesday Mr. and Mrs.
George Miller and five children of
Washington, enroute to Warren where
they will spend the winter.
John D. Gray ot Gardiner was a
visitor last week at W. H. Keene’s.
Mrs. Leavitt Mank called on Mrs. J
E. RlneS recently.
Mrs. J. M. Mank, Mrs. J. A. Rines
and Mrs. C. E. Coffin called on Mrs.
C. C. Bowers, recently.

Estate of George Henry Lang
STATE OF MAINE
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court, in and for the County of Knox :
Respectfully represents Anna F Smith. Ad
ministratrix C T A. of the estate of George
Henry Lang, kite of Boston, in the County of
Suffolk and Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
said County, deceased, testate, that said George
Henry Lang at the time of his decease was
the owner of certain Real Estate situated in
the town of Cushing, in said County of Knox,
bounded and described as follows, viz : A cer
tain lot or parcel of land with the buildings
thereon situated in the Town of Cashing. In
the County of Knox and State of Maine
bounded and described P.s follows: Southerly
by land formerly of William R Davis; west
erly hy Davis Cove so-called: northerly by
land of A. R Rivers; and easterly by the Town
Road. Containing eight acres (R) more or less.
Reference is made to deed from Ar<hur F
Robinson to Geo M. Robinson recorded In
Knox Registry of Deeds. Vol. 45, Page 27:'
Being tlie same premises conveyed to Geo.
Henry Lang by warranty deed of George M
Robinson et ux, dated December 2nd. 1905, and
recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds, book Hl.
page 149.
That the debts of the deceased as
nearly as can be ascertained, amount
to ..............................................................
none
That the value of the Personal Es
tate is ......................................................
none
That the Personal Estate is there
fore insufficient to pay the debts of the
deceased, and expenses of sale and <»f
administration, and it is necessary for
that purpose to sell some part of the
Rea! Estate to raise the sum of one
dollar and other valuable considerations
to be paid to the use of the widow. That
the residue would be greatly depreciated
bj a Mie of
portion thereof:
Wherefore your petitioner prays that she may
be licensed to sell and convey the whole <»f said
Real Estate at private sale for tlie dues of the
widow, (Kiyment of said debts, legacies and ex
penses of sale and of administration.
Dated this twentieth day of January. A I).
1923.
ANNA F. SMITH

KNOX COUNTY —
In Probate Court, held at Rockland in vaca
tion on the 1st day of February, 1923.
On the petition aforesaid Ordered, That no
tice lie given, by publishing a copy of said
petition, with this order there-on. once a week
for three weeks successively, prior to the third
Tuesday of February next, in The Courler1 Gazette, a newspaper published In Rockland,
that ail persons interested may attend at a
Court of Probate then to be hold in Rockland,
and show cause, If any, why the prayer of said
petition should not be granted
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
A true copy,—Attest:
15-8-18-21 HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
Estate ef Richard M. Saltenstall
STATE Of MAINK
Knox, ss
At n Probate Court held at Rocklund in and
for Mid Coun y of Knox in vacation on the 1st
day of February, In the year of our Ix»rd one
thousi-id nine hundred and twenty three. A
eertiiin instrument purporting to he a copy
of the last will and testament of Richard M
Saltonsiall. late of Newton, in the State of
Massachusetts, and of the probate thereof in
siiid Slate of Massachusetts duly authenticated,
having been presented to the Judge of Probate
for our said County for tlie purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in tlie Prdbate Court
for our said County.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing thiswOnler there
on to be published three weeks successively in
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Prdbate Court, to be held at Rock
land. in and for said County, oil the 20th day
of February. A I). 1923, at nine o’clock in the
forenoon, and slow cause, kf any they have,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not
be grafried.
AI>KJ,BERT L. MILES.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Attest:
15 8 18-21 HENRY H. PAY8ON, Register.

Estate of Helen W. Davis
NOTICE
Tlie sinlittcri-ber heretliy gives notice that on
January 16, 1923, he was duly appointed ex
ecutor of the last will and testament of Helen
W Davis, late of Warren In the County of
Knox, deceased, and on Jan 22, 1923, was qual
ified to till said trust by giving bond as tlie
law direc:s
All persons having demands against the es
tate, are desired to present the same for settlem.nt, and all indebted threio are required
to make jwyment hnnicdiately to
N B. KASTMAN.
Warren. Maine.
January 22, 1923.
Fob 3-10-17

All the latest song hits

20 Cents
Specials

15 Cents
V. F. Studley
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
1258-tt

Estate of Mary Elizabeth Cobb
STATE OF MAINE
f
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In and
for said County of Knox, in vacation, on the
second day of February, A I). 1923.
Nancy T Sleeper having presented bw peti
tion that the actual market value of so much
of the estate of Mary Elizabeth Cobb, late of
Kockiand, lu said County of Kno^, as *s sub
ject to the payment of the State Inheritance
Tax, tlie persons interested in the succession
thereto, and the amount of the tax thereon
may be determined 'by the Judge of Probate:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to the
State Assessors and all persons interested in
tlie succession to said property, by causing a
copy of this Order to be published onco a week,
three weeks successively, in The Cottrttff-Ga
zetta, a newspaper published at. Rocklaud, in
said County, that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court to be held at Rockland, In and for
said County, on Hie twentieth day of Febniar: .
A D. 1923. at nine o’clock in the. forenoon and
be heard in reference to the determination of
said tax or any question that muy arise iu
reference thereto.
ADELBERT L MILKS.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy,—Attest:
15 S-21
HENRY H PAYSON, Register
Estate of Mary Elizabeth Cobb
KNOX COUNTY—In Court of Probate held at
Rockland in vacation on the 2nd day of Feb
ruary, A. D. 1923
Nai ev T Weeper. Administratrix on the es
tate of Mary Elizabeth Cobb, late of Rockland,
in said County deceased, having presented her
first and final account of administration of
said estate fur allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
published in Rockland. In said County, that al!
persons Interested may attend at a l’robato
Court to he held at Rockland, on the twenti
eth day of February next» and show cause, if
any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
A DELBERT L MILES. Judge.
A true copy,— Attest:
15-8-21
HENRY H PAYHON. Register
Estate of Maurice A. MeKusic
STATE F MAENE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rocklaud in and
for nM < giiihy of Khux. in va«-ati*>ii, on the
third day of February, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-three
A Certain Instrument, purport!lift to be tlie
last Will and Testament of Maurice A. McKusic,
late of Rockland, in said County, having been
presented for prolxite, and application huving
been made that no bond be required of the
executrix named in the will
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to be puihlltthed three weeks successlvelv
In Tlie Courier-Gazel'e. a newspaper ptrbllelKxl
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
land, in and for said County, on the twentieth
day of February, A D. 1923, a< nine o’clock
In the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of the petitioner should
not bo granted.
ADDLBHRT L. MILKS.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Attest:
15 S 18-21 HENRY H PAYSON. Regls’cr
Estate of Charles G. Crocker
KNOX COUNTY' In Court ot Probate hold
at Rockland iu vac.itIon on the 2nd day ot'
February. A. D 1923.
Albion B Crocker, Executor of the will of
'Charles (» Crw.ker. late of St. George, in
sabl County, deceased, having presented lib
first Mid final account of admiiustration of said
estate for allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The CourleMiazette.
published in Rockland, in said County, that all
persons interested may attend at a Pri/ba e
Court io be held st Rockland, on the 21>th day
of Ffabruary next, and show cause. If any they
have, uhy the said account should not be
allowed.
AD ELBERT L M1LK8, Judge.
A true copy. —Attest:
85-8-21
HENRY H. PAYBOX. Register.
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POLO GAME A THRILLER!

TELLS OTHERS OF ITS

n Everybody s Column

Overtime Contest Brings Defeat To Rockland Which Had
Played Far the Better Game.

GREAT VALUE

Ldvertisnneitts.Jn tux column nut to oxreod
irc« tines inserted once for 23 rents, 3 tlmu
w 30 cento.. Addjthnal lines 3 cents each
'or cue lime, 10 conti t tbnea. 81x words rukt

THOMASTON
Don't forget the basketball game in
Watts hall this evening. Lincoln Acad
emy boys and girls vs. Thomaston boys
and girls.
Earl Starrctt. who has been spend
ing several days at home, has returned
to the barge Rockhaven.
Dr. C. H. Jameson is spending the
weekend with friends in Boston.
Jliss Emma Frost is in Boston for a
few days.
Mrs. Ward Grafton, who has been a
guest of her brother, Walter Winchenbach. for the past ten days, has re
turned from Portland.
Miss Hilda George, who is a student
at Columbia University, i.s expected
home today for a short vacation.
Gen. Knox Chapter. D. A. 11.. will
meet Monday evening. Feb. 5. at the
home of Miss Clara Creighton. Main
street.
Harold Young, who attends Bowiloin
College, has been spending a few days
with his aunt. Miss Bessie Young.
The engagement has been announced
of Mjss Dorothy M. Healy of Grand
Forks, North Dakota, and Rescue H
Ifupper of New York City, formerly of
Thomaston and Martinsville.
Services at St. John's Episcopal
church Sunday are as follows: Holy
communion on the arrival of the first
car from Rockland Sunday morning
about 7.43. church school at G o’clock
Sunday evening, evening prayer with
music at 7 o'clock, sermon by the rec
tor. Rev. A. E. Scott of Rockland
Everybody welcome.
Baptist church services Sunday arc
at 10.30 a, in. and 7 p. m.. morning
sevmon tubjei t “The Joy Thai Is Ful
filled" and the children's sermon. “The
Golden Shields.'' The ordinance of the
Eqrd’s supper will be administered at
the close of the morning service. The
evening service will be of a special
character and largely conducted by the
World Wide Guild. Negro spirituals
will be sung in a chorus by the Guild
girls and there will be several spirit
uals sung as solos by the Guild and
members of the choir. The Guild girls
will read the scripture and specially
prepared papers on "Christian Negro
Leaders.”
Service of prayer and
praise Thursday evening at 7 o'clock.

THE W. C. T. U. MEETS

s

The Woman^s Christian Temperance
Union met yesterday afl'-rnoon at the
home of Mrs. E. I!. Silsby. witli the
usual number present and Mrs. Hope
Brewster, the president, in the chair.
The meeting was held in memory of
Frances Willard and the devotional ex
ercises included the prayer offered by
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens at the funeral of
Miss Willard. It was voted to renew
the subscription to the copy of the
Union Signal sent to the Public Library.
The program for the afternoon, in
charge Jot Mrs. Ralph Chaples, covered
a Memorial Fund quiz on “Citizenship”
as follows:
1. What is the Frances E. Willard
Memorial Fund, and wlAt has it ac
complished?
2- How may we as white ribboners
most appropriately ijay tribute in 1923
to the memory of Miss Willard'.’
3. What was Miss Willard's greatest
achievement, and why should it be sc
considered?
4. "Our civilization ‘today is abler in
intellect, purer in heart, and stronger
in civic and national righteousness be
cause of Frances E. Willard's, inspiring
and self-sacrificing life and service."
In a four-irtinute speech discuss the
truth of this statement by Congressman
Nelson.
5. Name the outstanding problems
before us as Christian citizens, and
briefly suggest ways of solving them.
6. Mention four or five ways by
which we can help make our foreignborn citizens an asset to community,
state and national life.
7. How can my union promote
Christian Citizenship among the wo
men in industry?
8. How shall we insure that the cit
izens of tomorrow shall dwell in the
new world for which we have toiled?
9. What is the best tribute the Y.
P. B. can pay Frances E. Willard?
10. Why is a gift to the Frances E.
WillM-d Memorial Fund a gilt-edged
investment ?

The answers to the questions :ca<)
by the mgtnbcrs present were exceed
ingly Interesting and informing. Plans
were made for an open meeting Feb.
16 in the Methodist vestry when light
refcesturtenls would ,be served. Mrs
Mary A. Riuli will be (lie leader and
the subject will be "Christian Citizen
ship.’’-

ANNOUNCEMENT
I am still in the Jitney Business.
Both Carriage and Auto. Phone or
ders to 161-11 Main Street, or 123-3
residence, Bccchwoods Street.

J. H. FEYLER
THOMASTON, ME.

13-17

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

PA R K

•E

P

R E>

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians

NORTH HOPE

36 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
Nathan, the young son of Mr. and
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT Mrs. J. D. Pease, had the misfortune

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER

WALL PAPER

Telephone 136

_ ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE

THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

CQMPLEE DRUG
AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING, PRINTING ANO EN
LARGING.

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS

370 Main St., Rockland, Me.

to. break his leg while sliding with
some playmates near his home last
Sunday. lie was attended by Dr, Hart
of Camden and at present is getting
along as well as can be expected.
Clara
(Hall)
Wentworth,
who
sprained her foot badly last week, is
getting around on it some although it
is still very lame.

INCORPORATED 1870

Successor to A. F. Burton

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK

GRANITE AND MARBLE

OF THOMASTON, MAINE
LEVI SEAVEY, President
J. WALTER STROUT, Treasurer
Deposits Start On Interest the First of Each Month
Ut-tf

CEMETERY WORK
Main Street
THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

AS BEABTIFDL

as we eau malfc it we want the last
rebtipg place of those dear to us.

GEORGE W. FOSTER

Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning

Sank h.

lei. 572-M.

ingraham

Attorney at Lav
8PKC4ALTY: PROBATE PR/evHCE
«J MA4N ST.,BOCKLAND, ME.
Telephones—Office 46R. House 603 W
/

Mrs. Eugene £pylcr and Miss Estella
Jameson visited Mrs. Sarah Jameson
Sunday.
W. J. Smith and A. K. Jackson har
vested their icc last Monday.
Mr. Page is lumbering on the lot he
purchased of Sadie Kelley.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Mank of North
Waldoboro visited her parents, Mr
and Mrs. G. G. Miller, recently
Miss A. M. Ross returned to her
home in Union after spending two
weeks witli Mrs. Mary Smith.
Harold Storei*slaughter^ a hog re
ently that weighed 587 pounds.
Mrs. Inez Cargill and son Raymond
of Washington visited relatives hen
recently.
Dwight Cummings of North Warren
was a business caller here last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Feyler and son
Raymond spent last Sunday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Jameson
Everett Lamont returned to Waldo
boro last Wednesday after a visit witli
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W
J. Smith.
Herbert Orff of North Waldolior
was a business caller here last Sat

Lost and Found’
LOST—Bob-luiled tiger cat, four while pews,
white under neck. 4’ABIHCItU’k WALTZ. 1G3
Broadway. Tnl. 302-51
13-tf

Wanted
WANTED—Jtald ’foz.general housework la
auiHv of four MILS. CHAS. ft. tmUTCHTON,
155 Main St., Thowgaton. Tel 185-12. 13-13
WANTED—ftaltreM,-at, the Bee Dive Cafe,
Liueroek street.
8-tf
WANTED—33 ahaagyx eaia and kittens, daaie
ind female. Blgheat Mp.yd<L . JOHN 8.
lANLETT, Rockville.
332-14. iitf
WANTED—Smail farm: descrUie bulldinga
x-allon and price. RALPH MILLER, 80 School
■troet. Gardner, Mass.
12*23

For Sale

Tks Ntw Monumental Wtrtrssmo
Dark St., Cor. Brick.

Rockland, Mo.

FOR SALE—Jluiwe iiud lpt at 4.’» Groce >St,
irnicrly c.vupled by D. 'L. 'MoCafley. Inquire
f C M HARRr\«TON
lMf
FOR SALE—"Farm lu Warren three nilhs
min Thomaston? 9H acte*. new burn, good IV*
tory house, farm all stocked. 3 cows, 1 heifer.
|xilr horses, 50 htus. l.QOp cord wood and
ime lumber KNWFreAL ESTATE CO..
lain St Tel 3?6>M._______________ 15»tf

/■///'/I

The Suoocssful Gardener Plants the Seeds in a Flat Tray, to Be Set in
a Window on the Living Room Floor or in the Basement Where It Is Warm
and Sunny.

START THE PUNTS

; SHOULD FERTILIZE

IN WINDOW BOXES
All Vegetable and Flower Seeds

TO GET GOOD CROP
Stable

Manure,

Soil

Building

Respond to Warmth and the

Crops, or Commercial Fer

Bright Sunshine.

tilizer Necessary.

A window box for starting early
vegetable plants will give the home
gardener from ten days to three weeks j
advantage in earliness over his neigh- {
bor who (Joes not have some means of ;
starting early plants. Tomatoes, pep
pers, eggplants, cabbage, cauliflower
and lettuce are the crops that lend
themselves best to starting early in the
house. It does not matter what kind,
of a box is used, but for convenience
if. should be about 3 or 4 inches

Most farmers can spare enough
manure front their other crops to fer
tilize properly a one-fourth acre gar
den plot, hut in gome sections, espe
cially near towns, manure Is no longer
to be bad in quantity and other means
must be found for fertilizing garden
soils. In brief, states the United
States Department of Agriculture, at
leas; three methods of adding fertility
to the soil. First, by the application
of manure: second, by the use of soil
building crops, and, third, by cotnmer
clal fertilizers. No one method is as
good aa any two or the three com
bine»1. and if we are to get the best
results from the use of commercial
fertilizer a reasonable amount of ma
nure or organic matter must be In the
aoil.
The amount of manure required will
depend entirely upon the soil Itself,
but very few cases are found where
the use of manure on gardens Is being
overdone. The same might be said
about the turning under of manure
crops or soil building crops. Even the
weeds that grow upon the surface dur
Ing the late summer, aalde from tbelr
seeds, are often valuable for working
into the soil. The method of applying
tlie manure will also depend upon lo
cal conditions, but as a rule manure
I hat has boon piled and thoroughly
composted will give better results than
that which Is in the raw state.
Too much ''nnuot he said In favor
of the compost pile by means of which
equal parts of manure and soil or
sods, which are even better are piled
to rot. This compost heap should be
turned once or twice during the win
ter months and the material applied
to the garden as a top dressing dur
ing the spring. Ten tons of this kind,
of material Vt-ill not he too much for

The Home-Made Flat.

deep and of n size that will readily
fit into the window space. The box
cgn be set on a small table or on
special legs or supports.
One method of providing a window
box is described by the United States
Department of Agriculture. Take a
soap box or some similar packing box I
and saw it horizontally lengthwise into ;
two sections. If the box is too deep'
for sawing through the center, i wo'
cuts can be made, using the top of the
box with cover nailed on to form
the bottom tray and the bottom part
•f the box for a second tray. The
middle section which is cut out may
have a bottom nailed onto it, form
ing still another tray. Only one tray
will he needed 1 n the window at
first for the sowing of the seeds. Later
additional trays or flats, as they are
called, are required for transplanting.
One point of great importance in
starting early plants in the window
is to see that they are not over wa
tered. Another point Is to turn the
box from time to time so that the
plants will not grow crooked and
drawn toward the window. A supply
of good soil should be stored in the
cellar or in some dry place in the au
tumn in order to have it available
along in February or March when it
Is wanted for filling the window boxes.
This soil should be of a light loam
or sandy nature and the part used In
the transplanting travs should contain
a very little finely sifted manure well
mixed with the soil. The plants should
he shaded for a day or so an<l kept
well watered after transplanting, but
a» the season advances the trays
should be carried into the open air
whenever it is warm enough and the
plants exposed to outdoor conditions:
go that they will be sturdy and accus-'
tomed to the open air by the time it i
is safe to set them in the garden. In J
removing the plants from the trays
for setting in the ground a knife or
trowel should be run between them so
that they may be lifted with a nice
block of earth adhering to their roots.

FOR SALE—Weir Twine F. L. ARBY, Vb
a 1 haven. Maine
_________ 14*16
FOR SALE—A lighting sjstem O h n.
online. 3 li n gon'eralbr. -;MVy 60 cycle
10 volts sivltcliboard. roposiat, 54 jars, shaft
tnl be^t. Reason for selling, connected un
.Ith electric power. Rbr further Information
pply to \V F McKkLUHUN. Tenant’s Haror
14-1*»
FOR SALE—Clarion ft.iaige. very good con
Ition. Price $20. U A TRASK. Glenvxnc
__________________________________ 14*16
FOR SALE -Two light horses.. Suitable for
•elivery. Weight JJIHL Will be sold cheap,
'oo small for bur ukc. H IL STQVER CO
__________________________________ 13-15
FOR SALE—4 uprlglit seuond hhnn pianos.
vrUDLEY’K FURNITURE STORE, 283 Xain
Ure.*i, Rockland.
10-tf
FOR SALE—The Feee ala n Coombs farm.
Suitable for sunRner home
.MRS. ADDIE
OOMBS, VinaUuiWp Me. R. F. D. 43. .

____________

__________ 1Q*15

FOR SALE—A hur» Inquiry «l PEOPLE 3
.AI'XPItY. Limcmck Street.____________ 3-tf
FOR SALE—Siew xad second h«n4 boilers.
11 lo 6n ti p. vfortzotilal and upright. BullLtlc for portable mills, fsciorios. boat shops,
-oislcis, etc, L L SNOW «■«>, Cil v.
.I V
FOR SALE—1916 Appaiaou Tomany; stMlvnt condition throuahoKL. Price 2350. A. C.
ONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. 'Phone
76 R

To Let
TO LET- -A liltlc ueoi of t fire room furitsli-d ipai'nicul
Mu»l
Mus: lie
he seen to t>c apreciated Apply to N. U. COLLINS. 375 Main
Preet. Rockland. Maine
15-tf
TO LET—9 furnished Moms, fight liQltse-7
eepinis. modern conveniences. 23 Ocean St.,
VHLTON >1 Gllirn.V tel 373-M
12,If
TO LET—6-Voom tenement; bath, electric
hthts. gas and garage, at 37 Camden strep,
tpply to MRS. THOMAS, 27G. Main St. Tel.
51.___ ___ ________ I_________________ 16-tf
TO LET—Store vrtfh cemented basement at
:73 Main St. Tel. 243-4, or apply al 88 Park
tt
4tf
TO LET- Furnished room at 1U PLEASANT
STREET___________________________ 153*tf
TO LET- Furnished house on Mechanic
itreet—on ear line. R. K. BNO’-V, Tel 499 or
•9-R.___________ _________
14S-U
TO LET—5-room tenement; good location.
P. CHASE, 43 Middle St. Tot S63-2.
_______________ 145-tf
TO LET—Nine-room tenement; good locelon L. F CHABB, ,5 Middle Street. TlL

121-i

«5-2.

TO LET—STORAGE—Far furniture, ttfnev,
nd musical in^trumeuls or anything, Mist re
.ulres a dry. clean room. Terms refcsonible.
' R. Five 221 Main 81.. Rockland
45tf

Miscellaneous
PUBLIC ANN0UNCEM6MT .Mre John T
terry Of tRls city
represent the afency of
he ‘•Universal” Uuarantectl Brand of Food
flavors and Extracts.
better products on
he inarket. AU parties wUhiiqr thp«e products
•an call in i>cr»on at 1.5 Grace SUeet. or phone
158
Goods wMl he delivered if necessary.
’HARLFS U RU$S,*W'. 602 Main St . Rofckand. Me
15-25
V1L
7lcck poultry, 3" cgttlc,
fulli HH
impleniems,
>olatoe.s. corn, htans Inclooed to settle quickly:
0 acres on improved ro'ail*. city markets; irolucthe tillage, pajjwro, wbodlot, variety fruit:
•omfortable 6-rocm house,: plpetl water, baicnent barn. Ape forces jale. all $1105. only
<400 needed
p«ge MS lllus. Catalog
Bargains. FREE STROUT FARiM AGENCY.
J84 D (L Water St.. AMgusta. Me.
15-It
FIREMEN
AND RRAKEMEN-Beginners
$150-$250 monthly, no strike {which position?)
Write RAILWAY, care Courier-Gazette 15*29
NOTICE —M’HI the,person who borrowed the
>ook entitled “The Twenty-first of June” from
Dr Georgia Ha vis, chiropractor please return it
to tlie owner, whose ruuie fcj written inside?
T4-1B
PORTLAND PEOPLE o«u» flpd each issue of
The Cmfrier-Ga^etlc 611 sale at tl>e CENTRAL
NEWS CO . 664 Congress St. This will c6n
enlence many who want to got tho paper reg
ularly
.
15-tF
TAKE MT COURSE IN SALESMANSHIP—

Win paying pu»ltlon.

CQNSUMBRS GUIDE

RollLston. Mass.
13*15
PALMER ENBINEfki'r’diitereut models, 2
o 75 H. I’ (Hie to Mx cylinders. Heavy du»3.
Medium dip,' autl Higli SjhxyI tynys A4«o V'L7V.UVI
•esaorles and parpi1 • Scud
for catalogue
PALMER BROS./3F•'**•
•" * ----Porlhud
Pier. ~
Portl.ad.
Me.
42-Jt
PICTURE FRAMING-I (tarry 4 nice line rf
Mouldings mid <«■ All all orders nroniptly »nd
It reasonuble priuui ED1VIN H. MAXEY over
itayson’s Store. 4I the Brook.________ 10*17

LADIES—Reliable stock of hale gbods at
338 Mata St. TMall

he Rockland Hair
irdera sollgjved

C. RHODE8 lltf
“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY," a very
tiinrly 1(16 naze book compiled by R. B. Ptllnore. gives ;ho olfictal history of the cougiy
>nd a page or so Is devoted to each nt the
owns and two plantation. Sent by matt 10
,ny address on receipt of SOc. Address R. B.
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street Thomaston.
142-tf
THE INDEPENDENT (Skowh.iani Beportu
Intenaive Fertilization.
1 oc aala at 1.
CARVM'S, loeMaad.
U-tf
the ordinary one-fourth acre garden.
•aaes

t.

Commercial fertilizers are used for
adding plant food to the garden and
give best results when used in con
junction witli stable manure or coni
post. Commercial gardeners often use
as much as 4,000 pounds to tlie acre
for special crops like celery, but gen
erally speaking 400 or 300 pounds of
a fertilizer containing 3 or 4 per cent
nitrogen, 8 per cent phosphoric acid
and 2 to 4 per rent |ff>tash, will be all
that is needed on a one-fourth-acre
garden. Fertilizers sitould be used
most heavily on corn, potatoes, cab
bage and the root crops and more
lightly on beans, peas and tomatoes.

Eggs and Chicks

FOR SALE—Ordcrt jakigi fog Day-old clicks,
(hire bred S. P B. I. Reds; 3d in Slat, egg
laying contest 1920 Eggs for hatching,
hatching W. A.
w. ■ .
Ilf
RII'l4.Y.J>qakrv«.t. s
----------Jersey BMek Want (Cockerels).
Pure Bred, breaatiit slock, SIS 1)0 each. Big
geai, Lest, uioat proftuilita ponllry in AmerHa—
trios $2*60 Kftts-ro’r haMilng $5.#S per jet
BEET CONTAINS IRON
SHARP T00L8
ting. ALj>BK«pQ*K BOl'yriJY FABif, Ftec
IPP, Maine ■ ■
, ' ,
The beet Is said to be especially
The majority of gardeners enjoy the FOR SALE—The Magic chill bumWig Broodcr
—
dependable,
gas
pratrf
self regulating.
valuable as an article of diet because lask more when the tools are sharp W A. RII’IxEY, agent for,ap.d
Kqoi and Lincoln
LflO-tf
It contains a larger portion of Iron File ihe edge of your lines and spades Counties Tol. 5b4-W., Ro'.:k|anUr
1 .7v?'iTtrra-.'
uthan other vegetables.
| before time to work in the open.

urday.

Wante to Share His Joy.

Something In That Idea.
MONUMENTS AND HEADSTONEb
CRIEHAVEN
As between the bee and the ant,
iu artistio designs, intricately carved,
both touted as examples of industry,
David Young of Vinalhavcn lias been a lot of chaps prefer to pattern their
wo offer, as well as models of classio
visiting ut the home of Mr. and Mrs. life afler the latter, which wbrks for
simplicity,
«
1 B. P’. Erickson.
Itself instead of laying up treasures
Let ns show you joins sketches of
for others.—Philadelphia Inquirer.
monuments that would look well on
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
your lot.
E.
SILSBY, Surgeon
Oatrleh Valuable Bird.
t—end*—

FRED S. MARCH

a

'

i line

In Nursing Sick, Mrs. Patton States
Polo funs who stood loyally by their just to prove that there was still
plenty
of
kick
in
them
the
Pawtucket
colors last night were rewarded by
apple chasers made a couple in quick
She Often Recommends Tanlac—
seeing the most sensational game of succession. Then followed 9 minutes
the season, when Pawtucket defeated and 12 seconds of hard ploying, with
Thinks It Wonderful.
Rockland 6 to 5 in a contest that went the battle1 raging fiercely In front of
the
rival
forts.
It
was
Jolly
who
made
8 minutes and 18 seconds overtime.
the tying score, and it came none too
The jinx was camping on Rockland’s soon for Pawtucket, as there was only
trail, fcr Rockland had already caged half a minute of playing time remain
the ball once in the overtime period, ing.
"I firmly believe Tanlac Ms what
only to have it calmly roll out of the
The excitement that reigned during I kccps me so well and strong,” is the
cage. The cheering spectators, who the overtime period defies description.
.
had risen from their seats, supposing It was a hard game for Rockland tops’1 tribute patd the medicine, recentthat Rockland had won the game, re lose—but no disgrace, The score:
| ly. by Mrs. Edith J. Patton, widely
sumed them again in dismay, with a
First
Period
premonition that the local quartette
known and esteemed resident of 560
Rocklaatd—St. Aubin
1.54
was doomed to defeat after playing
3.44 I Cumberland Ave.. Portland. Me
Rockland
—
St.
Aubin
the better game the greater part of the
Rockland—Thcrrien
2.14 | ,.when j began the use of Tanlac I
evening. And these fears were war
Second Period
ranted. for when a ball bounded back
j jj j was not down sick, but had not felt
Rockland—Thcrrien
over the Rockland cage thj> alert Tony
1.01 right for a long time and was all runPawtucket—Jolly
Welsh batted it in with his stick and
2.14 I down. After persistently taking the
Pawtucket—Mulvey
Pawtucket had won the series.
treatment considered best for such a
Third Period
The home team, determined to win
2.311 condition 1 got no belter. In fact, I
Rockland—St. Aubin
this rubber game at all hazards, scored
1.13 ] seemed to be growing worse until a
Pawtucket—Welsh
three times in the first period, and
.28 j lady friend insisted on me trying Tan
opened the second period with an- 9 Pawtucket—Jolly
9.12 lac. as it was doing so much for her
other goal, making the 'score 4 to 0.' 10 Pawtucket—Jolly
husband.
Overtime Period
Jolly and Mulvey scored a couple be- ,
8.181 “At the time I took two or three Lot
fore the second period was over, but I 11 Pawtucket—Welch
tics and was perfectly well again
Spore. Pqytuckot 6, Rockland
with the tally standing 4 to 2 Rockland did not seem to be in imminent | Rushes. Jolly 8. at. Aubin S. Stops, Since then I have taken a bottle two
danger. Rockland increased its lead by Jette 56. Purcell 29. Referee. Winslow, or three times 11 year and no onq could
feci better. I have done lots of nurs
another goal early in tin; third. but Timer, Davies. ■Scorer, White.
ing of the sick in my life and since
Tanlac did so much for me I have
been the cause of many others in vari
WALDOBORO
ous stages of a run-down condition,
taking it—always with splendid rcMiss Edna M. Y'oung was in Rock-1 suns n js with this knowledge and
land Monday.
| experience that I recommend Tanlac
Matinee, 2 P. M.
10c, 17c
of as a wonderful medicine.'
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Connor
Evenings 6:45, 8:30;
17c, 22c
Tanlac is for sale by all good drug
Rockland were recent guests of Mrs. gists.
Special Prices Thursday & Friday
C. B. Stahl.
Over 35-milIion bottles sold.
SATURDAY
The Eastern Star Sewing Circle held
WILLIAM RUSSELL
this week's meeting with Mrs. E. J. H.
in “MIXED FACES"
KALER'S QUARRELS
Miller. The meeting next week will
A Zippy Story of Politics and
be witli Mrs. W. G. Labe.
Scallawags
*
Mis. Guy Levcnsalci-and Miss Celia |
Jn
Cam
COMEDY
TRAVELOGUE
Hutzley were in Rockland Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson f
MONDAY
bridge Spicy—Concerns a
Philadelphia. Mr. and Mrs. It.
ALICE BRADY
Washington Man.
Thompson of Friendship, Rodney I.
In Her Newest Paramount Picture
Thompson of Rockland and Sherman
“MISSING MILLIONS"
Jameson of Friendship were in town
The divorce suit in which Mrs.
NEWS
COMEDY
Tuesday to attend the funeral of Dr. Blanche E. Kaler, Malden school teach
T U E S D~A' Y
” _
er. seeks divorce from Harold B. Kaler
V. V. Thompson.
JACK HOLT
Mrs. Annie Elliott of New Harbor of Washington. Me., and accuses him
and EVA NOVAK in
has been the guest of Iter sister, Mrs.lot improper conduct with her younger
His Newest Paramount Picture
Cunliffe Ashworth.
I sister, was taken under advisement by
"MAKING A MAN"
John Bradley of Portland was in Judge Hall, in the Middlesex divorce
REVIEW
COMEDY
town Wednesday.
court in East Cambridge Wednesday.
Augustus Schwachter and Victor I Mrs. Kaler also e .larged her husband
Nekarda of New York were here last I with cruel and abusive treatment and
week in the interest of the Paragon I intoxication.
M
I
Kaler said that when he wanted his
Button Corporation.
Matinee 2 P. M. 10c, 17c
have
I
wife
in 1921 t0 s° to Maine and live
,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Floyd
Steele
____
.
Evening, 6:15, 8:30,
10c, 22c
moved to Massachusetts where he has with him there, she infoimcd him that
Special Feature & Prices Thursday
it was a good offer for an old lady or
employment.
_TO D A Y~S’AT U RD AY*
J. W. Wise of Boston was in town a cripple. Kaler described Washingim t
Goldwyn All Star Picture
“‘Rev' Guy McQuaidec has arrived in 11?i’road stat?n; Wa,?ob'OTO- He said
"THE GRIM COMEDIAN”
SECOND FEATURE
town to assume the duties of his new that the roadh from the railroad tu his
home in the Maine farming village arc
“LIVING LIES"
pastorate. He will preach at the Bap
not now brolFcn out
COMEDY
TARZAN
tist church Sunday morning.
Mrs. Kaler claims he has been liv
NEXT THURSDAY
Frank Gaffney of Portland was in
ing in Washington with her 19-yearA Spectacular Romance
town Wednesday.
old sister. Frances Hawes.
“CARNIVAL"
Mrs. William Flint and Miss Gladys
It was testified that one check which
Also “HABIT," a First National
Flint were in Rockland Tuesday.
he sent her Ini payment had been pro
Attraction
Mrs. Kitt Howell has returned flom I teste<j He was questioned by AttorSilsby Hospital, where she had been ney j^rvey <ig t0 why hc went tQ
for surgical treatment.
| yainc
Tho»KaIers had previously
WARREN
lived in Malden, Cliftondalc and elscGernianiu Lodge. I. O. O. F.. and I where in Greater Boston.
Previous
Mrs. Arthur Peabody and daughter Good Luck Rebekah Lodge held a joint testimony was that he hail gone into
Katherine were recent guests of Mrs. installation in their hall Friday even- I bankruptcy io Massachusetts. Kaler
ing The officers were installed by D I S3-'- «« cleap explanation of his rea
Maria Montgomery, Thomaston.
D. G. M. Luke Davis, D. D. G. M. Alan | son for taking up his residence in
Estelle Moore of Thomaston has been
Sawyer, D. D. I’. Stella Cummings and Maine, and would not admit that it
spending a few days with her grand
D. D. G. M. Ness. The following offi . was because of bankruptcy proceed
mother. Mrs. F. E. Moore.
cers of Germania Ixjdgc were installed: lings here.
Martin Watts, who has been quite
Mrs. Kaler told of a black eye which
N. G.. Charles Bowers; V. G.. Roscoe
ill. remains about the same.
L. Benner; F. 3., Walter Kaler: R. S. I her husband gave her. Letters were
Maurice S. Hahn is confined to his Marcellus I. Palmer: treasurer. Fre(J admitted, and part of them read men
home with a severe attack of grippe.
Chute: chaplain. Winfield Davis; R. S. tiuning a black eye. bhe said that she
Mrs. Everett Cunningham was a
never had one before. She denied she
N. G.. Fred Eugley; L. S. N. G., Levguest at the home , of Mr. and Mrs.
had ever said that she would not live
erett Mank; R. S. V. G., Percy Moody;
Maurice Cunningham. Thursday.
in Maine, but admitted she preferred
L. S. V. G., Alphonso Hall; warden,
Mrs. Myra Haskell of Rockland is
nut to live there. She testified that
Gardner A. Burnes; conductor, Milton
she had always worked.
a guest for several days of her mother.
Creamer; O. G.. George Genthner; S.
Kaler admitted that he drank once
Mrs. Sarah Farrington, East W'arren.
8., John Rines and Stephen Burrowes.
a while, but denied drinking ex
Mrs. Nancy Foster 'and daughter
The officers of Good Luck Rebekah cessively. He told of once slipping
Hester spent Wednesday with her
Lodge were installed as follows: N. on the ice while carrying a jug of whis
mother. Mrs. F. E. Moore.
G.. Annie Waltz; V. G.. Olive Crowell; key which he got for a friend. He said
The family of F. S. Teague has been
F. K., Luclla Mason; R. S., Ethel Ben he hurt his arm in the fall. Some one
ill with tlie grippe colds so prevalent
ner; treasurer. Carrie Palmer; chap- came along apd helped hint to hi
about town.
lain. Ella Benner; K. S. N. G., Nellie I feej
Mrs. Helen B. Overlook was a guest Overlock; L. »S. N.
Esther Davis: I Kaler also denied striking his wife
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Peabody Thurs
II. S. \. G.. Carrie Eugley; E. S. V. G..I jje testified that once while they were
day.
Gertrude Benner; warden. Blanche I bluebtrrying, ‘.hey quarreled, and he
A very enjoyable afternoon and even
Morse; coiiductrets. Mamie Benner; took hold of his wife geiytly and sat
ing session of the Grange Circle met inner
guard. Mary Kaler; outer guard. I her down.
at tlie home of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E. .T. H. Miller. Many out of town I The question of jurisdiction of the
Norwood. Wednesday.
Much work
guests were present at the affair. A I cou. t in the ease was brought up by
was accomplished on tlie Red Cross
banquet was served after the imjtallu- Mrs. Kaler’s counsel when Judge Hall
quilt. The bountifully laden supper
tion.
J took the case.—Boston Herald.
table was twice filled. Among the
TJie Woman’s Club held tlie meeting
friends gathered at supper and for the :
CLARRY HILL
evening session were brother Grangers! of this week with Mrs. E. It. Benner
on Wednesday. Tlie meeting usually
Robert and Lendall Simmons, w ho I
held on Tuesday was postponed on ac
drove over from a far corner of East1
Mr. and Mrs. Muntcll Roes of War
count of the funeral services of Mis?
Warren.
[ ten visited relatives here recently.
Susan Stover. Mrs. Maude Clark Gay
Charles Kelley returned to Union
had the paper of the afternoon. Be- ■ « _
, . .. . _
.
i» vu x« i*v 1 Common
s.dca several subjects on Public Health I
. ''last Monday after spending
a
few
days
with his sister. Miss Sadie
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D. Work selected from "The Survey,” she,
Kel|ey
gave
an
account
of
the
Federation
|
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Smith visited
meeting and the speech of Dr. George
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
his cousin. Mrs. Alma Lamont in Wal
Edgar
Vincent,
head
of
the
Roekfellerl
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
doboro Sunday.'
Fuutidalion. Rems of interest by the I
,
, , ,
. i Miss Lottie Storcr of North Waldo
Telephones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149
members concluded the program for the | borQ ca)lc(] Qn Qva Robbins Monday
afternoon.
afternoon.

W. P. STRONG

75 Cedar Street,

EveryiOthe^-Day

1923.

X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND

Telephone 123

Learn Obedience.
Obey something and you will have
a chance of finding out what is best
to obey. But if you begin by obey
ing nothing, you will end by obeying
Beelzebub ntwl all bis seven invited
friends.— Ruskin.

Observation Supreme.

The average life of the ostrich la
Observation more than books, ex
thirty yean and the annual yield of a perience rather than persons, are the
bird four or five pounds o{ plumes.
prime educators.—A. B. Alcott,

The man who, after passing you by
for ten years, suddenly greets you by
our name hnsfi'f' been reading as edi
torial on courtesy. He has just bsen
nominated fur something.--K«mf tork
Tribune.
.
I’
Fieh Whose Flesh Is" Fslssftt.
Mo known land animal bit data-

rally poisonous flash. Thore ar*. how
ever, several -fish whoso- flesh la
deadly.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 3, 1923.
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In Social Circles
•dAttlon to penonsl aotez recon

_____ .

._ _

THE DIARIST
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Friday Jan. 26.

detiiy

The red liquid was just level with 13
above, when 1 got out on ihe piazza
for the first time this day. The wind
came lightly from the northwest, and
the sky was clear. By noon the wind
came down from the northeast, but only
lightly, and the sky was still clear. At
that time it was 21 above. A year ago,
the morning temperature was just
zero.

Xies, musicals, etc. Notes sent bj wa.ll or
telephone will be gladly received.

»•
ladles

night

at

the

Elk*

Home

ffitpyglay evening was the complete
sa»e<iM.ihat Aha. committee had prom
ised with about 40 couples In attend
ance. Marston’s Orchestra furnished
(he dance music. In the afternoon the
ladles had their attention ahsorbed’hy
auction* ,the prises being wan by Mrs.
J. A., Burpee and Mrs. A. L. Miles. The
"cirfllh' Supper” abounded in choice
home-cooked goodies. The next “la
dles’ night,” which will take place Feb.
82, will he Under the charge of the
bachelor members of the lodge, steered
by a lady who has been a prominent
factor in such affairs.

» « • •

Walking Across Reach
John A. Hosmer, mate of the stenmei*
Southport, came over from Stonington
this day, and reported that people were
walking across Eggemoggln Reach, be
tween Deer Isle and the mainland.

Mrs. Blanche Itrown and daughters
Faustina and Julia have been guests
this week of Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Cot
trell.
Mrs. Ralph W. Hanacom and daugh
ter RUth go next week to Chicago for
a visit. In Mrs. Hanseom’s honor an
auction party was given Tuesday atternobn' by Mrs. I.. N. Lawrence and
Mrs. W. H. Rhodes. The prises were
won by Mrs. Hbrace E. Lamb, Mrs. A.
I.. Miles and Mrs. A. F. Lamb.

Edward G. Wrttton and . a young
“{•ullud pusson" who proved to be John
Conroy, the mascot of the party. The
Inn rang with vocal and piano music
until the hour was well advanced. The
merrymakers were armed with horns,
i and the residents thought bedlam had
Mrs. C. A. Law of 54 Pine street, broken loose.
who has been an invalid hnd shut-in
—
for the past five years, will be 83 yeans 1 wMiss Gwen Condon spent the weekold Wednesday, Feb. 7. That friends : end with Miss Shirley Doherty before
kfndly remember her with post cards j leaving for Haverhill, Mass., where she
is the suggestion made by a reader of J will study beauty culture.
The Couri.er-Ghzette.
The 93d birthday of James Wight
A birthday party was given at the the veteran musical leader, received
home of Mrs. Arthur Marsh Wednes recognition yesterday in the form of a
day evenlhg, In honor of Miss May large number of cards and congratu
Barstow. The participants were mem lations, which reached the object of
bers of the Sons of Veterans Auxiliary, Ifieir friendly greeting at his Park
and the much surprised guest of honor street home and found him In ex
was presented with a string of pearls cellent health. A small birthday supby that organization.
pey that completed the day had for two
of Its features a beautiful cake, from
Mrs. Leo E. Howard left this morn; the artistic hands of Mrs. T. E, Tib
ing for New York to attend the floe- betts, and a measure of ice cream sent
Sard school at Hotel McAlpIn.
Ili by an olfl-time friend, Mrs. E. W.

Mrs. B. C.f Perky, Jr., Mrs. Neil A.
Fug; and Miss Carrie Fields have
Issued invitations for a valentine party,
which will be given in Odd Fellows’
hall on the evening of Feb. 13.

Thurlow.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird have re
turned from a trip to Atlantic City an<J
William Crockett and sister, Mrs.
Philadelphia.
Ray C. Hopkins, who have been visit
ing their father, G. O. B. Crockett, reMrs. Maynard Havener; who under- tmned this morning to their respective
went an operation Thursday morning homes in Dorchester and Quincy,
at Knox Hospital, is reported doing Mass.
well.
llugh Snow Arrived home from Bow
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Everett (Miriam doin college last night.
Mathews) ape receiving congratulations
bn the birth of a daughter (Nelda
Thursday afternoon some of the
A|meda) born Jan. 12 at Parade Street members of the Kalloch Class of Ihe
Private Hospital. Providence.
Baptist oburch met in the church
parlors to lack a comfortable, and to
Rev. B. P. Browne of the First Bap enjoy a social time, as well as to betist church Is spending several days cc'me better acquainted with one an
fn Milton, Mass., the guest of Rev. A. other, especially those who have reB. Webber, whom he will assist in a eently joined the class; also to hold
series of meetings. Rev. Mr. Webber tbeir yearly indoor banquet. About 35
and Mrs. Webber entrted the church ladles sat down to the tables, which
work during Mr. Browne's pastorate were bountifully supplied with good
in Bath and the happy intimacy then things. Many thanks are due the ef
smarted has been continued through ficient and untiring efforts of the
the ycfl^.. ri
r
• x iadies who had the supper In charge,
Mrs. Simmons and Mrs. Post pre.
Members of the Wight Phalharmonic sided at the piano for the music and
Society are requested to assemble Irt Mrs. Bickmore sang a solo, which was
the vestry of the Congregational church greatly enjoyed. It Is to be regretted
at 1.46 o'clock tomorrow afternoon to that several members Of the class
atfiptd the funeral of the lata W. M. qould h#t be present on account of Hi
1‘urlngton,
nes# add other causes, as a pleasant
Afternoon was passed.
A. • E. Brunberg. who underwent n
Milnor surgical operation at Knox Hos
Miss Rose Hogan of the Corner Drug
pital a week ago last Bunday, Is JStore force is spending the weekend at
again at hie duties. The physicians her home in Nohleboro.
credit Mr. Brunberg with remarkably
(thick recovery.’,
’ F. A. Thorndike Is resting very com

fortably after suffering from She ef
Mrs. Gertrude Boody and Miss Fran fects of a revere cold.
ces Flanagan were prize winners at an
auction party following a delicious
Mrs. Tena Hart of Warren was
supper at the Grove street home of called to Rockland last week by the
Mis i Delia Pease Thursday.
fllness of her mother, Mrs. W. M. Collison, who is seriously 111. Mrs. Collison
Mrs. J.. E. Foss has been spending a Is now at Knox Hospital for treat
few days in portlapd; and upon return ment.
today will he accompanied by her
husband. Capt. L. E.' Foss.
Eight friends of Mrs. Charles A.
The sheerer the belter seems to be
the ward on hosiery for spring, though
heavy silks also will find a good derriantl. While there is some doubt
about the color trend, it would seem
that the vogua for un and gray In
spring fabrics will be influential in
guiding demand for hosiery colors
along this line. The lighter shades
will bp mdst acceptable in tan. In
gray, lighter shades will be best for
evening and semi-formal wear and
darker shades for street wear. Gunmetal, bronze, and similar colors are
for those who want particularly sheer
effects. Cordovan, African brown, and
Other dark brown shades will be well
represented.—Dry Ooods Economist, ;

Mrs. David Rubenstein has returned
home, after a prolonged stay in Mass
achusetts General Hospital, her health
considerably improved. Mr. Ruben
stein accompanied her home.

Mrs. Lizzie Hahn has returned home
after a short visit in Boston.
John Newman,
accompanied hy
Mrs. Newtnan, left today for New
York in the interest of the W. O. Hew
ett Co. Within the next few days he
will be joined in h’ls survey of the met
ropolitan markets by Mrs. Cora Tal
bot, Mrs. Emma Frohock, William D.
Talbot, Mine Annie McLaughlin and
Miss Beatrix -Flint.

Page Seven

Rose,' Jr. gave her a happy surprise
Wednesday evening, In honor of her
Birthday. Supper, cards and sewing
formed the program, with the auction
prize going to Mrs. Horace E. Lamb.

After the various vicissitudes to
which social functions generally have
been subjected hy old King Winter
this ev*r-to,be-remembered season,
the Progressive Literary Club held its
meeting with Mrs. Annie F. Simmons
Tuesday. Luncheon had been pre
viously proposed hy the president.
Mrs. Mary Littlehale, and was served
on this occasion hy the hostess and
entertainment committee who received
a vote of thanks. The proximity of
the birthday of Robert Burns recalled
to -the hostess a celebration of that
event hy the M'elhebesee Club some
quarter of a century ago. when she
finished a learned and interesting
paper, which she now read, and Mrs.
B. P. Browne at the piano, sang sev
eral of Burns’ poems, which have been
set to old and much loved tunes, thus
giving a most enjoyable surprise. The
regular business followed, and reading
from King Henry IV.

’ The T. & E. Club is devoting its
spare time just now to elaborate plans
for the valentine dancing party which
will follow a supper, in Odd Fellows’
hall Monday evening. Feb. 12.
A

telegram

from

llumilton.

Mo.,

Mrs. Frank C. Knight has recently. brought the welcome news to Dr. Mc

joined the winter colony at “The Lau Beath last evening that the condition
of his father, William McBeath, was
rie.’’. .
much improved. A telegram in the
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Gregory of morning had brought word so serious
Glenoove left yesterday morning for that the dodtor had prepared to leave
Haverhill, Mass., to attend the funeral and the later telegram made the trip
.unnecessary.
of the late Mrs. Hiram Gregory.

M M

FOLEY-DODGE
" CJlaremse E. Daniels is making good
progress toward recovery, but Will prob
A very pretty wedding took place'
ably remain at "The Laurie” another Jan. 16, at the home of -Mrs. Lulu M.
week before returning home.
Ford of Roxbury. Mass., when Mrs.
Geneva M. Dodge, forme.’ly of this city,
Mrs. C. P. Tarr Is home from Port and John L. Foley of Winterport, were
land on a visit.
united in marriage by the Rev. E. G
Vermillion, pastor of the Baptist
At Uie close of the day’s work Thurs church. The house was tastefully dec
day. thg staff of V. F. Studlep's furni orated in evergreens and fir boughs.
ture store, wfth a few Invited friends, The bride’s gown was midnight blue
boarded E. G. Wotton’s horse-sled, and shttn dk chine, and she carried a show
sef sail for Wessaweskeag tan, South er bouquet of bride roses. The couple
Thomaston; Several heavy seas were were unattended. Mrs. Foleys giving
encountered' durlpg the voyage, hut away costume was a suit of blue Orthere were no actual mishaps and t.t nwndale. with squirrel trimmings. Im
was a very happy drbWd which dropped mediately after tt(e ceremony ihe
in upon Landlord' and Mrs, Smith at couple left on a Wedding trip to New
the ajljrotrtted Hofer. Th»y found a York and Washington. They will
verylcniserful'atmosphere, and the de-' make their home irt Winterport. Mr.
llclquh Odrrrs Of the shore diimor proved Fbley Is an employe of the Eastern
ii'isMMttbfe. ''At the tables were John Steamship Co. and has been for a
1
Be.-fton, ‘John ftobinion, Mr. and Mrs. number of years.:

to bed, the sky was clouded
light snow was falling.

amt a

• • • •

Our Minister Preaches Short Ones
“That’s what I call a finished ser
mon," said a lady to her husband, as
they wended their way home from
church. “Yes,” was the reply; “but do
you know, 1 thought it never would
be." (From Vim.—December issue.)
* • • •
This running column is certainly
some pastime. You may think that it
is easy. Perhaps It would be, for you.
I’ll ' hang on” a little longer, unless 1
find that I can cut down on the time it
takes to get the stuff together, or I re
ceive polite invitation to desist laying
this line of bunk on the well worn
desk where F. X W. puts in a lot of
tim».
• • e •

An item in any issue of the paper,
« • • «
informing the public that the Diarist
column had been discontinued, would
Friendship, Take Notice
Hon. James Logan, an ex-mayor of be considered sufficient notice. Really,
Worcester, Mass., who has a fine sum I wish I could make It “good,” and find
mer home just below Friendship vil time to run It all the year round.
lage, is tlie author of an interesting In
MAURICE ALTON McKUSIC
4
spirational article, entitled, "The Day
Always Comes to Those Who Hang
The many friends of Maurice Alton
On Tight." This article commences on
page 56 of the February American McKuslo were grieved to hear of his
Magazine. Mr. Logan is general man death, which occurred Monday morn
ager of the United States Envelope Co., ing, after a long Illness. Mr. McKusic
and he and members of his family, are was born at Owl’s Head. July 10, 1887.
frequent visitors In Rockland and the son of Alonzo and Josephine
Thomaston, during Ihe summer sea (Rhodes) McKusic. At an early age,
following the death of his father, he
son.
) moved to this city, making his home
• • • s
with his uncle and aunt, the late Mr.
Saturday, Jan. 37.
From Mrs.
Early In the morning It was 15 aboVe. and Mrs. Alvin Fogg.
the wind was north-northwest and I'ogg he received a mother’s love and
blowing briskly. The sky was cloud devotion.
JleVittended the public schools here.
less and remained so all day long. The
air kept coming from the same quar Having natural mechanical ability hc
ter and at about the same velocity, up decided on the machinists trade, serv
until the time I went to bed, and for ing three years as an apprentice in the
BEAUTY CONTEST
BEAUTY CONTEST
Anchor-Rockland
Machine
all I know most all night. The mer Camden
Between
(WOMAN)
cury at noon was 21, at supper time I Company and finishing in Boston. The
(MAN)
19, and at 10 in the evening wds 14. I next 10 years were spent in Bath.
20
A year ago it was 19 above in the J working for the Bath Iron Works and
My
Choice
............................................
My Choice............................................
and
morning, north wind« sky cloudy. ' Hyde Windlass Co.
June 26, 1912 Mr. McKusic married
That evening 1 was one of several who
Signature
.............................
*
...............
50
Signature...............................................
had un enjoyable ride, in hayrack, to the Evelyn M. Richardson of this city.
“Keag” and hack. Yes, yes, sure, there The first five years of their married
was a. little hop at the Grange hall. life were spent in Bath; the last five
here in Rockland, where Mr. McKusic
Good time. too.
Mark your choice and mail to Food Fair Beauty Committee or drop in Contest
• * * •
was employed ns machinist for the 1.
This afternoon h9d a ride around L. Snow Co. Their married life has
Boxes at Fuller-Cobb-Davis or W. O. Hewett Co. stores. There will also be a Bal
the house,—no. not outside,—inside— been one of great harmony for around
on the end of the handle of a vacuum the home centered their chief joys.
cleaner. Working this "Implement" as Mr. McKusic was a member of the
lot Box at the Fair.
it is called by the folks, pleases me First Baptist church and Men’s Broth
above all other lines of household duties, erhood.
Bright’s dleease following
except helping with the dishes. Thia Ihe influenza, brought about what
Bystem of sucking up the dirt, started seemed a premature death, yet there
during the last decade of the Nine came to a close-a life of noble am
THE ARDAGNA CASE
teenth century.,but it Is only fairly re bitions, high ideals, heroic sufferings
RED CROSS ACTIVE
BASKETBALL BATTLES
cently that housewives have had a and sparkling humor. His friends will
chance to obtain excellent little ma long remember his pleas’ant smile and
Lincoln Academy Topples Survey Being Made of City Phyllis Pellicane Refutes Sev chines which are 0|>erated from the great unselfishness, even In the days
eral Statements Made By electric light sockets. ,
of weariness and pain when he
Schools—Near East Produc
Rockland In Pennant Chase
The one we had left with us by a murmured not. 'trusting in Him, His
Counsel In Court.
smooth talking and most persuasive Heavenly Father.
tion Program.
—Girl's Game One Sided.
salesman, has proved a great little
He is survived by his wife and their
Miss Phyllis Pellicane of 125 Park helper, and we are glad we got it. even only child, Maurice R. McKusic, in
A thorough survey and inspection as street, victim of the raz.or assault made
The Rockland High School basket
if it did take a five-dollop bill every whom thn father’s heart so delighted.
ball boys sustained a 21-18 defeat at to physical condition of the pupils of by Ignazio Ardagna on Christmas month for about a year. Only once in j T!
,p last fpw ww.|<s of hi„ nfe wa
the hands of Lincoln Academy last the city schools is being made hy the morning, takes exception to the state over three years has it given trouble,
night. The home team played in ex district nurse. Miss Maud Reilly, and ments made by O. H. Emery, in his and that was promptly remedied, at spent ill the home of Ills wife's par
treme hard luck and suffered frequent the result shown will prove startling plea for clemency at the recent Court small cost, when it was put in charge ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Richardson,
ly from the referee’s whistle. The to the citizens of Rockland. The task heurlng. In a letter to The Courier- of Lloyd Benner, a courteous official where they—the wife and the sister
Mrs. Charles Atkins of Cumden, Mrs.
game was rough and not so fast as in itself is enormous but well worth Gazette Miss Pellicane says:
of the C. M. P. Co.
fleorge Ilurd' of Ash Point and Mrs. A.
several lately witnessed at Spear ball. the time and energy invested. Reme
“I would like lo have it understood
] B. Carlson of Lincolnville—all united
e e e’ •
Probably the best basketball for Rock dial measures of an experimental na that I didn’t intend three years ago to
Sunday, Jan. 28. | in their efforts to bring cheer and
land was played by Richard Snow at ture are in progress and. with the com become Ardagna’s wife, because at that
Weather at fire building tlmp was comfort, lo one whom they so loved..
left guard. Flanagan and C. Record pletion of Miss Reilly’s lask a general time I was what you might call a baby.
The funeral services were held
also made their presence felt. Gay and readjustment can be made to benefit Ardagna never gave a cent toward the northwest, light nnd clear, 10 above.
Carry-home-Sat urday-Transcript time, Wednesday afternoon at 2.36 o’clock.
The all the children of the cily.
Stevens excelled for Lincoln.
family expenses; he was getting his
still northwest, light and clear, 21 Rev. B. P. Browne officiated. Mrs. R. P.
score:
board free of charge. There was no
The New England Division of the quarrel Christmas morning. I have no above. Crackers nnd milk time, north- Browne sang effectively two of Mr. McLincoln Academy <S1)
Kusle's favorite hymns. An abundance
^Go^ls Fouls Pts. Red Cross has issued a general "Pro desire to cling to the wedding ring, as west, light, partly cloudy. 16 above.
A year ago I find a nble in the lit of flowers were silent tokens of the love
Gay, If ............... ........... 4
5
13 duction Program for Near East Re thorp wasn’t any wedding ring. I havF
and great esteem which his life had
0
Stevens, rf ....... ........... 5
.10 lief.'’ The plan is to secure the cloth no Intention of marrying him or any tle v. p. diary, informing me that it
was 18 above in ihe morning, but what won. The bearers were Maurice Snow,
' 0
Mars ten, F....... .7f;...... a
6 ing and supplies so vitally needed by other person, being in no hurry to
is more Interesting to me, that the baby Ralph Chaples. Harold Look and
Burns, lg ......... ........... t
0
3 the Near East worker*. A requisition have my funeral. When Ardagna told stands up hy holding on lo a chair. '
Stephen Willis.
has
heen
made
on
the
Knox
Chapter
Francis, rg ....... ........... 0
0
0
the Court that 1 did not love him any
(Bath Times please copy.)
• • • •
—
—
for 900 women’s and children’s second more that was a lie, because I loved
Offertory
6
13
31 hand garments and for 40 layettes. him up to the day he assaulted me, and
MARY OSGOOD KAIStft
The Chapter would nuieh appreciate his age did not bother me a hit.
This little item was lifted tom a re
Rockland High (IS)
.... 0
ft
C. Record, rf ....
<1 any donations of used clothing or ar
“1 would like to have these things cent copy of the Univerfsalist Leader:
In the death of Mary Osgood Kaiser,
C. Reed, If......... .....’..... 2
0
4 ticles which could be used in this printed in the paper as the statement
At a Denver church one Sunday
2
Flanagan, c ....
1ft
14 quota.
in Court was made to show that Ar evening, every person in the congrega a family well-known to Rockland's
0
The question of the layettes is more dagna had a reason for the cutting.
O. Record, rg ...T .......... 0
0
tion received a small envelope, con older families comCs to an end.1 Many
0 serious for the organization now has
Snow, lg ........... ........... 0
0
"Dr. Crockett didn't know' how Ar taining a new quarter of a dollar, and will remember this family wlm for
many years lived on the gresem site
—
—
no central work room and is conse dagna spoke to me that morning, as carrying these words:
of the N'airagansett Hotel and were
4
“I am 25 cents.
10
|8 quently unable to attempt large scale he wasn't anywhere near in)’ house.
conspicuous In the soc&il life and aTI'm too small to buy a quart of oil.
Referee. Davis of Bates. Time, four operations. The cut out layettes, how
"My parents did go to visit Ardagna
I’m too small to buy one-half pound fairs of Rockland. Many of the older
ever. with all parts except soap and in jail, not because they loved him,
16 minute periods.
generation will recall her fathdr,
powder, can be obtained from the Bos but because he sent for them lo forgive of candy.
I’m too small to buy a ticket to a Thomas K. Osgood, a gifted Instructor
ton Metropolitan Chapter for $2. A him—as if they could."
Rockland (60), Lincoln (0)
In the public schools, until called Into
good show.
Wllh several subs in the lineup Stfl- plea hue also come to headquarters
I’m even too small to buy a box ol the Civil War, where he served as
livan's Stars played tag with the Lin that volunteers be asked1 to knit sweat
WOODBURY M. FURINGTON
paymaster.
,
undetectable rouge.
coln Academy girls.
The Flanagan ers and socks for the sufferers. The
It Is beyond understanding to Ac
But,—most people think I'm terrible
sisters caged the ball' 30 times in the organization cannot offer to furnish the
Fifty-one years in one store Is the
count for the misfortunes of this
32 minutes playing time and seemed yarn hut asks that the work he done record of Woodbury M. Purington, big when I come to church."
blameless life—all her people gone,
little hampered by the,Joy-rides of the as a humanitarian offering.
whose sudden death at his home on In the collection taken during the serv
ice there were few quarters and many none of her children left, and no mem
Academy guards. The fans expressed
Park
street
Tuesday
morning
shocked
CAMDEN
'
ber of her immediate family to care
general concern as to the condition of
many friends.
Mr. Purington, who bills.
for her. She was the mother of su
• » • *
"Dot" Breen who was injured Wednes
Membership tees for the District was 81 years of age, experienced rather
perior children, who under ordinary
day. Miss Breen is undoubtedly one Nursing Association are now due and a severe ill turn about Christmas time,
Monday, Jan. 29.
rules of life should have been here to
of the best centers in the State and may be paid to Miss M. E. Bartlett.
but soon rallied, and was about the
Morning—8 above, north, northwest, comfort her in her last days; but they
Rome hope is held out that she may be
Mrs. Emma F. Ogier is visiting in store until last Tuesday morning, when light, partly cloudy. Noon, west north were taken by accident or sickness.
able to play in the Portland games, Boston.
he became ill with acute indigestion. west, light, partly cloudy, 18 above. With wonderful fortitude she was left
though even that is doubtful. The line
Miss Mary Bartlett has been the Thursday morning he took his medi Night, northwest, light, clear, 10 above. alone to mourn them. She never com
up: Rockland High— E. Flanagan If, guest of her parents in South Thom- cine, and still sitting In his chair This day in 1922 we hnd a northeast plained and it will be gratifying to
gale.
A. Flanagan rf; Trafton, Tweedie, c; aston*for a few days.
passpd immediately to eternal sleep.
many who knew her that the end was
« * « •
Mrs. Eva' Rose is the guest of
Perry, sc; Blethen, Ig; Griffin. R. G..
The deceased was a native of Rich
peaceful and without much pain. Mir)
Lincoln Academy—Jewett, rf; Thomp friends in Melrose, Mass.
mond, Me., and prior to coming to
West Has Haard of Couo
she meet elsewhere with the happiness
Annual Installation of officers of Rockland was in business two or three
son. If; Chandler, c; Rice, sc; Ken
(Advertisement in paper 1 looked she was denied here, and again renew
nedy, rg; Dodge, lg. Goals, E. Flan Keystone Chapter will be held next years in Union, where he met and through, at the Library.)
her loved ones' society beyond the
Grand
High married Patience G. Alden. Her death
agan 21. A. Flanagan 9. Referee, Wot- Wednesday evening.
“Day by Day in Every Way" Los An grave. The works of the Lord are be
ton. Time, four eight minute periods. Priest Wilson I). Barron will act as in in 1915 brought sorrowful separation geles grows bigger and bigger. Popu yond the knowledge of man. hoi who
• • « «
stalling officer assisted
by
John of a long and happy domestic career. lation One Million. July 1924."
can doubt the theory of compensation
Following is the standing of the Tewksbury as grand marshal and Rev. For the past year and a half his home
• » • »
in the great beyond?
E. S. P.
A. F. Leigh as grand chaplain.
Knox and Lincoln League:
has been shared by Ills sister-in-luw.
59 Cottage St., Winthrop. Mass.
Tuesday. Jan. 30.
Canton Molyneaux P. M. will install Mrs. Emma F. Purington.
Won Lost P.C.
Zero at 7. west, northwest, fresh, and
ft
Lincoln Acaden^v ........ 3
1.000 officers next Monday evening.
The Jewelry business which Mr. Pur- clear. Noon, strong northwest wind,
Mrs. Maryon' Weston Benner of
An
open
meeting
of
the
Friends
In
Camden .................. ........ 2
.066
ington conducted in this city came in4o 15 above: 0 p. m.. sky clear, fresh
1
3
Rockland ................ ........ 1
.250 Council will be held at the home of his possession March 28, 1872, and whs northwest, 15 above. Twenty above a Thomaston has joined the active mem
bership of the Rubinstein Club, sub
Thomaston ............ ...... 1
.250 Mrs. Herbert M Rankin next Tuesday bought from Elkanah Spear 2d. Be year ago this morning.
3
stituting for Miss Marianne Crockett.
afternoon, luncheon at 1.30 lo be fol hind the counter year In and year out,
• • • *
lowed by cards.
since that date, standing in the self
A few days ago a friend of mine gave;
UNION
Ralph Slone, formerly of S4a1il and same spot, Mr. Purington became a
Stone, who has been visiting friends familiar figure to Ihe patrons of the me a sample of some "liverwurst,"
The Ladies' Aid of the Congre in town this week, returns today to store and other Main' street pedestri (spelling not guaranteed) which he had
prepared. I had never eaten any begational church will hold a public sup bis home In Lewiston.
ans. lie was seldom absent from his
The annual meeting of the District place of business either for vacation roi'w and think that I will never, know
per at the vestry on Thursday, Feb.
ingly. eat any again. The manufact
8. If stormy the supper will be on Nursing Association will be held this or on account of sickness.
urer of the three Rlices, which I led
Friday night. Come and help the good afternoon in the Episcopal parish
Mf. Purington was a great lover of home from the office, says that after
cause along. The Aid will be held on room.
music and for many years was closely Ihe taste is cultivated, a person en
Two games of basketball are sched associated with the city’s musical ac
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
uled for next week. Wednesday. Deer tivities, first as a member of the Or joys It very much Indeed. As near as
Bertha Simmons.
Carlton, young son of Mr. and Mrs. Isle A. A. vs Camden A. A. and Fri pheus Club, in which, with Prof. A. T. I cobid tell, it contained a good'portlon
of some old dry fish, and a few pieces
R. E. Payscn ran Into a team while day Camden High School vs Warren Crockett, he played first violin.
As a of worn out Inner-tubes. It didn’t hurt
sliding Thursday and was Seriously High School.
tenor singer he was a member at dif
Mrs. A. F. Sherman la home from ferent periods of th« Universalist. Con me, so I am glad to recommend It, for
Injured. He Is naw at Knox Hospital.
a trial.
Hebron.
gregational and Baptist choirs and lie
“Many more happy hirth• * • •
The
Camden
A.
C.
dance
at
the
NORTH HAVEN FATALITY
wus connected with various musical
$uys"—say It with flowers.
Wednesday, Jan. 31.
Opera House lust night was very suc bodies besides—tlie Wight Philhar
Eight degrees above, early, wind
—Soys the Sunflower.
Laura, wife of William Caldcrwood. cessful.
monic Society, the Masonic Quartet,
Tony Antasio writes that he has ar etc. Whatever was best in musical fresh northwest, sky clear. 9 a. m.,
was fatally burned at her North
southwest, light, hazy, 15 above. 5 p.
Haven home
Thursday afternoon, rived at Messina. Italy.
art found in him a steady supporter.
m., southwest, light, partly cloudy, 30
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid will meet
|n the month of Febru
while using what she supposed to be
He was a member of Rockland Lodge above.
kerosene on the kitchen fire. She was with Mrs. B. W. Russell Wednesday.
Of Masons, Knox LhIkc of Odd Fel
• « • «
The regulur meeting of 4he Pythian lows, Gen. Berry Lodge, Knights of
ary what friend first
alone at the time, and the tragedy was
Did H# Past the Tert?
not known until her husband' enme Sisters will be held Feb. 6.
Pythias; Rockland Lodge. A. O. C. W;
This short story came from Har
The new Washington street bowling
saw the light of day)
home and found her body outdoors,
Anchor Council, Royal Arcanum; and per's Magazine: A business firm re
with the clothing almost completely alleys will be open lo the public to Lincoln Lodge, Knights of Honor. In
cently tried Edlson'R test question plan
Help him or her cele
burned off. It is bolievod that gasoline day.
all these varied walks of life Mr. Pur- on a colored man who hail applied for
Frank Alexander is making a good
had been delivered at the house in
tngton made friends and won raapect a job as porter. He was given a card
recovery
front
the
recent
accident
brate the occasion. Send
stead of kerosene. Mrs. Calderwood
lib was an upright business man; and bearing, among others, the question:
which resulted in the loss of one of his
was about 35 years of age.
universally esteemed as a citizen.
"Who
invented
the
cotton
gin?
”
hands. In spite of his misfortune he
some beautiful everThe funeral services will ba held “Boss." answered the darky, "Ah dunMiss Mildred Gay gave a birthday intends to continue Ills blacksmith in the Congregational church Sunday no who ’twus fii't made dot stuff, hut
party last evening at her home on Wil business. Hc has the best wishes of afternoon at 2 o’clock. Rev. W. S. Ah knows whar you kin git some."
welcome flowers.
low street, it being the birthday of the community.
Rounds officiating.
•
•
*
»
Capt. R. IL Tinker has purchased a
Floyd B. Berry. The house was pret
Thursday, Feb. 1,
lily decorated in red and green under seven room bungalow in St. Cloud.
When I got up the sky was clear and
the direction of Lillian F. Joyce.
A Fla. and will use it as a winter home.
H.
V.
TWEEDIE,
M.
D.
The regular meeting of FreemanIt was 22 above. I didn't aee a weather
large number of friends were present
vame all the forenoon, so 1 don’t have
After enjoying an evening of games J Herrick Camp, U. S. W. A . Is called
M6 SCHOOL ST. PH0NE1Z0
Diseases
of
the
Eye;
the least idea which way the lower
and dancing, a delloloys lunch was fcr Feb. 6 al at 7.30.
,GRE£NHOUSES-CAMD:
The recital of Miss Edith Clarke
Ttrata.
of
air
was
going,
but
at
2
in
the
served by “Jlilly,’’ the favors from the
Refractions, Etc.
afternoon, the wind blew lightly from
cake falling thus:
Grace Maloney, Patterson, soprano and .Richard Park
PHONED 135-2
467
MAIN
STACEY
the south, the sky was partly cloudy,
thimble; “Skeet" O’Brien, wishbone; inson. tenor, to be given foV the bene
Heen. I te 12 A. M.; I NiT. M.
and the mercury stood at 32 above. It
AhMMm. 21 Fultes Street Tel. 3#l->
Norman Moulton, heart; Floyd Berry, fit of the District Nursing Association
OMce Tele»keee 4S3-W
| is scheduled for Feb. 12 at 7.49 o'clock
was still standing at 32 when I went
ring.
' in the Bkptist church,

WHO IS THE HANDSOMEST MAN IN KNOX COUNTY?

GLAENTZEL

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 3, 1923.
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A MAINE FAMILY OF SMITHS
Anti Its Four Sons, Bom On a Farm, Who Unaided
Made Their Way To High Places In Financial Circles

Look for the

S&H

Dealer

SELLING

McLain School

(By Benjamin F. Smith of Warrenton Park)
[Continued From Preceding Issuel

THE PIONEERS

V.
At the age of sixteen, George War
ren went to thc fall term of Professor
Paine’s Academy school at China Vil
lage, about eight miles from his home
at South Freedom. While he was
there the school agent from Albion, a
town near by, came to the academy to
engage a teacher for his winter school.
Professor Paine recommended George
Warren. He was engaged, and taught
the Albion School very satisfactorily
that winter.
Just at the close of school in the
early spring, he came down with
measles. When he arrived home, he
thought he was well of them, and as
sisted his father in hauling wood for
spring and summer use. The sharp
rays of glaring sunlight on the snow,
still on the ground, affected and in
flamed his eyes; the virus of the
measles, still in his blood, settled in
them, and his agony was intense.
The inflammation continued during
the summer, and when fall brought
colder weather he was kept in a room
with every ray of light excluded. The
front room of the house had an open
fireplace. Here Warren stayed during
the w’inter, with his eyes closely blind
folded. As the inflammation was so
painful, towels wet in cold water were
kept upon his eyes almost all the time.
Thus he sat in his rocking-chair,
and whiled away the days and nights
before the open fire. His father and
Benny, now a young schoolboy, kept
up the supply of wood, and did all
they could to relieve his suffering,
talking with him to cheer his loneli
ness, in what was to him a winter of
midnight darkness.
Finally came the mild spring days of
April, and the need for Warren x to
leave his room. With the light doubly
guarded from his eyes, he was moved
by degrees to the front door and then
to the yard. With warmer weather, he
began to walk about the grounds, and
gradually removed the bandages from
bis eyes. R gave him much joy to
emerge from a total darkness of more
than four months and begin to see the
light. His improvement continued as
the warm spring months brought
softer breezes, and now. able to give
his eyes more light, he felt the need
of exercise. Taking his axe in hand
he wandered daily into the wood lot.
found some fallen trees and chopped
them into four-foot lengths. He kept
this up into the summer, and for years
afterward the evidence of his chopping
could be seen in the wood lot.

Uncle Ben, at 22 I.ydius Street. Albany,
George and Francis were made very
comfortable, and in the warm days of
spring, George Warren, wearing gceenglass goggles, walked about the streets
of the neighborhood feeling the free
dom of a bird let out of a cage. Week
by week his eyes improved, and he be
gan to feel that he would like some
employment.
To that tnd he secured from a print
shop some lithographic prints of the
Presidents of the United States, which
he carried about, trying to sell them at
very small print-shop prices. In the
meantime. Francis had gone to Wor
cester, getting an agency from a pub
lishing house there to sell some of'its
publications.

Maine Maid Sweets

Commodore Chocolates

Braemore Chocolates
Cherries
He is sure to carry one or more of the
delicious assortments. Either package
assures a variety of chocolate coated
pieces in wide variety of centres and
flavors that are delightfully tasty, ab
solutely pure and wholesome. Try
them!

Made in Portland for Everybody’s
Sweet Tooth.
2523

SIMMONS & HAMMOND MANUFACTURING CO.
Portland—Banger—Waterville

Benjamin F. Smith at Present Time

sciousness. he was found in this con
THE MURMAN COAST
dition hy. the chambermaid, who in
formed the landlady; a Dr. Bartlett I
#
w’as sent for. and then a man nurse to! On the Arctic Ocean But Yet
care for him. It was an extreme cas€ |
Freezes Not In Winter.
of dysentery. The hoy’s Tetters were
looked over, and the discovery was
made that he had a brother in New
The questioning recently of British
Haven. David was sent for. whose fishermen's right to fish along the
coming gave encouragement to Ben
Muiman coast almost led to a clash
jamin. and though the excruciating
pains were violent, the treatment with between Russians and British in those
laudanum and starch did in time allay far north waters, and the British de
them, and after about three weeks the cided to send a war vessel to the re
boy was able to leave his room. His gion for future protection- Something
recovery was considered at the time,
by Dr. Bartlett and others, almost a of this land on the fourth sea which
Russia touches is told in the following
miracle.
Going to New York. Benjamin met bulletin from the Washington, D. C..
Francis at No. 13 height Street, and headquarters of the National Geo
remained there until October, when he graphic Society.
went to Philadelphia to meet George
'When it is realized that the Murman
Warren, who was canvassing for two coast is on the Arctic Ocean, one nat
views of that city. Later Francis and urally pictures a frozen waste, with
David also went to Philadelphia. All even a solid sea in winter." says the
four brothers took an attic room to- bulletin. "But the long arm of the
gether at $2.50 a week each, with a Gulf Stream, stretched across the At
Mrs. Longstreth. at No. 92 South lantic. around the northern tip of Eu
Eighth Street, where the winter was rope, and along the coast just beyond,
spent in canvassing fnr the Phila makes the Arctic waters which bathe
delphia views. The following summer th? northern end of Norway and the
when the views were ready for de nearby strip of Russia more truly At
livery, a change of boarding houses lantic waters. This is an open coast
was decided upon, and an attic room the year round while Arctic waters,
obtained on Lower Walnut Street be to the east and the gulfs of the Baltic
low Third, with a Mrs. Prim, at the far to the -south arc frozen solidly for
ame price.
many months

Uncle Ben’s daughter and young
son Ben. Jr., were taking drawing les
sons from an English artist named
Edwin Whitefield.
He proposed tc
George Warren that he make a draw
ing or sketch of the city of Albany and
have it lithographed and copies print
ed. George could then get subscribers
for the sketch at paying prices, and he
would pay George a monthly salary for
his work.
This venture proved successful, and
George anil Whitefield then talked
over the plan of making drawings of
some larger city. They decided upon
Newburgh and Brooklyn, Long Isiand.
N. Y„ whither George went. Estab
lishing himself in a boarding house in
Brooklyn, he began canvassing the city
for subscriptions to a view of Brook
* « e e
His condition improved as time went lyn, to be published at three dollars a
on, and he substituted green goggles copy. Securing the names of some of [Continued In Next Issue—Begun Jan.
Another Three-Mile Limit
for other protection to his eyes. Thus the prominent men of the city, then of
'
Foreign
fishermen have been mak
30; back numbers can be supplied.)
able to go about more freely, he would about ninety thousand inhabitants, he
ing the most of this region of iceless
began
to
call
upon
them
for
sub

take a hoe and work in the fields with
waters, where in the proper season,
his father and the boys. Francis was scriptions. and he was usually success
schools of cod. herring and salmon
ful
in
getting
them
to
write
down
their
Relief
still much of an invalid and not able
abound. Chiefly, the fishing vessels
to work on the farm, so Warren also names and addresses for one or more
are those of British and Norwegian-copies
in
his
little
subscription
book
Rheumatic
went about with him. either walking
who have maintained that they have
As
he
progressed,
the
prominent
or driving with the horse ("Old
Rheumatism is a constitutional the right to'carry on their trade ^utnames
on
the
list
induced
others
to
White”) and wagon. Both got all the
disease. It causes local aches and side the three-mile limit. This, the
subscribe, so that finally he had se
health and comfort possible.
pains, inflamed joints and stiff Russians dispute, and have arrested
cured
so
long
a
list
of
subscribers
that
In the following October, Benjamin
muscles; but cannot be permanently boats nine miles off shore.
the
financial
success
of
the
enterprise
Smith, father's brother, whom he had
relieved by local or externa! appli
"The Russian fishermen of the Mur
not seen since he left his brothers in was flattering and assured. This was
cations. It must have constitutional man coast are a nomadic lot w’ho live
the
beginning
of
tlie
Smith
brothers'
Ohio twenty-five years before, came
ireatment.
along the coast in the spring and sum
from Albany, N. Y., with his lovely fifteen years of work in getting up and
fake tlie great blood-purifying and
mer and desert 4he country in winter.
• nic medicine, flood's Sarsaparilla,
daughter, Sarah Elizabeth, seventeen publishing views of the principal cities
Ahich corrects the acid condition of Tremendous Labor Army Built Rail
years of age. She was exceptionally in the United States, as well as of
lie blood on which rheumatism de
Iteautiful, with light hair and large Havana, Cuba.
road
* • « «
fends, and gives permanent relief,
blue eyes, and had been finely edu
“The Murman coast was practically
.'t combines the most effective agents unknown to the outside world until the
George Warrren was now able to
cated at 'Mrs. Leverage’s school for
n the treatment of this disea-i
girls in Albany. The coming of such abandon goggles and put on goldbowblockade of the Baltic and Black Seas
a bright, witty, charming girl into the ed, four-eyed, green lens glasses
during the World War made necessary
life of the country farm and into her Francis went to Boston, then having a
dependence on rhe unused possible
population
of
ninety
thousand,
to
get
father’s old homestead, which he had
doorway in the -north. An army of
up
a
view
of
that
city.
The
drawing
not seen since he, with his three
100.000 laborers was set to work push
was
made
by
Edwin
Whitefield,
litho

brothers, started in their two-horse
ing a railroad from Petrograd to the
graphed,
and
copies
delivered
to
sub

wagon for Ohio in 1814, was a reve
port of Murmanx, where in an inlet 30
scribers whom Francis had secured at
lation.
miles from the open sea, in a wide
This fascinating young girl, with three dollars each. The final balance
deep harbor free from both currents
pink and white complexion, just out of sheet showed a small profit. The view
and Ice. the largest ocean fr-ighters
school and full of laughter and the de of Brooklyn in the final settlement
could dock. In spite of the greatest
sire for fun and frolic, was the wonder showed also a profit. As these profits
engineering difficulties through
a
of the neighborhood, and Francis and had to be divided with Whitefield, the
country of bogs by summer and k-e by
George Warren were carried away artist, while the chief work was the
w-inter, thc line was completed, but
with the new life that came into the securing of subscribers for copies
only a little while before the P,ussian
family. Cart rides, hayrack rides, when ready for delivery, Francis and
revolution came to make it useless.
romping up and down the roads with George Warren decided that they
“Several thousand American 'dough
the freedpm that only country life would hire an artist to do the work
boys' were sent to the Murman cons’
could give, all appealed to the girl. thus securing to themselves all the
with British, French and Italian con
She loved every incident, everything profits remaining from subscriptions;
tingents, to hold the railroads
the
and everybody, with the abandon that Thi3 made Whitefield very mad. but it
region, and spent long months in the
made friends with every one. Such was ‘business. ’
cheerless region. When the war-tim
It might be well to state here that
was life for many weeks at the old
population left, the country slipped
farm. In the meantime Uncle Ben. George Warren was the first of the
back, and now except for the railroad
brothers
to
teach
in
the
country
with his brother George, lived over
villages is almost as sparsely settled
schools.
Later
Francis,
and
also
again the incidents of his boyhood life,
as before. A few Lapps live scattered
David,
taught
school
for
several
win
and met all the older people of the
over the Kola Peninsula whose north
town—and there were several—who ters, and finally Benjamin taught ;
ern edge forms the Murman coast
winter
school
before
leaving
home
could remember so far back.
living largely on their reindeer. As in
Teaching school was quite a common
• • • •
many Arctic regions, mosquitoes are a
serious past along the Murman Coast
Finally the time came when Uncle practice among ambitious Maine boys
in summer, and even the reindeer flee
Ben and his daughter must take their in order to get money with which to go
to thc interior highlands to get away
leave and return to Albany. Sarah away from home to find more lucrative
from them."
Elizabeth urged upon George Warren business pursuits. They received from
the importance of going to Albany to ten to eighteen dollars per month
have his eyes treated by their doctor. with board at different families.
George Warrren went to FlillnAfter their departure, father, mother
and children had new thoughts and delphia to secure subscriptions for
subjects to engross their minds, and copies of a view of that city. After
the conversation was about the new getting Ihe work well started, he
i Thousands Have Discovered
possibilities anil new vision of life left went on to Charleston, S. C„ fofif the
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets
same
purpose,
and
from
there
to
them by Uncle Ben and his daughter.
are a Harmless Substitute
Havana.
By
securing
the
name
of
With the shortening clays and ad
Dr. Edwards’ OliveTablets—thesubvancing cold weather, the inflam Governor-General Concha to head his
' stitute for calomel—are a mild but sure
mation in George Warren’s eyes in list as a subscriber for five copies, he
I laxative, and their effect on the liver is
creased. Again he betook himself to made canvassing fir copies of a view
' almost instantaneous. These little olivehis darkened room, and in winter ban of Havana comparatively easy work
colored tablets are the result of Dr.
daged his eyes to keep out all the rays and the result showed a profitable
Edwards’ determination not to treat
of light. Although not afflicted so se balance sheet. Returning from' Cuba
: liver and bowel complaints with calomel.
verely as during the previous winter, he and Francis worked at securin
The pleasant little tablets do the good
he was still virtually a prisoner in his subscriptions to the Philadelphia view
; that calomel does, but have no bad after
lonely room.
His condition bore
effects. They don’t injure the teeth like
Before going to Havana, George had
heavily upon the sympathy of the
strong liquids or calomel. They take
whole family, but nothing could ap gone to Pittsburg to arrange for a
' hold of the trouble and quickly correct
parently be done except to await view of that city. Then a canvass was
it. Why cure the liver at the expense of
made for a view of New York City, on
future events.
the teeth? Calomel sometimes plays
As spring approached, it was decided which Francis and George worked hard,
havoc with the gums. So do strong
that he should accept the invitation of while David canvassed for a view of
liquids. It is best not to take calomel.
Uncle Ben and his daughter to visit Hartford and New Haven and other
Let Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets take
them In Albany. Accordingly, the small cities, including Salem, Mass
its place.
father began to make two small The following spring, in 1850. when
Headaches, "dullness” and that lazy
leather trunks, one for George and an seme of these views were ready for
feeling ceme from constipation and a
other for Francis, who was to ac delivery, Benjamin came on after
disordered liver. Take Dr. Edwards’
company his brother. When all ar finishing a winter of teaching school,
Olive Tablets when you feel “logy ” and
rangements had been completed, and and his first work was with David in
"heavy." They “clear”clouded brain
while the roads were still very muddy delivering the view of Salem to sub
and “perk up’’the spirits. 15c and 30cand somewhat covered with the re scribers. Whitefield still had a part
mains of old snowdrifts, on the morn nership in the net proceeds. All the
ing of April 14, 1845, Squire Clough, a Smith Brothers were now employed in
neighbor, drove up to the door with a publishing views of cities.
THE IHAMONh UBAXD.
A
SOLD BY
While Francis and George were can
Ladles! Ask yonr DruggUt for Z
strong wagon drawn by a two-horse
€ hl-chvaster ft IMa’nond II rund/J
tandem. George Warren and Francis vassing for views cf New York and
Villa io lied ftui f old metullic\l
boxes, seaiel with Blue Ribbon. \
got in, with the two little trunks some other cities, Beniamin and David!
Tuke no other- Buy of yonr ▼
Urnffstot. A»k forClll-ClfcB-TER S
Squire Clough pulled up the reins and delivered to subscribers the views of'
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for
off they went for Hallowell, to take Salem and Hartford. David went from
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
boat for Boston and Albany. At their there to New Haven. Benjamin to New,
SOLD
BYDRUGGISTS FVtRYWKERE
ROCKLAND. MAINE
departure, as the wagon moved off. Bedford to begin a canvass for a view,
David and Benny, the two younger of that city. Within a few days he j
brothers, who were chopping the sum had secured the subscription of about i
mer's woodpile in the yard, looked a dozen of thc leading meri. Then | Telephone that Item of news to Tlie
anxiously after them, and wondered if feeling very ill, he went to his board-1
w—
ing house, a Mrs. Swayne’s on County (Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
thty would ever see them again.
On their arrival at the home of Street, and to bed. Soot) losing con- readers will see It,
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Pains

Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

With all
the latest
improve*
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

V.F. STUDLEY

: Read Oar Advertisements
And Profit by Them
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News of the Busy Educational j|
World In and Outside of :
Knox County.
From the cover designs for Grade
SA's class magazine, Miss Cleveland se
lected Helen Kirkpatrick's as the best.
The other designs will be worked up as
pictures to help make the magazine
more interesting.
The Teamwork Ticket Thermometer
has gone up past 87. Before the week
has ended they hope to reach the 100
mark. Cedric French is still the leader
with John Scott in the second place.
A new business firm called the Knox
County Button Company has been
started in 8A. This is to make their
work in stocks and bonds more inter
esting. The officers of the company
are: President. Francis Orne; vice
president, Frank Knight; secretary,Ev
elyn Perry; treasurer, Mary Sylvester.
On the board of directors are Ethel
Rackliff, Palmer Pease, May Johnston
and Peter Pellieune.
Irma Fickett i.s marshal for the
month.
The division in geography studying
Greece entertained the whole class
during the geography period Thurs
day. Alvin Winslow and Jessie Ru
benstein are captains of the groups.
At the McLain Building the noon
lunch has become very popular these
wintry days. The 7th and 8th grade
children anticipate with pleasure when
their turn will come to prepare the
lunch for our family of between Jf
and 40 each day. Hot cocoa, creamed
beef with baked potatoes and rice
broth are served this week.
McLain Building had a very pleas
ant surprise this week when flve boys
provided the music for marching. Twc
of these hoys, John McInnis of Grade
A and Dudley Mars. Grade 7B. plat
the piano, while Alva Mears, Grade
A and Dudley Marsh, Grade 7B, play
violins; Francis Orne. Grade 8A, drum
The hoys are doing splendidly, which
pleases all the other boys.
In Grade 1 Dora McMahon was chos
en as the best Palmer girl hy Mr. Ster
ling. Miss Hope Greenhalgh visited
this room Monday.
Ruth Hanscom, Viola Anderson, and
Norman Stanley were the prize win
ners in the number contest last week.
Grade 4, held the o|>enlng exercise
at the indoor assembly Jan. 31, and the
following program was read by Mar
garet Thomas: March. Mary and Oran
Laiv'v; Lord's Prayer, School; F.sg
Salute, School; Clean Up Band Song
10 children—girls wearing aprons and
dust caps, boys dressed in overalls, al!
carrying dust mops, brooms, dust pans
and soap; Mother Goose Health Play
with appropriate costumes.
The cast: Mother Goose, Thelma
Blai kington: Jack Nimble, Rodney Mur
phy; Mary Quite Contrary, Helen Matson; Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe
Dorothy Feeney;
Tommy Tucker,
Charles Bicknell: Jack Horner, Nor
man Connon; Boy on a Stick Horse
Herbert Huntley; Jack and Jill, Hugh
Benner. Barbara Blaisdell.; Little Misf
Muffet, Mary Lawry; Little Miss Muffet’s Friend, Annie Chase; Little BoPeep. Virginia Richardson; Little Lady
Antoinette Lachance; Handy Spandv
Paul Browne> Do -tor Foster, David
Knowlton.
The reading in Grade 7 this week is
from Dickens’ stories. The boys are
writing sketches of the author and the
girls making comparisons o-f their fa
vorite characters. Interesting mate
rial has been loaned by Dorothy Ea
ton, Donald Haskell, George Wood and
Wesley Wasgatt.
Albert Emery has added to the school
library an attractive volume on West
ern Heroes.
Those having their names on the
honor roll in Grade 8C are Arlene Chaples, Hugh Elliot, Margaret Lawrence.
Sydney Segall, Eva Brown and Mervin Harriman. This grade is making
a geography of Asia. As each country
is studied, pictures, maps and stories
written hy the pupils are pasted inte
the book. The neat design and print
ing on the cover were done by Ralph
Blackington. The boys and girls art
very enthusiastic over winning Palmei
pins and devote ail of their spare time
to practicing writing.
The Improvement League, Grade 6
elected officers Friday for the wintei
term. Mildred Hamilton was choser.
president, Irma Fickett, vice president
Aile Rendell, secretary; a nil Max Cohen
treasurer.
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Ivers & Pond
McPhail
Francis Bacon
Merrill
Weser Bros.
Jacob Doll
Wellsmore

EVERYTHING MUSICAL
3 Second Hand Upright Pianos, $50 to $150

V. F. STUDLEY |
Telephone 71 3.

ROCKLAND, ME.

283 Main St.
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WATERMAN'S BEACH
Did you read the little poem from
Seguin Light in last Tuesday’s issue of
The Courier-Gazette?
Who would
have thought that on that outer shore
jf rock,
where at
the
present
time everything is covered with ire
i person would have the heart to write
for the pleasure of friends on the mainanil ? I surely was pleased to learn
thal I was being remembered by thpeople who live on the off-shore is
lands. Some people will lie cheerful
no matter where they are located. It
eems m.v friend the writer wasn’t
ontented with keeping the Govern
ment light trimmed and burning, but
also didn't want tn keep her own fight
under a bushel.
I have been waiting for years to
hear from Capt. Luke Spear. It ap
pears he was one of the kids who used
to climb to the windows in the old
Beethoven Hall, slip into a back seat
and take in - the show. I have done
he trick many times. I remember the
seats were just common lumber, the
back ones higher than those in front
The hhll was located due east and
west; the stage being at the West end.
Please remember that Charles was 13
years of age in 1864.
Capt. Luke and I were shipmates on
voyage to Boston in an old limetoaster. about 1869. Luke was captain
ind I was supposed to be cook. How
ie lived to grow up under my cooking
has always been a wonder to me. In
hose good old times the lime-coasters
brought all kinds of freight back to

Rotkiand for the merchants. If Capt.
Luki's memory Is very keen he will
remember that on one trip home he
had as freight some barrels of molas
ses. It was new molasses and would
run out of the hole in the top If the
plug was taken out, and thc boys would
make it into candy. Lots ot it. Some
times that randy would get daubed a’l
over the cabin anil half way to the
main truck. I think Forrest Hall told
thiA story about Capt. Luke. They
were both play boys those,days.
1 was over to the Foster farm Fri
day. The many friends of Mrs. John
Foster (Aunt Annie) will he grieved to
learn of her failing health this winter.
She is up about the house and cheerful
as ever hut very poorly. Mr. Foster
appears in better health than he w:n
last winter. Uncle Will and Aunt Ab
bie are in fairly good health at present.
• • , «
I called on Miss Maria Waterman
and had a little talk about the house
that was moved from the Foster farm
to Seal Harbor. She says her father
the iate Winslow Waterman, put up
over night the 12 yoke of oxen and
three teamsters that were there to
me,vc the house. She said there (night
have been even more oxen than that
in the team. What would the people
cf Rockland think to see 14 yoke of
oxen going up through Main street?
Well, thank goodness the wind has
got around to the southwest at last.
Just in time to keep the channel from
(Using up.
The ice formed from
the Beach to the islands across the
channel. A small boat was trying to
get to the westward this Wednesday
noon.
C. D. S. G.
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The Twit chell- ChamplinCo.

Importers and

Boston and Portland____________________ Packers.

At the same tijne ask for HATCHET BRAND COFFEE

Purchase Street School
In Grade 2 Purchase Street, Everett
Froho k, Mildred Sweeney, Eva Dowr
and Mary Stockbridge had most stai
papers for past week.
We had a spelling match Friday and
Leon White, Mary Stockbridge, Agues
McClure and Everett Frohoek wert
best spellers.
Lillian Reynolds' name has been put
on the roil of honor for arithmetic.

* * e »
Union High
During the absence last week of our
assistant teacher, Miss Howes, on ac
count of the illness and death of het
grandmother, the following pupils took
her place: Mabel Ayer, Junior English
Christine Norwood, Sophomore Latin
Lucille Jones, Sophomore English:
Saia Hilt, Freshman i.atin, and Carle
ton Mansfield, Junior Geometry.
Recently, Dorothy Mank, of the das'
nf 1922, give a very interesting as
well as instructive talk on banking.
Mr. Young, Everson Overlook and
Linwood Hilt attended the baseball
league meeting held in the Rockland.
High School building, last Saturday,
to help plan the baseball schedule for
the coming season.
Many pupils find it difficult to be
present every day because of storms
and bad traveling.
Very few pupils are to be found who
have not made a marked improvement
in penmanship over the fall term.
We have now had flve days of pleas
ant weather. Wonder what’s going to
happen!
The members of Union High are
pleased to learn tiiat Rose Edwards
will soon join them again after suffer
ing front a severe attack of pneumonia
We are glad to have with us again
Florence Bessey and Dorothy Cum
mings, who have been absent on ac
count of sickness.
’
Mabel Ayer anil Christine Norwood
are back after being out the past week
on account of illness.

“Puts" and “Calls.’’
A "put" Is a contract which gives Its
possessor the right to deliver to the
liarty signing the same a certain
amount of slock ut a named price dur
Ing the lime stated in the contract. A
“call" is a contract which gives its
possessor ihe right to demand from the
party siguing the same a certain
amount uf stock at a uuiued price dur
ing the time slated In the contract.
X.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND. MAINE
By saving one dollar, thc possibility of acquiring hundred* becomes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it's the dollars saved early in life that tall
when the future days of need shall arrive.

Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
Monumental

Works

EAST UNION, MAINE
Owner of Lincolnville Gray Granite Quarries
We are equipped with the most modern machinery and can
finish a monument, to please cur customers, from Barra, Quincy, or
any of the leading Granites.
We sell the Vermont Marble Company’s high grade marble
memorials in both the polished work and M. & M. finish.

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are wilting to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instrument*.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET
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Worry Wears A
Life Away
L
—

TT"
a nlomn/ili
na r»n
n/Iicroif
Worry affects athe
stomach, Yaw!vs
brings
on 5indigestion,

constipation, biliousness. Again, a generally dis
ordered system causes worry—a vicious circle I A
clean, healthy system with pure blood, means a
clear brain where worry finds noUbidingplace. To
enjoy healthy happiness, keep digestion vigorous,
bowels active, the entire internal system dear of
poisonous wastes. Nothing is more effective for this
purpose than genuine “L. F.” Atwood Medicine.
Large bottle, 50 cents—1 cent a dose. All dealers.
“1AF.” MEDICINE COMPANY, Portland, Manic

